Record of Public Submissions

This document contains the written submissions received in response to the notice of public hearing for:

Bylaw 2016-03 Town of Canmore Municipal Development Plan

The public hearing was held on March 22, 2016. Submissions respecting this bylaw were accepted
between February 2, 2016, the date of first reading, and 8:42 on March 22, 2016, when the public
hearing was adjourned.

This document was prepared by Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk, on March 24, 2016.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jorie Adams
Monday, March 21, 2016 11:13 AM
Council; Cheryl Hyde
Note to Canmore Town Council regarding the 2016 MDP

Dear Councillors,
I am a long time Canmore resident and have appreciated the sensitivity local residents and the
Town have always given to our wildlife neighbours. I think most citizens agree with me that we
must not interfere with their ability to live beside us and to move through the valley. Up to now,
this perspective has been that of the Town.
I was, therefore, surprised and concerned to see that the proposed MDP does not seem to take
this responsibility seriously. Instead of clear provisions ensuring that development does not
infringe on the survival and movement of wildlife, there seem to be little more than broad
generalities which are subject to interpretation by the Administration and Council of the day.
This is a major modification in the manner in which the Town has, up to now, dealt with this
important issue, and I urge you to reintroduce detailed provisions which ensure that
developments close to wildlife corridors are subject to compulsory environmental assessments
including an independent scientific review.

Thank you.
Jorie Adams
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Clarke Bullock
Monday, February 29, 2016 11:48 AM
Cheryl Hyde; Tracy Woitenko
Pamela Frank
Canmore MDP

Ms. Woitenko,
Alberta Transportation has reviewed the Canmore MDP and has no objection to the proposal. However, any new
subdivision and development to be located within 800 metres of a provincial highway will require department review
and approval, which may also require the preparation of a Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) for the proposed subdivision/
development.
Thanks
Clarke Bullock
Development and Planning Technologist
Delivery Services, South Region
Alberta Transportation
Government of Alberta
Tel 403‐297‐5027
Cell 403‐803‐4033
Fax 403‐297‐7682

Clarke.Bullock@gov.ab.ca
511 Alberta – Alberta’s Official Road Reports
Go to 511.alberta.ca and follow @511Alberta

Up-to-date road information, including traffic delays, is a click or a call away. Call 5-1-1 toll-free, visit
511.alberta.ca or follow us on Twitter @511Alberta to get on the road to safer travel.
http://511.alberta.ca/ab/en.html
https://twitter.com/511Alberta
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager.
This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the
named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pamela Alexander
Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:11 PM
Cheryl Hyde
Council
Plea to reinstate protective policy to MDP

Hello, I am writing on behalf of me and my partner, as engaged Canmore citizens and stewards of the land.
Our valley is one of the last remaining intact mountain ecosystems in the world. It is beautiful and precious to
us. We believe that along with our enjoyment of it comes a responsibility to care for this land and the wildlife
that lives here. The corridors on either side of Canmore play a huge part in the greater ecosystem for wildlife
movement in the Yellowstone-to-Yukon region. We need to keep this corridor open so wildlife can continue to
thrive.
What we have seen is that as it currently stands, the environmental stewardship section 4 falls far short of earlier
MDPs in statutory policies and processes to protect wildlife corridors, habitat patches and adjacent land
uses. We are asking council to continue to support a return to the following 4 policies to the MDP consistent
with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP) at 2nd reading.
The following are the key points we ask you to consider.
1. A specific definition of ‘adjacency’ - defined as a minimum distance in # of metres (200 – 250) from the boundary of
a corridor or habitat patch - which can be applied to ANY new development proposal adjacent to a corridor or
patch. In the CSP, ‘adjacency’ was defined as a distance of 250 metres from a corridor or patch (consistent with the 175250 metre ‘adjacency’ defined in the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines, even though BCEAG cannot be mandated directly).

BECAUSE this definition of ‘adjacency’:

 Provides one specific minimum criterion for ‘adjacency’ in # of metres that applies to ALL development and is
consistent with provincial scientific recommendations

 Only commits the Town to carefully examine land uses within the defined adjacency area
 Provides flexibility in planning for more than the minimum ‘adjacency’ and to address minor changes in the nonstatutory EIS Policy document

 Is consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and provincial recommendations
 Provides certainty to all parties what minimum criterion of ’adjacency’ is expected

2. A requirement for an EIS for any new development proposal IN or ADJACENT TO a corridor or habitat patch:

BECAUSE an EIS ‘adjacent’ to corridors or patches:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leanne Allison
Sunday, March 20, 2016 7:16 PM
Council; Cheryl Hyde
MDP- Open house March 22nd digital comments

To whom it may concern,
I would like to strongly support keeping the MDPas it. I'm very suspicious of the shift in focus of council
towards affordable housing at the cost of wildlife corridors. These two issues should never be pitted one against
the other. There are creative solutions to affordable housing available within the existing foot print of the town.
I urge you to consider any watering down of the MDP very carefully. Future development in Canmore needs to
stick to the existing high standards in the current MDP if we are going to coexist with wildlife in the Bow
Valley.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best regards,
Leanne

Leanne Allison
leanne@necessaryjourneys.ca
403-679-9041
http://www.necessaryjourneys.ca/necessaryjourneys/film.html
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

CanmoreAndersons
Monday, March 21, 2016 8:05 PM
John Borrowman; Joanna McCallum; Sean Krausert; Vi Sandford; Esme Comfort; Ed
Russell; Rob Seeley
Lisa de Soto; Alaric Fish; Michael Fark; Cheryl Hyde
Input for MDP Public Hearing March 22, 2016

Mayor and Council,
Please accept this input for the DRAFT MDP Version 2 Public Hearing. Thank you for you consideration.
Kay and Gary Anderson

DRAFT MDP VERSION 2 INPUT

Page 7, Under 1.1 BACKROUND
In its introduction, it says “the MDP guides the community on its path toward greater sustainability by
integrating the community’s vision with municipal planning and decisionmaking.” Then it goes on to say “The
Town of Canmore formally adopted a community‐based vision titled Mining the Future (MTF) in 2006. After
extensive public involvement with the residents of Canmore.”
Question. Why does the area under 1.2 Vision of the DRAFT MDP Version 2 not specifically transfer
the exact wording of the MTF document?
Recommendation: As one of the 400 who participated in the creation of the MTF document, I would
like to see the exact wording in this section of the Vision of the MDP – no changes, alterations. It took
over 10 months of effort to create the Vision statement, can we please give the citizens of Canmore
their voice and respect and keep it in its entirety word for word as follows:
Vision Statement As citizens of Canmore, we are proud of our community’s mining and
mountain heritage, of the inspiring mountain landscape and the rich natural environment we share
with species that define the Canadian West and wilderness, of the astonishing range of skills and
talents demonstrated by our residents, of our exceptional commitment to the well‐being of others in
the community, and of our collective effort to be leaders in finding solutions to the challenges that
confront our own and other mountain communities. Understanding where we have come from, and
what we value today, we imagine a future in which Canmore is:
An accessible, friendly, inclusive and closely‐knit community with a small town feel and a
distinct identity anchored in its mountain surroundings and its mining past;
A community populated by a wide range of individuals and families from different
backgrounds and of different ages, interests, values, skills and economic means;
A community that supports its diverse population with affordable housing, a strong and
varied economy, a healthy environment, a full array of social services, abundant open space and
ample opportunities for recreation and artistic expression;
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A community that acknowledges and works within the limits imposed by its geography and
ecology, and that uses the best the world has to offer in designing a built environment that respects
and is worthy of its natural environment;
A community that has become a leader in integrating its social, economic and environmental
activities in ways that ensure its future generations will enjoy the same opportunities and quality of
life as its current generations. The Canmore of the future is a prosperous, vital, and vibrant
community. It’s great strength is its varied, resourceful, and engaged citizens, who thrive together on
the strength of the community’s long‐term commitment to the diversity of its people and the health
of the mountain landscape that shapes and sustains it.
Question: At the end of this section there is a new revision stating, “A community that is continuously
evolving and adapting to a changing world while maintaining its distinct identity.”
Recommendation: I would like this sentence removed as it is written as if the community created it,
but we did not. The “undertone” sounds like more justification for evolve by building and everywhere
at any cost ‐ as it appears housing trumps all our other values from Council/Admin perspective.
Page 9, 1.4 GUIDING PRINCIPLES AND STRATEGIES TO ACHIEVE THE VISION
Question: why does the MDP DRAFT not specifically transfer the exact wording of the MTF document
in this section? The DRAFT manipulates it and the DRAFT is not as it was intended. Please keep things
simple and keep the words the same as written in the MTF.
Recommendation: Keep the guiding principles in the same order and same words as it was written in
MTF and put it into this section. The following are directly from MTF word for word:
Guiding Principles: Aside from our foundational values, we as Canmore citizens share five guiding
principles – important community ideals that constitute the pillars of the vision and that will steer us
toward the future we seek. As citizens of Canmore we aspire to a future that retains and builds on
our core guiding principles.
They are: 1. Our identity. We recognize ourselves to be: ƒ Healthy, active people who share a passion
for mountain culture, environment, aesthetics, and recreation; ƒ Highly skilled people with a
diversity of talents who are involved personally and professionally in our community and the world‐
at‐large; ƒ People who have chosen to live here, who are able to reflect on who they are and why
they live here, and who are committed to continually renewing their relationship with each other,
the community, and the mountain landscape; and ƒ People who excel in all aspects of life, but
particularly so in sports, the arts, and wellbeing.
2. Economic sustainability. We acknowledge the importance of a strong economy to our overall
wellbeing, and how important it is that our economy remains viable over time. At present, we see
ourselves primarily as a successful tourism community. To achieve the strong, resilient economy we
believe necessary for future success, we will need to build on the tourism base to create a balanced
economy that draws from many sources, including knowledge‐based industry, entrepreneurship,
retirement and investment income, wellness and mountain lifestyle. Economic sustainability
requires a diversity of income sources and the participation a diverse workforce – one with a range
of skills, ages, means and abilities – that is supported by the community over time.
3. Social fabric. We are proud of our history as a close‐knit, supportive and caring community, and
we envision a future in which Canmore’s social fabric remains as tightly woven as in the past. We
believe that embracing diversity, and managing our community in ways that support diversity, is the
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means to creating and maintaining a strong social fabric. To maintain that fabric’s strength – woven
from the warp and weft of different people of all ages and backgrounds, family make‐up, income
levels, values, and interests – we will need to not only support current practices and policies that
keep people here who are already in the community, but discover and implement new practices and
policies as well.
4. Environmental stewardship. We recognize that Canmore is both geographically bounded and
ecologically significant. Further, we acknowledge that Canmore is part of a wider ecosystem and that
we as human residents share the valley with many other species of plants and animals. Accordingly,
we acknowledge that our geography and ecology impose limits that cannot be ignored.
Environmental stewardship means that we ensure our mountain ecosystems remain healthy over
time, and that we work towards our common future without squandering either our cultural or
natural capital. It requires the demonstration of individual and community responsibility towards
the natural environment.
5. Civic engagement and leadership. We note the community’s history of strong citizen engagement
in important civic issues. The future we envision builds on that engagement, with an expanded voice
for citizens in making key decisions. A variety of new forums that support meaningful community
dialogue, information sharing, and informed deliberation will be required to make decisions that are
consistent with the Vision. Continued and expanded citizen engagement will require visionary
leadership from both our elected officials and our individual residents.
Page 10, 1.5 ROLE OF THE PLAN AND PLAN ORGANIZATION
Recommendation: Last sentence of 1st paragraph to Change to read as follows: “Municipal decision
makers will need to consider the specific issues and weigh the merits of a development proposal against our
community values, vision and principles and the voice of the community.” Note: In MTF, page 10 “Integrate
ALL of our values and guiding principles into our economic decision making.”
2. GROWTH MANAGEMENT on page 12
Question: Are we going to draw a line in the sand ever for growth? There should be a statement that
reflects the realization that there will be a point where there can be no more growth. MTF, page 8
states “Acknowledge there are geographic and ecological limits in the Bow Valley, and that the reality
of limits must be considered in discussions regarding continued use of the landscape by people and
other species.”
Recommendation: reword 1st paragraph to state: “As a result of past approvals, some of which were
Provincial, Canmore may see growth over the next 20‐30 years. In that time, the limits for
development may be reached. The community has a clear concern about the impacts of growth and
change to the vision, values and principles of our community and neighborhoods.
Growth/development will need to cease when there ceases to be balance in all our values, vision
and principles. We cannot sacrifice our values, principles and vision for the sake of growth.”
Recommendation: Additionally please reword in this area adding the areas in bold as follows:, “any
increase to approved development must demonstrate a significant benefit to the community as a
whole without sacrificing our values, vision and principles. And especially must take into
consideration the Precautionary Principle from Mining the Future: The idea that if the consequences
of an action are unknown, but are judged to have some potential for major or irreversible negative
consequences, then it is best to avoid taking that action.”
2.1.3 page 13‐14
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Question: Why does it seem are we only interested in protection of the wildlife corridors by “the
Province” in this DRAFT?
Recommendation: As a community, we need to do more than rely on the Province to protect our
wildlife. Our Town, our Administration, our Citizens are morally obligated to intervene to ensure the
entire wildlife corridor is functional. No more development approvals should even be considered until
a functional wildlife corridor is in place and fully protected.

2.1.5 page 14
Question: Again, why are we not using language to put a limit, a line in the sand for growth?
Recommendation: Under point a) should read instead, “a significant community benefit is achieved
that aligns with our values, principles and vision, and”
2.3 GROWTH PHASING page 15
Question. Why in the last paragraph does it state “Canmore’s neighborhoods have experienced
change over time and they will continue to evolve into the future.”? Saying neighborhoods will evolve
suggests a foregone conclusion, that you will infill and redevelop any chance you get without concern of the
citizens voice and our values and principles. If you truly want to “soften” your tone it should be reworded.
Recommendation: “Some of Canmore’s neighborhoods have experienced change over time, if a
significant community benefit that aligns with our values, principles and vision is realized they may evolve
further in the future, after all other avenues have been exhausted”

2.3.2 INFILL AND REDEVELOPMENT pg 16
Question. Why is it a forgone conclusion that there “will” be infill and redevelopment? This does not
soften the tone, it just says the same thing in a different way.
Recommendatin: Change wording from “will” to “may” and after all other avenues have been
exhausted.
2.3.4 and 2.3.5 page 16
Question: The message you are sending is clear, the citizens voice, our values and principles do not
matter at all. If there is infrastructure – you will encourage development. Also if there are lands adjacent to
built up areas you will encourage development.
Recommendation: This should be revised to reflect “after all other avenues for new development has
been exhausted, and if it aligns with our values, principles and vision and the voice of the community...”

2.4 FUTURE GROWTH page 17
2.4.1 Question: Why is it indicated that it is just the Province that protects wildlife corridors?
Recommendation: The wording should be changed to, “…and protection of functional wildlife
corridors by the Province, in collaboration with the Town, ensuring developers adhere to providing
functionality of the wildlife corridors prior to any additional development approvals.
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Steep Creek Risk Reduction page 21
3.5.5. Question: It states the capital cost of mitigation is borne by the developer – that may be upfront, what
are you doing to ensure any future mitigations that are required for failed mitigations at the development
stage are not borne by the taxpayers?
Recommendation: You need to put in a place some sort of mechanism to protect taxpayers from
having to pick up the tab for failed mitigations. If this is not possible you need to not approve development on
areas of risk for any reason.

Developments in a Steep Creek Hazard Zone page 23
3.5.15 Question: Why are we not more cautious?
b Moderate hazard area. Recommendation: Change from will be allowed to MAY be allowed
c. Low hazard area. Recommendation: Change from shall be allowed to MAY be allowed
3.6 WILDFIRE page 24
3.6.1 Recommendation: Change from may be required to undertake to SHALL or MUST be required to
undertake a wildfire risk assessment

3.7 UNDERMINING pg 24
3.7.3 Question: Why would the Town accept any lands that are undermined for municipal infrastructure or
municipal reserve? Just as Mayor Borrowman stated in his Nov 5, 2015 Mountain Insider interview, “
Possible is the active verb, why would you if there is any there at all?....we don’t want to find ourselves
in this situation again….we’re not going to be accepting lands, particularly as MR, that become our
liability if there is any question at all about future undermining” The Dyrgas Gate sinkhole in Three
Sisters is providing us all the ability to learn from this living history. The sinkhole is still not fixed 6
years running now. Will the $600,000 that Alberta taxpayers had to provide fix it? I have my doubts. I
think Canmore taxpayers ourselves will end up putting more money down the sinkhole to fix it. I
remind everyone the same consultant being used today, Golder, and the same developer are the ones
who approved building and said it was safe in that area to begin with –but they are off the hook to pay
to fix their mistake. This must never happen again. The people must never again pay for the mistakes
of the developer and their consultant.
Recommendation: Change the wording to read, “Municipal infrastructure or municipal reserve
dedication will not/shall not be permitted on undermined lands. “

4. ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP page 26
Recommendation in this section:
*Please require a developer to provide a full EIS, by a qualified independent entity that is familiar
with the Bow Valley area, to assess any negative impacts of any development proposed in or
adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch
*Please require an independent, 3rd party evaluation of any developer’s
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Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for any new development in or adjacent to a wildlife habitat
patch or wildlife corridor. Please require the developer to pay for this as part of the cost of applying
for development and this 3rd party should be selected
by the Town.

*Please require a detailed independent environmental impact assessment (EIA) of new projects.
*Please ensure that proposed development adjacent to corridors/habitat patches are extremely
carefully assessed to ensure there is no compromise to the functionality of the wildlife corridors or
habitat patches.

Question: Why was the this taken out? “Within Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA), in particular
wildlife corridors and habitat patches, the natural environment has priority over any human uses.”
Recommendation: Please reinsert this: ““Within Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA), in particular
wildlife corridors and habitat patches, the natural environment has priority over any human uses.” Page 8 of
the MTF document it states, “Acknowledge there are geographic and ecological limits in the Bow Valley, and
that the reality of limits must be considered in discussions regarding continued use of the landscape by people
and other species”
Under Goals, point 1
Question: Why was this taken out? “To identify and protect locally and regionally significant wildlife
movement corridors and habitat patches”
Recommendation: Please reinsert this: “To identify and protect locally and regionally significant
wildlife movement corridors and habitat patches” Again we cannot just leave this to the Province, our wildlife
and environment are critical to the citizens of Canmore and our Town needs to do everything in its power and
then some to ensure we have functional wildlife corridors – and this can be done by ensuring we only approve
development after these are in place and functional. Additionally in MTF, page 8 it states “Connect Canmore’s
role as a gateway community to Provincial and National Parks to the regional ecosystem; maintain regional
connectivity of the surrounding landscape”

4.2 Environmentally Sensitive Areas page 28
Question: Why has 4.2.1 been stricken?
Recommendation: Reinstate 4.2.1 as it was written: “The identification and management of ESA is
integral to the protection of wildlife habitat, functional wildlife corridors, waterbodies and ecosystem
processes related to those features. “ As In MTF, page 7 it states, “Maintain the biodiversity and ecological
integrity of the Bow Valley ecosystem”

pg 29 (add the word) Functional Wildlife corridor and Habitat Patch Location and Design
4.2.7 Question: Why is just the Province listed?
Recommendation: Add that “the Province, in collaboration with the Town of Canmore, will approve
the location and design of functional wildlife corridors”
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Protection of (add this word) Functional Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches, page 29
4.2.10 Question: Why would we ever, for any reason, allow or even consider expansion of development
footprint or intensification of an existing use within a corridor or habitat patch? This needs a firm line in the
sand.
Recommendation: Change wording to “Where expansion of development footprint or intensification
of an existing use within a wildlife corridor or habitat patch is proposed by a land owner, it will not be
considered or allowed” As per MTF, page 10 it states, “Maintain regional wildlife connectivity, ecological
integrity and biodiversity (do no harm).”

4.2.13 page 30
Question: why use the word should?
Recommendation: change to the word MUST have regard for the BCEAG….

4.2.14 Question: Why wouldn’t all proposals require an EIS?
Recommendation: ALL proposals deemed adjacent will require an EIS. In MTF, page 10 “Maintain
regional wildlife connectivity, ecological integrity and biodiversity (do no harm)” and Page 5 states under
“Environmental Stewardship means that we ensure our mountain ecosystems remain healthy over time and
that we work towards our common future without squandering either our cultural or natural capital. It
requires the demonstration of individual and community responsibility towards the natural environment.”
*Please require a developer to provide a full EIS, by a qualified independent entity that is familiar
with the Bow Valley area, to assess any negative impacts of any development proposed in or
adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch
*Please require an independent, 3rd party evaluation of any developer’s \
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for any new development in or adjacent to a wildlife habitat
patch or wildlife corridor. Please require the developer to pay for this as part of the cost of applying
for development and this 3rd party should be selected
by the Town.
*Please require a detailed independent environmental impact assessment (EIA) of new projects.
*Please ensure that proposed development adjacent to corridors/habitat patches are extremely
carefully assessed to ensure there is no compromise to the functionality of the wildlife corridors or
habitat patches.

Wildlife Sensitive Design pg 30
4.2.16 Question: Why is the word should used?
Recommendation: Change to the word MUST be designed to minimize impacts on any adjacent
wildlife habitat patch or corridor.

Human Use in Corridors and Habitat Patches
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4.2.18 Question: Why is the word should used in this section?
Recommendation: Change to the word MUST in the two locations….in use of wildlife corridors MUST
only be allowed where such development….and Trail development MUST be consistent with criteria in the
BCEAG…”

5.1 GENERAL AFFORDABLE HOUSING POLICIES page 36
5.1.2 Question: Why aren’t we considering a phased approach to various areas for affordable housing?
Recommendation: Change wording to “Affordable housing should be integrated in a phased priority
process. Primarily focused in new development areas, within a short distance to the Town Centre, commercial
and mixed use areas, or transit stop area.
5.1.3 Question: Isn’t it important to retain or advance our standards whenever possible? Using the word
“will” here implies we will absolutely regress in this area.
Recommendation: Change wording to “less stringent architectural design standards for affordable
housing MAY be allowed” This softens the tone.

5.1.4 Question: Why “should” the Town support granting variances?
Recommendation: Change wording to “may” support granting variances, the tone is softer.

Non‐Market Affordable Housing Incentives pg 36
5.2.1 Question: Where did this target of 15% come from? What logic has brought us to this number?
Recommendation: Remove the target of 15%. As written it basically seems to state if a developer
comes forward with an application for development that includes 15% affordable housing with market
housing it lays a foundation that that is the only consideration needed and approvals may follow. There are
many other aspects to development approvals that must be considered, not just a % affordable in the mix.
Our other values, principles and vision must always be in balance against some % of growth here.
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Neighborhood Residential, page 39
Question: 1st paragraph, Where does this come from? “the need to expand the supply of housing?

Recommendation: We do not need to expand housing. We need “more affordable” housing, but this
must not be done by sacrificing our other values and principles related to Our identity, Economic
Sustainability, Social fabric, Environmental Stewardship, and Civic Engagement and Leadership. We must have
balance, so wording must be included to reflect this.
Question 2nd paragraph , Why is the Town the only ones who will work to manage the rate of change?
And why is the only thing that matters is the scale, look and feel of the neighborhood?
Recommendation: To change the wording to “the Town and the community will work together to
manage the rate of change taken into consideration, per MTF, an expanded voice for the citizens in making
key decisions.” MTF page 8 also states, “Revise the Town of Canmore’s decision making structures to reflect
significantly increased and long‐term citizen engagement.” It is not just about scale, look and feel of new
developments in existing neighborhoods, it is also about protecting our limited green spaces from
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development in existing established neighborhoods – minimally until new development areas are completely
at build out.
Housing Variety pg 41
6.1.5 Note: It seems in the downtown core area that all that ever happens is an old mining house goes
down and a 4 plex goes up. Could there be a requirement or goal of some sort in that area, of close proximity
to the core, to have smaller enclaves of “affordable housing” being built in those areas when an old mine
house goes down.
EXISTING NEIGHBORHOODS
6.1.9 Question: the 5 points listed as is for areas for infill and redevelopment can really describe any
established neighborhood in Canmore, so hiding that fact in wording seems to be a bit of game.
Recommendation: List out instead areas by top 3 priority.
1) Areas within walking distance to Town
2) Areas with aging housing stock
3) Areas in need of infrastructure upgrades
The rest of Canmore and the rest of the items listed here in the DRAFT are premature and only set up
our Town to be in constant state of fear, distrust and uncertainty for residents
6.1.11 Question: How are you defining “net benefit”? it seems according to Council or Administration. And
why do you appear to limit what will be considered by your list a to i?
Recommendation: Reword to state, “Using our Mining the Future principles, values and vision, there
should be a significant net benefit to the neighborhood…”
Recommendation: Add back j. to read “impact to the social fabric of the existing neighborhood or
adjacent lands
Recommendation: Add k. to read “sensitivity of existing neighborhood green spaces, whether
forested, a park or vacant green space” – we talk of the need to keep people out of corridors and habitat
patches, so we need to maintain our parks/green spaces within existing neighborhoods to provide areas for
people to gather, relax, in an acceptable location, not in corridors or habitat patches.
7.1 Community Open Spaces, page 45
Question: Why are you taking out the words together “small town character” ?
Recommendation: Put back the words, “small town character” as per MTF page 22: the phrase “small
town” was frequently used to reflect a sense of belonging, an ability to meet people you know regularly on the
street and yet an openness to newcomers and visitors. So “town” was another term with meaning in
distinguishing Canmore that should be articulated and intentionally kept alive in thinking about the future.

Amenities and Infrastructure pg 51
9.1.11 Question: Why is affordable housing listed here, makes no sense at all in comparison to other points
listed.
Recommendation: Remove a. affordable housing
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10 Commercial and Mixed Use, pg 52
Question: Why again are you crossing out small town character?
Recommendation: Leave in small town character. as per MTF page 22: the phrase “small town” was
frequently used to reflect a sense of belonging, an ability to meet people you know regularly on the street and
yet an openness to newcomers and visitors. So “town” was another term with meaning in distinguishing
Canmore that should be articulated and intentionally kept alive in thinking about the future.
11 RESORT CENTRES pg 56
Question: Can you please include some language in this section for the Town to take bold steps with
the developer to get Three Sisters to adhere to the NRCB decision? For example, in actually building the resort
centre by requiring them to build commercial, entertainment, recreational accommodation and employee
housing? Is Three Sisters adhering to retaining 74% of the entire property as green as it was stated it WILL
remain in the NRCB decision?
From the NRBC decision 2.2.2 under Proposed Development it states:

11.1.7 pg 57
Question: Why are you saying the Resort Centre intended for PAH?
Recommendation: The NRCB decision states under 2‐3,

So per the NRCB decision, Three Sisters would require hotel operators to provide accommodation for 50% of
their staff close to the facility. Also, low and modest cost housing would make up over 60% of all proposed
residential units on the entire Three Sisters property. These points should be placed in the MDP as the NRCB
decision should be adhered to.
13 Urban Design and Historic Resources, page 61
Question: Why is the word small removed yet again?
Recommendation: Reinsert “small” mountain town character, as per MTF page 22: the phrase “small
town” was frequently used to reflect a sense of belonging, an ability to meet people you know regularly on the
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street and yet an openness to newcomers and visitors. So “town” was another term with meaning in
distinguishing Canmore that should be articulated and intentionally kept alive in thinking about the future.

14. Infrastructure and Services, page 64
Question: Why is the word small removed for the 4th time in this MDP?
Recommendation: Reinsert “small” mountain town character, as per MTF page 22: the phrase “small
town” was frequently used to reflect a sense of belonging, an ability to meet people you know regularly on the
street and yet an openness to newcomers and visitors. So “town” was another term with meaning in
distinguishing Canmore that should be articulated and intentionally kept alive in thinking about the future.
14.3.9 Question: Locals have to give up our Town often enough for all the tourists and cost of living is
already higher here for gas and groceries ‐ if you are going to initiate paid parking will you be offering a pass to
locals for our cars so we are not being charged to park in our own Town?
Recommendation: Offer locals a parking pass so that they are not charged for parking, or at a
minimum significantly reduced cost than what visitors pay.
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The Town should have the option of requesting/requiring a full and independent environmental impact assessment
(EIA) and/or a Cumulative Impact Assessment of new projects (as was available in previous MDP’s in 1998 and 2009)
require the developer to provide a full Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), by a qualified independent entity, on new
development proposed either in or adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch (as was available in previous MDP’s in
1998 and 2009)
Define the term “adjacent” explicitly, regarding wildlife corridors and habitat patches so there is no ambiguity
There should be NO development in wildlife corridors. No exceptions.
Corridors must be defined by a committee of wildlife corridor scientists, all of whom must be at arm’s length from the developer

Section 11 - Resort Centre
Three Sisters Mountain Village and SilverTip were both approved largely based upon their commitments to build five star hotels that
would provide a substantial tax and employment base for Canmore. This obligation still stands and should be fulfilled before other
development proceeds.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

E Mark Barker
Monday, March 21, 2016 11:41 AM
Council; Cheryl Hyde
MDP Hearing March 22

Dear Town of Canmore Council
With the growing awareness of the importance of environmental stewardship for the survival of all
species on this planet our town should not be taking a step backward on this critical issue.
Economics should not be treated at par or given a greater priority than securing the air we need to
breath, the water we need to drink and the land that sustains us and all life.
The 1998 MDP vision and policy statements had very clear intentions to do just that and these ideas
should be given more structure and not less.
I Ask you to return the following 4 policies to the MDP consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009
Community Sustainability Plan (CSP) at 2nd reading.
WHAT IS NEEDED IN THE STATUTORY MDP:
The 2016 MDP after 1st reading remains deficient in FOUR MAJOR POLICIES to protect Canmore’s
wildlife corridors and habitat patches:
1. A specific definition of ‘adjacency’ - defined as a minimum distance in # of metres (200 – 250) from
the boundary of a corridor or habitat patch - which can be applied to ANY new development proposal
adjacent to a corridor or patch. In the CSP, ‘adjacency’ was defined as a distance of 250 metres from a
corridor or patch (consistent with the 175-250 metre ‘adjacency’ defined in the 2012 BCEAG
Guidelines, even though BCEAG cannot be mandated directly).
BECAUSE this definition of ‘adjacency’:
Provides one specific minimum criterion for ‘adjacency’ in # of metres that applies to ALL
development and is consistent with provincial scientific recommendations
 Only commits the Town to carefully examine land uses within the defined adjacency area
 Provides flexibility in planning for more than the minimum ‘adjacency’ and to address minor
changes in the non-statutory EIS Policy document
 Is consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and provincial recommendations
 Provides certainly to all parties what minimum criterion of ’adjacency’ is expected


2. A requirement for an EIS for any new development proposal IN or ADJACENT TO a corridor or
habitat patch:



BECAUSE an EIS ‘adjacent’ to corridors or patches:
 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP
Can carefully assess any negative impact of adjacent uses to wildlife movement and safety
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3. A requirement of an independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine if the land uses
proposed adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on corridor functionality.
BECAUSE a 3rd party review:
Ensures a statutory requirement for a review independent of the developer’s
 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP
 Applies to new development proposals within or adjacent to a corridor or habitat patch
Is standard professional practice and has proven very valuable for Council decisions in the past.




4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the recommendation of the
3rd party review to carry out an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the land uses
proposed by the developer adjacent to a corridor or patch.
BECAUSE the option of an EIA:
 Is necessary when the available information is not sufficient for an informed decision, or there is a
risk for wildlife or injurious human/wildlife interaction
nd
 Is included in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2 reading
 The EIS policy in the MDP was weaker than that in the December 2015 draft and still was not
required for a development proposal ADJACENT to a corridor or patch

Most sincerely,
E Mark Barker
Canmore, AB
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leigh Ann Betts
Wednesday, March 16, 2016 8:51 AM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
Plea to reinstate a protective polcity to the MDP

Hi, I am writing as an engaged Canmore citizen as well as a responsible steward for the land.
I want continue to keep this valley one of the most successful places that coexist with wildlife on the planet.
Not only that, the corridors on either side of Canmore play a huge part in
the bigger ecosystem to keep wildlife movement in what is called the Yellowstone to Yukon region and we need to keep it open so wildlife
can continue to thrive and move for food and mates. This is one of the last remaining intact mountain ecosystems in the world and it is our
obligation to protect it for future generations!

As it stands, the environmental stewardship section 4 falls far short of earlier MDPs in statutory policies and
processes to protect wildlife corridors, habitat patches and adjacent land uses.
I am asking council to continue to support returning to the following 4 policies to the MDP consistent with the
1998 MDP and the 2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP) at 2nd reading.
1. A specific definition of ‘adjacency’ - defined as a minimum distance in # of metres (200 – 250) from the boundary of
a corridor or habitat patch - which can be applied to ANY new development proposal adjacent to a corridor or
patch. In the CSP, ‘adjacency’ was defined as a distance of 250 metres from a corridor or patch (consistent with the 175250 metre ‘adjacency’ defined in the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines, even though BCEAG cannot be mandated directly).

BECAUSE this definition of ‘adjacency’:

 Provides one specific minimum criterion for ‘adjacency’ in # of metres that applies to ALL development and is consistent
with provincial scientific recommendations

 Only commits the Town to carefully examine land uses within the defined adjacency area
 Provides flexibility in planning for more than the minimum ‘adjacency’ and to address minor changes in the nonstatutory EIS Policy document

 Is consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and provincial recommendations
 Provides certainly to all parties what minimum criterion of ’adjacency’ is expected

2. A requirement for an EIS for any new development proposal IN or ADJACENT TO a corridor or habitat patch:

BECAUSE an EIS ‘adjacent’ to corridors or patches:

 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP
 Can carefully assess any negative impact of adjacent uses to wildlife movement and safety

1

3. A requirement of an independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine if the land uses proposed
adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on corridor functionality.

BECAUSE a 3rd party review:

 Ensures a statutory requirement for a review independent of the developer’s
 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP
 Applies to new development proposals within or adjacent to a corridor or habitat patch
 Is standard professional practice and has proven very valuable for Council decisions in the past.

4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the recommendation of the 3rd party review to
carry out an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the land uses proposed by the developer adjacent to a
corridor or patch.

BECAUSE the option of an EIA:

 Is necessary when the available information is not sufficient for an informed decision, or there is a risk for wildlife or
injurious human/wildlife interaction

 Is included in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading
 The EIS policy in the MDP was weaker than that in the December 2015 draft and still was not required for a
development proposal ADJACENT to a corridor or patch.

AS IT STANDS, THE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP SECTION 4 FALLS FAR SHORT OF EARLIER MDPs IN
STATUTORY POLICIES & PROCESSES TO PROTECT WILDLIFE CORRIDORS, HABITAT PATCHES & AND ADJACENT
LAND USES

This issue has been cropping up for years now and it's time for us as a community and as stewards for the lands and protectors
of the wildlife to get it right. Future generations are depending on it.

Best regards,

Leigh Ann Betts

Canmore, AB
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-Leigh Ann Betts
www.livingabundantly.la
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BowCORD PRESENTATION TO COUNCIL: MARCH 22nd PUBLIC HEARING ON 2016 MDP
Dear Mayor Borrowman, Councillors Comfort, Krausert, McCallum, Russell, Sandford
and Seeley:
Importance of Environmental Stewardship
Canmore’s natural environment belongs to all of us. It has been our heritage and it will be our
legacy.
As Council weighs amendments to, and approval for, Canmore’s 2016 Municipal Development
Plan (MDP), we would suggest it is the Environmental Stewardship section that provides the
balance to development, and as such is the measure of this MDP’s stature for Canmore.
Any community can develop. It takes a special community like Canmore to protect its natural
heritage of wildlife, their movement corridors and habitat patches.
Commitment of Council to Environmental Stewardship
Council is the steward of our wildlife, and the movement corridors and habitat patches
necessary for their continued survival.
Council has backed up your unanimous commitment to protect corridors and patches with a
strong stand against development in a wildlife corridor, whether in Canmore or Dead Man’s
Flats. And you have stood behind permanent protection of the corridors in the Stewart Creek
Area under a Provincial conservation easement that was signed and registered in 2015.
Community Input to Draft MDP
The Canmore community was told that the 2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP)
would provide the basis of this MDP. Where the CPS was drafted from a ground up 2-year
hands-on community consultation process, this MDP had a top down consultation process, with
the Planning Department drafting the MDP and then soliciting on-line input from the Canmore
community. Planning received 23 pages of suggestions on the Environmental
Stewardship Section alone. All were dismissed with the recommendation: “No change in
policy direction”.
Statutory protection falls short of that in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading
The Environmental Stewardship section of this 2016 MDP falls far short of the major
protective policies that provided statutory protection for land uses adjacent to corridors
and habitat patches in both the 1998 MDP and 2009 CPS.
Since the recent amendments Council directed Planning to make in the draft MDP have
not been implemented, this MDP still falls short with:
1) NO provision of a specific definition of ‘adjacency’ in terms of distance in metres from
a corridor or patch which can be applied to all development proposals. For example in the
2009 CSP at 2nd reading, “adjacent” was defined as “a distance of 250 metres” from a wildlife
corridor or habitat patch, within which area land uses will be reviewed for any intrusive impacts
on corridors or habitat patches.

Instead, “adjacency” is broken down into two policies, neither of which define “adjacency” as a
distance in metres which applies to all development:



Policy 4.2.14, which “may refer to” the BCEAG Guidelines, and
Policy 4.2.15, which exempts TSMV from BCEAG or any other requirement of
“adjacency” beyond “an accepted EIS or an area structure plan, as amended from time
to time. The Town may require the preparation of an EIS in accordance with the Town’s
EIS policy.”

2) NO requirement for the developer to provide an EIS for development proposed
“adjacent” to a corridor or patch. (The option of exemption for any minor non-intrusive
‘development’ can be included in the EIS Policy document.)
3) NO independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to ensure that there is no
negative impact of land uses adjacent to a corridor or patch.
4) NO provision for Council to request an in depth EIA if recommended by an
independent biologist.
While it is a significant step forward that Policy 4.2.11 allows no new development in a wildlife
corridor or habitat patch, the exception of “recreational trails” should only be considered if both
Policies 4.2.17 and 4.2.18 use the mandatory language of “will”, i.e.,


Policy 4.2.17 which “will” ensure that any crossing of corridors or patches are
perpendicular and thereby minimize impact on wildlife, and



Policy 4.2.18 which “will” ensure that trails and recreational use do not compromise the
functionality of corridors.

Environmental Benefit outweighs Other Considerations
While one can understand Planning’s preference for flexibility and an EIS Policy that can be
revised at any time, Canmore’s remaining corridors and habitat patches need the
protection of statutory policies over the lifetime of this MDP, not weak temporary ones.
A loss in “flexibility” of planning is a small price to pay when compared with adopting the
precautionary principle to provide maximum protection of our remaining corridors and patches
and the survival of wildlife using them..
Good conservation policies do not prohibit development adjacent to corridors and
patches, they simply manage land uses in a responsible way, whether to reduce high
risks for fire, or ensure that development does not compromise corridor and habitat
functionality.
Council is Canmore’s Steward and Sets Policy and Statutory Oversight of ESAs
As Canmores’ elected representatives and the stewards of the Bow Valley, the final
decision on environmental policies must be Council’s, including policies such as setting a
specific criterion for “adjacency” which applies to all developers in the Bow Valley equally, the

requirement of an EIS for development adjacent to as well as in a corridor or habitat patch, an
independent 3rd party review, or an EIA.
The Canmore community looks to our elected Council as Stewards of our remaining
corridors and habitat patches and the areas of ‘adjacency’ to them to provide protective
policies at least equal to those in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP, and consistent with
recent provincial science specific to natural wildlife movement in the Bow Valley.
Until the 2016 MDP meets the same standards for statutory environmental protection for wildlife
corridors and habitat patches as the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP at 2nd reading, BowCORD
regretfully cannot lend its support.
Thank you for your careful consideration.
Heather MacFadyen, Chair
Colin Ferguson, Alan MacFadyen and Eileen Patterson, Steering Committee
Bow Corridor Organization for Responsible Development
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Page 27 of 2016 MDP at 1ST: reading with policy inserts from 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP
2. Table comparing polices of 2016 MDP at 1st reading with 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP

Comparison; Environmental Polices: 2016 MDP & 2009 CSP at 2nd Second Reading
2009 CSP Environmental Policies

2016 MDP Environmental Policies

Environmental Impact Statement

Environmental Impact Statement

4.3.1 The applicant shall provide an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for
statutory plan applications or amendments,
Land Use Bylaw amendments, subdivision
applications or development proposals
where site disturbance is proposed within
or adjacent to an Environmentally
Sensitive Area (ESA).

4.2.11 (December draft) The Town shall
require an EIS in accordance with the Town’s
EIS Policy for the preparation or amendment of
a statutory plan, a land use bylaw amendment,
or subdivision or development permit
application within a wildlife corridor or habitat
patch.
st

4.2.12 (MDP at 1 reading) Where new
development is considered pursuant to
4.2.11, an EIS shall be required by the Town
in accordance with theEIS Policy.
NEITHER POLICY REQUIRES THE EIS IN THE
MPD AND NEITHER REQUIRES AN EIS FOR
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS ‘ADJACENT’ TO A
WILDLIFE CORRIDOR OR HABITAT PATCH.

Definition of “Adjacent”
4.3.1 For the purposes of this policy,
“adjacent” is defined as:
For any statutory plan (CSP, ASP, ARP, Land
Use Bylaw) or amendment thereto:
(i) A distance of 250m.

Definition of ‘Adjacent’
4.2.14 The Town may refer to the BCEAG
Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines
for the Bow Valley (2012) to determine
adjacency, but other relevant criteria may be
considered as well. Not all proposals deemed
adjacent will require an EIS – the requirement
for an EIS will be evaluated based on the
nature and scope of the proposed
development, as well the potential for adverse
environmental impacts.
4.2.15 For development proposals within or
adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch
which have been exempted from the BCEAG
Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines
for the Bow Valley (2012), development shall
be in accordance with an accepted EIS or an
area structure plan, as amended from time to
time. The Town may require the preparation of
an EIS in accordance with the Town’s EIS
Policy.

Third Party Review

Third Party Review

4.3.3 Prior to the submission of an EIS, a
Terms of Reference will be submitted and
Approved by the Town.

NOT INCLUDED IN THE MDP

When submitted, an EIS will be reviewed by
a qualified third party independent
professional hired by the Town.

Environmental Impact Assessment
Requirements
4.3.4 Where the Town has determined that
an EIA is required a Terms of Reference for
the EIA will be circulated to EARC for
comments and submitted to Council for
approval.
The EIA will be circulated to relevant
Provincial agencies and will be reviewed
by a qualified third party independent
professional hired by the Town, as
determined by Council.
The completed EIA, including any comments
from an independent third party review, will
be circulated to Council and the appropriate
planning authority for consideration as part of
the planning review and approval process.

Environmental Impact Assessment
Requirements
NO OPTION OF AN EIA

New Development Within or Adjacent to Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches
4.2.10 Where expansion of development footprint or intensification of an existing use within a wildlife corridor or habitat
patch is considered, the Town will require an EIS to be prepared.

New Development Within or Adjacent to Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches
4.2.11 No new development shall be allowed within a habitat patch or corridor, excepting:
a. infrastructure and utilities may be allowed to be located within or to cross a habitat patch or corridor in the least intrusive
manner possible, and
b. non-intensive, trail-based recreational uses.
4.2.12 Where new development is considered pursuant to 4.2.11, an EIS shall be required by the Town in accordance with
the EIS Policy..
NO EIS REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENT ADJACENT TO CORRIDORS OR PATCHES
4.2.13 Development proposals within or adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch should have regard for the BCEAG
Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012) to ensure the values and function of the corridor or
habitat patch are not compromised.
NO DEFINITION OF ADJACENCY IN # OF METRES FROM A CORRIDOR/PATCH WHICH APPLIES TO ALL NEW DEVLEOPMENT
4.2.14 The Town may refer to the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012) to determine
adjacency, but other relevant criteria may be considered as well. Not all proposals deemed adjacent will require an EIS – the
requirement for an EIS will be evaluated based on the nature and scope of the proposed development, as well the potential for
adverse environmental impacts.
Development Exempted from BCEAG
4.2.15 For development proposals within or adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch which have been exempted from the
BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012), development shall be in accordance with an
accepted EIS or an area structure plan, as amended from time to time. The Town may require the preparation of an EIS in
accordance with the Town’s EIS Policy.

NO REQUIRED INDEPENDENT 3rd PARTY REVIEW
NO OPTION OF AN EIA IF RECOMMENDED BY THE 3rd PARTY REVEIW
NO MANDATORY LANGUAGE FOR POLICIES 4.2.16 AND 4.2.17
Wildlife Sensitive Design
4.2.16 Developments should be designed to minimize impacts on any adjacent wildlife habitat patch or corridor. Design elements
that should be addressed include, but are not limited to, placement of buildings, lighting, landscaping and fencing, educational
signage and location of trails and trail heads.
4.2.17 Where possible, utilities, trails or roads that cross wildlife corridors or habitat patches should be designed and located to be
perpendicular and within a single right-of-way, and be managed on an ongoing basis to minimize impacts on the corridor or habitat
patch.
Human Use in Corridors and Habitat Patches
4.2.18 Trail development and recreational use of wildlife corridors should only be allowed where such development and use does
not compromise the functionality of wildlife corridors. Trail development should be consistent with criteria in the BCEAG guideline
documents, including the Guidelines for Human Use Within Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches in the Bow Valley (1999) or
other adopted reports.
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1. Vision Statement
a. The Town of Canmore has a healthy reliance on the tourism industry,
and the Vision should acknowledge that we are a tourist destination
and will have two Resort Centres in addition to a vibrant Town Centre.
These Resort Centres are approved and should be a part of our vision.
• Member Survey: Agree: 73.7%; Disagree: 10.5%; Neutral: 15.8%
2. Affordable Housing.
a. We agree with incentivizing the development of affordable housing,
including Perpetual Affordable Housing (PAH). We will work with the
Town to determine how best to incentivize, without attempting to make
PAH the sole responsibility of the development industry.
• Member Survey: Agree: 79.0%; Disagree: 10.5%; Neutral: 10.5%
b. Although developers play a significant role, the solution to affordable
housing does not rest entirely with the development community.
Allowing accessory suites throughout town is a positive step towards
solving the affordable housing issue.
• Member Survey: Agree: 84.5%; Disagree: 8.1%; Neutral: 5.4%
c. We agree that an Employee Housing (EH) Strategy will provide the
business community an opportunity to look for ways to solve the
employee housing issue. An EH Policy would help to create a market
that private industry can satisfy. We recommend the EH Strategy and
Policy be included in the Town of Canmore’s 2017 Business Plan.
• Member Survey: Agree: 73.7%; Disagree: 13.2%; Neutral: 13.2%
d. We agree with creating a map of potential lands for PAH and EH to
start to identify where these developments can occur. We recommend
that this be included in the Town’s 2017 Business Plan.
• Member Survey: Agree: 73.0%; Disagree: 5.4%; Neutral: 21.6%
e. We continue to be concerned with allowing residential housing in the
form of PAH or EH in industrial areas. We must not infringe on
industrial lands, which provide the opportunity to achieve the more
balanced tax assessment base. Thus, any residential use in industrial
areas must be limited with more discussion prior to implementation.
• Note that BOWDA’s position was amended after receiving feedback
from the member survey.
f. We disagree with setting maximum house sizes. Limitations on house
sizes are already well-managed through lot sizes, building envelopes
resulting from setback requirements, and height limitations. An
inclusive community requires a variety of housing sizes and options.
• Member Survey: Agree: 78.9%; Disagree: 15.8%; Neutral: 5.3%
3. Commercial and Mixed Use, Resort Centres and Town Centre
a. The MDP introduces a new assessment target of 2/3 residential and
1/3 commercial (non-residential). The previous MDP target was 60%
residential and 40% commercial. While we don’t disagree with the
target, we do have some comments:
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•

b.

c.

d.

e.

The current assessment base is closer to 83% residential and 17%
commercial. Many Town policies have limited the ability to attract
the commercial tax base, resulting in little to no improvement in the
residential:commercial tax base ratio.
• The assessment target of 2/3 residential to 1/3 commercial should
not be confused with the Town’s tax policy which is currently 65%
commercial to 35% residential.
The Town needs to balance the desire to protect the vibrancy of the
Town Centre with the need to grow the commercial tax assessment
base in order to achieve the goal of 2/3 residential : 1/3 commercial
assessment. There are many ways that the Town will maintain and
enhance our vibrant Town Centre, as shown in section 10.2.1.
However, the need for other areas outside of Town to “complement”
the Town Centre should be deleted.
The word “complement” is fraught with confusion, subjectivity and
limits the ability of businesses to open outside of the Town Centre.
• Member Survey: Agree: 57.9%; Disagree: 18.4%; Neutral: 23.7%
Limiting the size of retail outside of the Town Centre reduces the
viability of commercial areas, making it difficult to attract tenants,
reducing our ability to increase the commercial tax base. Parking and
traffic congestion in the Town Centre will become untenable if only
limited size retail is allowed outside the Town Centre.
Town Centre parking, Cash-in-Lieu policy needs to be reviewed with a
goal of reducing the current requirement of $50,000 per stall. This fee
has had a significant negative impact on development within the Town
Centre.
• Member Survey: Agree: 74.4%; Disagree: 2.6%; Neutral: 23.0%
If the Cash-in-Lieu fee is based on building a parkade, then
• The fee should be based on actual costs to construct a parkade,
• The amount should be reviewed on a regular basis with the
development industry to ensure that the fee remains relevant,
• The Town should have a commitment to build a parkade, and
• The costs for any retail spaces included in the parkade should not
be covered by any Cash-in-Lieu funds received by the Town.
BOWDA recommends a change to clause 11.1.7 that would allow
some residential development in Resort Centres:
• "Resort Centres are generally intended to be commercial tourist
centres but may contain residential development including
employee housing, PAH and other residential if it can be shown
that this could make resort centres more commercially successful,
vibrant and there is overall a net benefit to the community”.

4. Municipal Finances
a. It should be noted that the objectives that the Town is focusing on in
the MDP will increase the cost of running the municipality. The Town
should be considering future operational and maintenance costs which
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impact future taxation, and the sustainability of the Town and its
citizens to be able to pay ever increasing municipal taxes.
b. Requirements on developers including slope-adaptive design,
community walkability, height calculations and restrictions, and
architectural requirements all have an impact on the ability to build
“affordable” homes, and should be applied in context of where
development is occurring.
5. EIS Policy
a. BOWDA believes that the requirement for third party review is
unnecessary, costly, and creates uncertainty that will be a significant
impediment to development, similar to the impediment created by the
Sustainability Screening Report process.
BOWDA recommends:
• The Town set the Terms of Reference (ToR) for an EIS with the
applicant. Since Council will have already approved the ToR as part
of the EIS Policy, there is no need for the ToR for individual
applications to come before Council for approval.
• The Town work collaboratively with the applicant and the
professional consultant to ensure a satisfactory result.
b. BOWDA believes that the Town should be held to the same level of
scrutiny through completion of an EIS as private developers.
6. Steep Creeks Hazard Policy
a. BOWDA remains concerned with the following:
• The Town is erring too far down the side of “risk averse” and not
taking into account the lessons learned and the loss of limited
developable land.
• New developments are held to a standard that is 10X higher than
existing developments. This will inevitably drive up the cost of
development and housing in Canmore. The risk level for new and
existing developments should be the same.
• Impacted land owners need to have opportunity for input & review
from beginning to end of the hazard risk assessment process.
• If land is lost to development due to the Steep Creek Hazard Policy,
then the land-owner should be able to transfer zoning to other land.
b. The “Provincial Guidelines for Steep Creek Risk Assessments for
Developments” are in draft form, and not adopted by the Province.
• MDP Clause 3.5.3 should be changed to read: “in accordance with
Provincial policy guidelines.”
c. Steep Creeks Risk Reduction (MDP clause 3.5.5) should be changed
to allow for other sources of funding such as municipal, provincial or
federal governments. There may be several beneficiaries in the
community from future flood mitigation, and we would not want to rule
out these potential sources of funding.
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In summary, BOWDA supports much of what the MDP is trying to accomplish,
and we recommend some changes to ensure that the MDP removes
unnecessary barriers to approved and desired growth.
Regards,

Ron Remple
Executive Director
Attachments:
• Appendix 1. BOWDA MDP Section by Section review
• Appendix 2. BOWDA Member Survey results
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Davina Brown
Thursday, March 17, 2016 8:49 PM
Council; Cheryl Hyde
2016 MDP

Dear Council
We are requesting that you continue to support returning the following 4 policies to the MDP
consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP) at 2nd
reading.

WHAT IS NEEDED IN THE STATUTORY MDP:
The 2016 MDP after 1st reading remains deficient in FOUR MAJOR POLICIES to
protect Canmore’s wildlife corridors and habitat patches:
1. A specific definition of ‘adjacency’ - defined as a minimum distance in # of metres (200
– 250) from the boundary of a corridor or habitat patch - which can be applied to ANY
new development proposal adjacent to a corridor or patch. In the CSP, ‘adjacency’ was
defined as a distance of 250 metres from a corridor or patch (consistent with the 175-250
metre ‘adjacency’ defined in the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines, even though BCEAG cannot be
mandated directly).
BECAUSE this definition of ‘adjacency’:




Provides one specific minimum criterion for ‘adjacency’ in # of metres that applies to ALL
development and is consistent with provincial scientific recommendations
Only commits the Town to carefully examine land uses within the defined adjacency area
Provides flexibility in planning for more than the minimum ‘adjacency’ and to address minor
changes in the non-statutory EIS Policy document
Is consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and provincial recommendations



Provides certainly to all parties what minimum criterion of ’adjacency’ is expected




2. A requirement for an EIS for any new development proposal IN or ADJACENT TO a
corridor or habitat patch:
BECAUSE an EIS ‘adjacent’ to corridors or patches:



Is included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP
Can carefully assess any negative impact of adjacent uses to wildlife movement and safety

1

3. A requirement of an independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine if
the land uses proposed adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on
corridor functionality.
BECAUSE a 3rd party review:





Ensures a statutory requirement for a review independent of the developer’s
Is included in both the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP
Applies to new development proposals within or adjacent to a corridor or habitat patch
Is standard professional practice and has proven very valuable for Council decisions in the
past.

4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the recommendation
of the 3rd party review to carry out an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
of the land uses proposed by the developer adjacent to a corridor or patch.
BECAUSE the option of an EIA:




Is necessary when the available information is not sufficient for an informed decision, or there
is a risk for wildlife or injurious human/wildlife interaction
Is included in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading
The EIS policy in the MDP was weaker than that in the December 2015 draft and still was not
required for a development proposal ADJACENT to a corridor or patch.

Thank you for returning the above 4 policies to the MDP consistent with the 1998 MDP and the
2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP) at 2nd reading.

Dwayne and Davina Brown
Canmore, AB
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Glynis Carling
Monday, March 21, 2016 10:15 PM
John Borrowman; Esme Comfort; Joanna McCallum; Sean Krausert; Vi Sandford; Rob
Seeley; Ed Russell; Cheryl Hyde
Tracy Woitenko
RE: Draft Municipal Development Plan
Draft MDP 2016_CarlingBain Comments.docx

Honourable Mayor and Councillors,
Thank you for extending the review time for the Municipal Development Plan and to you and the Planning Department
for considering the many comments provided on the first Draft and for publishing an improved Version 2 Draft in
preparation for the Public Hearing.
We are unable to be present at the Public Hearing, but ask that this submission be considered in your deliberations and
decision making at Second Reading.
We oppose the Draft Municipal Development Plan as written in Version 2. Our key reasons are:
 We feel that additional, targeted public input is required into key positions like the desired degree of
densification, targets for non‐market affordable housing in new developments and the pace of growth. Public
workshops to truly engage people on these key points would be helpful. Perhaps that step could still be
incorporated between the Public Hearing and Second Reading?
 We feel that the Draft MDP V2 inappropriately deals with development in, and particularly adjacent to wildlife
corridors and habitat patches. It proposes that the Town takes very limited responsibility for management of
these environmentally sensitive areas (initiating discussions of roles and responsibilities per 4.2.20) and no
responsibility for monitoring (per 4.2.21), but nonetheless provides the Town with the option of overruling
BCEAG’s expertise with respect to adjacency and to make independent decisions about the potential for adverse
environmental impact, without the benefit of an EIS (per 4.2.14).
 We feel that the MDP still focuses on new development areas, without providing clarity around the approaches
to be followed in existing residential areas. For example, policy 3.3.2 states that groundwater concerns will be
addressed at the ASP or redevelopment plan stage, but does not indicate that groundwater concerns must be
addressed at the rezoning or development permit stage for infills or for areas without an area structure or
redevelopment plan.
 Lack of explicit commitment to public engagement in future updates of the MDP and in the consideration of infill
or redevelopment of existing neighbourhoods. (The latter commitment was included in the Section 6 Goals in
2015 Draft, but has been dropped from the current Version).
Some more detailed comments, suggestions and questions are included in the attachment for your consideration.
We applaud the Town and Council for taking on this major rewrite of the Municipal Development Plan and hope that the
Public Hearing and review of comments from our fellow Canmore citizens will contribute to a final product that is
worthy of our Town.
Your sincerely,
Glynis Carling and Bill Bain

From: Glynis Carling []
Sent: September-29-15 9:18 PM
To: 'jborrowman@canmore.ca'; 'ecomfort@canmore.ca'; 'jmccallum@canmore.ca'; 'SKrausert@canmore.ca';
1

'VSandford@canmore.ca'; 'rseeley@canmore.ca'; 'erussell@canmore.ca'
Subject: Draft Municipal Development Plan

Honourable Mayor and Councillors,
I’m writing to let you know that I’ve provided the Planning Department with detailed comments about the Draft MDP. I
believe that this is an extremely important discussion for Canmorites to have as a community, and I am worried that –
after dealing with other priorities like the 2013 floods – the review and approval process for this very important
document is now being rushed.
I trust that you will ensure that Administration is afforded sufficient time to take into account all of the input received to
date, to consult with citizens at an in‐depth level on the important topics identified in the preliminary consultations and
to solicit additional input from those segments of the community who have not yet been engaged.
It is important to get this right.
The key messages that I provided to the Planning department are as follows. The detailed comments include line‐by‐line
comments and cross references in the context of Mining the Future, Signposts to Sustainability and the Alberta Land Use
Planning framework.
 Canmore citizens need to understand more about the Draft MDP and be engaged in discussing it. This likely
means that more time is required.
o There is no deadline provided on the Town, and I believe people expect this to be an extended
discussion (as it was for the current MDP).
o The draft plan is long and complex and I cannot imagine that many residents (permanent or semi‐
permanent) have been able to fully digest the range of policies and the details of what is being
proposed. The Survey and the “pop quiz” really only touch on a few items (with the pop quiz more
geared towards children, perhaps?). Rather than open houses or poster sessions, some subject‐by‐
subject workshops to truly engage people would be helpful before the time of the public hearing.


Affordable housing is important, and we should not implement Draft MDP measures until we understand the
upcoming changes to the Municipal Government Act.
o If Inclusionary Zoning is allowed under an updated Municipal Government Act, then the Town of
Canmore could use it as a more straightforward way to result in more affordable housing options.
o Density bonusing and the relaxation of municipal standards in exchange for commitments to build PAH
only work if commitments are transferred to the parties actually building developments (versus
developers applying for rezoning). Accountability is required to ensure that compromises are not made
unless they result in the desired social benefit. Even more importantly, not all compromises are
warranted. The Town of Canmore has a shared vision of maintaining our small‐town atmosphere and of
honouring the mountain environment. Relaxation of standards should compromise neither that vision,
nor the safety of Canmorites.

Yours sincerely,
Glynis Carling
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DRAFT 2016 text/issue
1.8 As a living document, the MDP will need to respond to
the evolving nature of the community and …

Please clarify how changes to the MDP will be
implemented. Is there a commitment to community
engagement on all but minor administrative corrections or
updates?

2.1 …Development opportunities on land within the

The V2 Draft MDP is somewhat clearer that not all land
within the Growth Boundary is suitable for development.
This could be further clarified. For example:

Growth Boundary may be restricted by development
constraints and hazards including but not limited to
flooding, steep creek hazards and undermining, and
subject to other policies contained within this MDP.

14

14

Suggestion or Question

Despite the total area of land within Canmore’s municipal
boundary, there is a limited amount of land available for
development. The Growth Boundary provides a more
accurate reflection of land that is potentially available,
subject to constraints and policies contained within this
MDP.

Section 2.2 Pattern of Growth

Section 2.2 could be strengthened by clarifying:

The Conceptual Land Use map includes areas that
are environmentally sensitive (e.g. ER zoning) within
areas that are conceptually residential. Similarly,
some lands have UR zoning, indicating that the
suitability for urban uses has not yet been
determined. It is possible that some of those lands
might also be environmentally sensitive (e.g. that
they contain rare plants).

“The map shows the general intent for future
development, recognizing not all land within the Growth
Boundary is suitable for development and that more
detailed boundaries and land uses will be determined or
specified through area structure …

Section 2.2 Pattern of Growth Neighbourhood
Residential -

Okay if the change to Section 2.2 introduction is
incorporated. Otherwise I’d suggest adding the sentence to
the Neighbourhood Residential description:

There are also environmental reserve and
environmentally sensitive areas within the
neighbourhood residential areas.

… These areas may include environmentally sensitive
areas including, but not limited to water drainage areas
and areas bordering wildlife habitat patches.

17

2.3.8 Land Use Bylaw changes to accommodate new
growth may be approved to restrict the supply of land
available for development on a three to five year basis.
This provides the Town and the community with
opportunities to respond to current and changing
circumstances.

This policy is important as it is the only “throttle” on
development and redevelopment growth in the plan (as
opposed to MDP 2011’s reference to the Growth
Management Strategy).

16

Taken together, 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 reverse the order of
development that was suggested in the current MDP.

This should be highlighted as a change from the previous
MDP. Does the Town as a whole agree with this change in
direction?

2.3.5 Development of lands adjacent to built up areas and
where capacity exists in community facilities such as
schools, emergency services and recreation facilities will be
encouraged.
2.3.6 Development of the Future Growth area should occur
after the development of other vacant lands adjacent to
existing built up areas. The Town may consider earlier
development of the Future Growth area where …:
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MDP 2011, page 4-3: It is important to recognize, during the
short term, this residential growth management system will
favor residential development in Future Growth Areas
rather than infill and redevelopment in existing areas.
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DRAFT 2016 text/issue
3.3.2 At the area structure plan or area redevelopment
plan stage, areas with potential groundwater concerns
shall be identified.

Suggestion or Question
Given the Draft MDP’s emphasis on infill and intensification
of existing areas, these concerns might need to be
considered at rezoning or development application stage in
some cases.
Suggestion:
3.3.3 Where infill or intensification is considered in an area
for which no area structure or redevelopment plan exists,
areas with potential groundwater concerns shall be
identified at the rezoning or development application stage,
as appropriate.

21

3.5.5 For new development, passive mitigation
should be the principal approach employed to avoid
or reduce risk..

Suggestion – add passive mitigation definition to the
Appendix 20.1

22

3.5.11b. b. Expansion or an increase in the intensity
of use of existing development in a Steep Creek Study
Area will be limited to development that does not
materially increase the risk, such as accessory
buildings and minor increases in building footprint.

Materiality thresholds should be defined somewhere for
transparency and consistency.

27

4.2.14 The Town may refer to the BCEAG Wildlife
Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow
Valley (2012) to determine adjacency, but other
relevant criteria may be considered as well. Not all
proposals deemed adjacent will require an EIS – the
requirement for an EIS will be evaluated based on
the nature and scope of the proposed development,
as well the potential for adverse environmental
impacts.

The NRCB suggested an organization like BCEAG to ensure
that appropriate expertise was applied to these decisions.

4.2.15 For development proposals within or adjacent
to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch which have
been exempted from the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and
Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012),
development shall be in accordance with an
accepted EIS or an area structure plan, as amended
from time to time. The Town may require the
preparation of an EIS in accordance with the Town’s
EIS Policy.

Perhaps it’s time to test with the NRCB whether review and
renewal of the NRCB approval conditions should be
contemplated given more recent environmental
information and given that the developers to whom the
approval was given are no longer in business.

4.2.15 If the development is to be in accordance with an
accepted EIS, then the EIS should be current and based on
the most recent science.

… development shall be in accordance with an EIS or area
structure plan accepted within the past 3 years. The Town
will otherwise require the preparation of an EIS …

30

30
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This policy appears to give the Town leeway to disregard
expertise and to decide – without the benefit of an EIS --whether a proposed development has the potential for
adverse environmental impacts.

If density is to be increased from the TSMV NRCB approval
limits (and the PoG Settlement Agreement), then the
exemption of TSMV from BCEAG Guidelines is no longer
warranted.

Comments on Draft MDP (Version 2, January 2016)
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Suggestion or Question

4.2.16 Developments should be designed to minimize
impacts on any adjacent wildlife habitat patch or corridor.
Design elements that should be addressed include, but are
not limited to, placement of buildings, lighting,
landscaping and fencing, educational signage and location
of trails and trail heads.

It is not clear at what stage or through what process 4.2.16
and 4.2.17 considerations will be made

4.2.17 Where possible, utilities, trails or roads that cross
wildlife corridors or habitat patches should be designed
and located to be perpendicular and within a single rightof-way, and be managed on an ongoing basis to minimize
impacts on the corridor or habitat patch.

33

4.5 GREEN BUILDING AND DEVELOPMENT

Council needs to consider how incentives for green building
and development are implemented. The SSR process at
rezoning does not guarantee actually building green. The
Town should only provide the incentives if the development
as-built demonstrably and significantly exceeds the
minimum standards.

36

5.1.3 Alternate or less stringent architectural design
standards for affordable housing will be allowed where the
development remains complementary to the Town’s
standards.

It is not clear what is meant by “alternate or less stringent”
or by “complementary”. Are there not some standards that
are inviolable? How will the acceptable level of compromise
be determined?
It seems that “complementary to” is used several in this
document where “consistent with” is meant?

5.1.4 The Town’s decision-making authorities should
support granting variances where it is determined the net
affordable housing benefit to the community would
outweigh any negative impact on an individual.

The net social benefit needs to be considered, not just the
net affordable housing benefit.

5.2.1 An action plan that targets 15% of residential growth
as non-market affordable housing developed concurrently
with market residential growth will be created and
maintained.

In what forum have the people of Canmore agreed to the
15% residential growth as non-market affordable housing?

36

5.2.2 … where non-market affordable housing units are
constructed…

Glad to see that the incentives apply only once the housing
units are actually constructed.

36

5.2.3 Additional variances beyond density bonusing should
be considered for developments …

Specify what criteria apply to the consideration: e.g.
assessment of whether the area is already stressed (e.g. if
on-street parking is already an issue, relaxation of
standards for providing parking for suites should not be
considered, even if a developer surmises that the residents
of the market affordable housing units will not own cars).

36

36
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Net social benefit determination should include
consideration of increasing pressures on already stressed
areas (e.g. if on-street parking is already an issue, relaxation
of standards for providing parking for suites should not be
considered).

How will the Town respond if there is insufficient demand
by qualified residents for the non-market housing? Will
developers be able to convert to market housing, and how
will that impact the potential benefit to the Town?

Comments on Draft MDP (Version 2, January 2016)
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Suggestion or Question

5.2.5 … Municipal Reserve (MR) dedication
requirements specified in 7.2.1 may be reduced
provided the Town deems the open space and/or
school land dedication sufficient.

For the sake of transparency and consistency, suggest
specifying the metrics or criteria are to be used to
determine whether open space and/or school land
dedication is sufficient?

38

The Town should shall encourage and work with
developers to facilitate the construction of new
housing developments that achieve affordability or
utilize innovative and alternative designs, including
but not limited to:

The Town should shall encourage and work with developers
to facilitate the construction of new housing developments
that, while retaining the character of the town, achieve
affordability or utilize innovative and alternative designs,
including but not limited to:

39

Section 6 Goals

It’s not clear what this means as the “natural evolution of
neighbourhoods” isn’t a concept that is generally used.

To allow for the gradual redevelopment and change
of established neighbourhoods to provide more
housing variety, support the natural evolution of
neighbourhoods and enhance the potential of
residents to remain in their homes.

To allow for the gradual redevelopment and change of
established neighbourhoods to provide more housing
variety, support the natural evolution of neighbourhoods
and enhance the potential of aging residents to remain in
their homes.

39

Section 6 Goals -- The goal around public
engagement in the renewal of existing
neighbourhoods has been deleted in Version 2,
which is unfortunate since the voices of those in the
neighbourhoods do need to be heard and
understood.

Include an explicit commitment to public engagement
geared at residents of existing neighbourhoods when there
are development proposals that will change the character
of the neighbourhood.

41

6.1.10

I’d suggest that the redevelopment doesn’t have to be
“throughout” an existing neighbourhood for the need for
an area redevelopment plan to be triggered. The word
“significant” should be strong enough to avoid unnecessary
planning.

Where significant redevelopment is being proposed
throughout an existing neighbourhood or area of
town which would result in, for example,
amendments to the Land Use Bylaw to
accommodate an increased density or upgrades to
municipal infrastructure, an area redevelopment
plan should be prepared at the direction of Council.
46

7.2.1 A maximum of ten percent (10%) of the area of
a parcel of land to be subdivided shall be required to
be dedicated MR. The Town prefers MR dedication to
be provided as land and where this is not in
alignment with the Town’s municipal reserve
priorities or criteria, as cash- in-lieu.

Where significant redevelopment is being proposed in an
existing neighbourhood or area …
Note that the MGA allows up to 10% of the developable
land (total area less land required to be provided as
environmental reserve and the land made subject to an
environmental reserve easement.) Using the same
language as that in the MGA should help avoid disputes
with developers.
Where are the Town’s MR priorities or criteria established
and communicated?

47

7.3.2 At the time of area structure plan development,

If densification of existing areas is contemplated, could
there not be a requirement to revisit school requirements
long after area structure plan development?

51

9.1.12 Strategies that minimize the impacts of
economic development on the day-to-day life of
residents, including traffic management,

This makes it sound as if all economic development impacts
are negative. If that’s the case, then the Town should not
have Goal 2 in Section 9.
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Suggestion or Question

affordability, community events and access to
services should be explored and supported by the
Town.

Suggestion:

10.1.7 Large format retail stores, internally-oriented
shopping malls and large multi-store retail centres
designed primarily to provide convenient automobile
access are not appropriate within commercial areas.

But large format retail stores or shopping malls could only
exist within Commercial areas. Assume the intent is to
indicate that these are not appropriate anywhere in the
Town? Suggestion:

9.1.12 Strategies that maximize the positive impacts
(including business and economic diversity and a strong
market for local business) of economic development while
minimizing negative impacts (including traffic congestion,
affordability, community events and access to services)
should be explored and supported by the Town.

Large format retail stores, internally-oriented shopping
malls and large multi-store retail centres designed primarily
to provide convenient automobile access are not
appropriate within Canmore.
54

10.2.1a. Maintaining regulations in the land use
bylaw that ensure commercial areas outside of the
Town Centre complement the downtown

It is not clear what it means to “complement the
downtown”. To complement is to provide something felt to
be lacking or needed. That would mean that people would
have to go outside the Town Centre for that
service/business. Is that the intent?

59

12.1.7 – The MDP should made it mandatory that
best environmental health and safety practices are
used .

Industrial developments shall use best environmental and
health and safety practices in managing solid and liquid
waste storage, handling and disposal.

60

12.1.5 Visual screening, including fencing and
landscaping, of industrial developments may be
required high visibility locations or adjacent to other
non-industrial uses.

The language is much less stringent than what was required
under the 1998 MDP, which suggests a compromise with
town standards. Is this official Town policy?

12.2.4 Buildings in high visibility locations may be
required to be designed consistent with the
mountain town architectural character.
12.3.4 Buildings should be designed consistent with
the mountain town architectural character.
62

62

13.1.2 Architectural and site design controls set out
in the Land Use Bylaw for commercial, mixed-use
and multi-family developments are intended to be
user-friendly and provide flexibility to achieve unique
building and site designs that are consistent with the
evolving mountain town character.
13.1.3 Subdivision/redevelopment needs to take into
account appropriate locations for garbage and
mailbox locations (with safe access for pedestrians,
cyclists and drivers).
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This is the first instance where the mountain town
character is said to be “evolving”. Other policies are based
on maintaining the mountain town character.

Include appropriate locations for community service
facilities (garbage and recycling, community mailbox
locations)
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DRAFT 2016 text/issue
13.1.4 A visual impact assessment may be required
to be prepared for area structure plan applications
and major development proposals.
13.1.5 Critical mountain views from key public spaces
in the Town Centre shall be protected, particularly at
the intersections of major streets, through
restrictions on buildings heights and massing.

Suggestion or Question
… or for development proposals that have the potential to
impact critical mountain views.
Note that S2S, page 6 includes the suggestion to create a
section of the Land Use Bylaw to identify key focal view
points around town that should be protected in perpetuity.

64

14. INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES - Goals

Add “Complete Streets” to the glossary in the appendix.
The term is not familiar to non-planners.

67

Section 14.3

Section 14 - While applauding the Town’s vision for active
transportation, roads will continue to be used by cars. An
emphasis on road safety is critical. There is also an
opportunity to cross reference town requirements or
initiatives related to cars (anti-idling, provision of parking
priority for handicapped drivers, provision of powering
stations for electric vehicles etc.)

71

Other Community Service Contributors

This section would be an ideal location to indicate that
Community Associations can be formed and can serve to
help to engage neighbourhood residents and address
neighbourhood issues and needs.

The town now has at least one Community
Association, which can help to engage
neighbourhood residents and address
neighbourhood issues and needs.
74

The focus on infill or redevelopment has potential
implications for infrastructure costs.

16.1.2 The costs of infrastructure in new development
areas and in infill or redevelopment areas shall be borne by
the development proponent.

74

16.1.8 The Town will endeavor to develop lands in a
manner that strives towards achieving an
assessment split of 2/3 residential and 1/3 nonresidential.

The ratio is currently 85:15. Like some of the other goals in
the Draft MDP, this is a stretch target. Has the Town
considered making some less ambitious interim targets?

76

Section 17 - Goal 1 To make decisions in a
transparent and accountable manner.

This is an important goal, but the policies in this section do
not address it. How does the Town address this goal?

76

17.2.2 An education program on affordability
initiatives should be undertaken by the Town

Education and common understanding of the challenges
and needs is required in addition to education on specific
initiatives. (See also 5.2.1)

83

18.2.12b.

Please clarify that this requirement applies within or
adjacent to wildlife corridors and habitat patches.

An EIS must be prepared for:
a. Moving the Growth Boundary,
b. Development proposals within an identified
wildlife corridor or habitat patch, and
c. New area structure plans.
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19.3 RECOMMENDED STUDIES, REPORTS AND
GUIDELINES

Suggestion or Question
These suggested studies, reports and development of
guidelines should be guided by sound science, with input
from wildlife biologists and with public input to the terms of
reference for each study.
Once completed, the reports, guidelines and studies should
be posted (with clear dates and suggested timing for review
or update).

85

18.4.2 A list of indicators and measures should be
created for which the Town can quantify the
progress towards reaching the goals of this plan and
can evaluate the plan for its effectiveness.

Density statistics are not readily available to members of
the public. The necessary developable area data should
readily be available through GIS and mapping software
layers and data for neighbourhoods and community should
be included in Monitoring Reports.
Metrics associated with the need for affordable housing
should also be maintained. This might, for example, be the
number of qualified applicants for PAH rental units.

85

18.4.3 This plan should be reviewed at 5 year
intervals to ensure the goals and policies remain
current and effective. A comprehensive update of
this plan should occur when deemed warranted.
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Public engagement must be incorporated into review and
updates.
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MDP SUBMISSION
March 22, 2016
Ron Casey

The final document is better than the Draft document in that some of the language has been
modified in relation to the densification and intensification of uses in existing residential areas.
Our existing neighborhoods create the sense of place that makes Canmore so unique, both for
permanent and semi-permanent residents. This should be respected and every effort should be
made to preserve what is an essential component of our Town’s character and charm.
However, there are essentially no policy statements in the document that recognize and
support the importance of our existing neighborhoods. The policies that are included in the
MDP places existing neighborhoods and residents in a position subordinate to affordable
housing schemes (density and development variance bonus programs).
There is nothing that demonstrates that increased densities improve affordability in Canmore.
South Canmore would be a prime example. Driving existing residents out of their
neighborhoods should not be acceptable and in fact we should be focusing on ways to ensure
that is prevented. This does not mean that change will not occur over time but it should not be
imposed by the Town and industry, but rather after extensive consultation with the effected
neighborhoods.
The provision of functional wildlife corridors has been a long term requirement for
development approvals in the Town of Canmore yet in this document functionality is rarely
mentioned and when it is, it states it is the jurisdiction of the Province; so we seem happy to
abdicate our responsibility to the Province who will almost certainly not place the same value
on functional corridors as the residents of Canmore. The Town has sole jurisdiction of land use
and, as such, verification of functional corridors can simply be the condition under which land
use changes are allowed when development occurs adjacent to or in close proximity to wildlife
corridors, habitat patches or Environmentally Sensitive Areas. The Province has demonstrated
in the past that corridor approvals (Three Sisters 1998) had little concern for functionality but
rather were located to maximize development potential, I see nothing to indicate their
priorities have changed. Therefore, it must remain a Town priority that functional wildlife
corridors are established and maintained regardless of what the Province approves or not.
There has been a lot of time and effort put into developing this plan, however, the level of
public engagement has not been sufficient given the importance of this community plan. These
plans can be effective for a long period of time, if the time is taken in developing the plan to
engage the community in dialogue and meaningful consultation. That was the case with the
1998 MDP, Mining the Future and the Signposts to sustainability documents, but unfortunately
in this case the dependence on e-mail response and poorly attended information sessions
(Open Houses) did not create the public discussion forums that are so vital to gaining
community buy in and support; for the MDP and for the future direction of the Town. This MDP
1

could have been so much more and been truly representative of the community, if the time had
been taken.

The following are comments / recommendations on the various sections of the MDP:
1.7 - “for the requirements of relevant Provincial………………….including the NRCB Decision”.


Should read “including respect for the conditions of approval of the NRCB Decision”.

2.0 - “while endeavoring to maintain Canmore’s character”.


Recommend “ while maintaining Canmore’s character.

2.1 - “A growth boundary is ….. areas of land that are not ready for or are not suitable for ,
urban development.
“Growth boundary provides a more accurate reflection of land that is available for
development”
“Map 1”


Areas such as Quarry Lake, the Canmore Golf and Curling Club are included inside the
urban growth boundary , are these lands really available for development?? Lands that
are NOT “available for development” should be removed from the growth boundary.

2.2 - “Private Recreation & Open Space….intended for commercial recreational and open space
use”


These areas also function as wildlife corridors on Three Sisters and Silvertip so uses
should respect this function.

2.4.1 - ….”Future Growth area shall be determined through an area structure plan process and
through the identification and protection of wildlife corridors by the Province’’.


Recommendation “ and through the identification and protection of functional wildlife
corridors as determined by a qualified third party review of corridor alignments
approved by the Province”.

3.5 – Steep Creeks


2

There is no question that steep creeks pose a risk to some existing and proposed
developments in Canmore and that policies dealing with this hazard need to be
developed. However, there are other risks of natural disasters that have hardly received
any consideration such as wildfires, and the Bow River. The level of detail and policy





direction dealing with steep creeks appears to be an over reaction to the events of 2013
and to freeze any development in nearly a third of the Town of Canmore, especially the
industrial areas given the number of undeveloped and under developed sites, certainly
seems extreme given the amount of mitigation works already completed in Cougar
Creek.
While there is some chance that an event larger than 2013 could occur in the Cougar
Creek watershed, since it has sometime in the past few thousand years, we know with
certainty that the forest surrounding us burn every 100 years and the Bow River has
flooded several times in the last century. This really comes down to understanding the
risk and as a community accepting some level of risk with where we live, whether that
be from steep creeks, the Bow River ( and dams associated with it upstream), or forest
fire. Each of these events has a potential to result in the loss of human life.
Perhaps a better use of the MDP would be to identify some of these hazards and require
that plans be developed for each of them that include early warning systems,
evacuation plans, community muster points, emergency response etc. Developing these
individual plans will help to reduce the risk of lives being lost to these known hazards.
Areas most at risk are identified and LUB overlays can then be developed that address
mitigation measures for development to occur.

3.6.1 – Wildfire – should read developments “must” undertake a wildfire risk assessment
instead of “may be required”.
3.6.3 - Wildfire – should read …. “applications must include conditions that” …. instead of “may
include”.
3.7.3 - …”an undermining report prepared by a qualified professional and any
recommendations…”


Should include a provision for a bond or insurance by the developer since the
Undermining Regulations do not cover Municipal losses do to undermining.

4.1.4 - …” development of those lands should be discouraged….”an EIS may be required”


Recommend that “should” change to “shall” and “may” to “will”.

4.2 - Extremely unclear what lands, if any, are included in ESA’s. Wildlife corridors, habitat
patches?????This whole section is very vague and its purpose is unclear. Needs a lot of work.
Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches – “Wildlife corridor identification for Three Sisters lands
is under exclusive jurisdiction of the Province”.
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The municipality is within its jurisdiction as the land use approving authority to require
that functionality of any corridor approved by the Province be accessed by a qualified
third party, prior to any land use approvals.

4.2.8 - …’However, it is also a valid and important land use planning consideration for the Town
of Canmore. Where it has jurisdiction…”


The Town has the ability to require an EIS and a third party review of the EIS for any
“approved” corridor, to assess functionality taking into consideration proposed adjacent
land uses, prior to approval of any land use re-designation or ASP



The Town is the sole approving authority for land use (Council). When a land use
redesignation application is received it can be refused based on any issue the approving
authority feels is relevant. ie Wildlife Corridor functionality.

4.2.15 - Developments Exempt from BCEAG : “For development proposals within or adjacent to
a wildlife corridor or habitat patch….development shall be in accordance with an accepted EIS
or an area structure plan. The Town may require the preparation of an EIS”….


Only one development is exempt from the BCEAG and that is Three Sisters. This allows
Three Sisters to get away with not providing an EIS for their future developments as
long as they have an ASP.

5.1.4 - …”any negative impact on an individual”.


Recommend changing “on an individual” to “the neighborhood”.

5.3.2 - – “….. development or conversion of….. or main floor spaces that do not function well
for commercial ….for housing for employees…”


The conversion of non-functioning commercial space to residential may erode, over
time, the commercial viability of areas and reduce economic diversification
opportunities that take advantage of the lower rents that result from less viable
commercial locations; these spaces can provide much needed incubator opportunities.
Determining the functionality of a commercial space is very subjective at best.

6.1.10 – “Where significant redevelopment….is being proposed, an Area Redevelopment Plan
should be prepared.”
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Significant needs to be defined as this is a totally subjective term. If developers propose
spot zoning in a neighborhood and this occurs at different times does this make the

densification of a neighborhood significant? One off spot zoning that increases density
in existing R1 neighborhoods should not be allowed. ARP’s should be initiated and
completed by the Town of Canmore.

7.2.6 - Disposal of Municipal Reserve: “ MR lands may be disposed for development…clear
community benefit”…..


Recommend adding “ and the requirements of the MGA are met.”

10.1.13 – Social and Economic Impact: “ A social and economic impact assessment … may be
required to be submitted to support significant commercial and mixed use development
proposals.”
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Social / economic impacts “should” be required. What constitutes “significant” needs to
be defined? ie Smith Creek ASP

March 21st, 2016

Letter to Council : MDP Public Hearing

“Vision” of Canmore in the MDP is NOT our vision – Opposition to MDP
The draft MDP includes many “should’s" and “may’s”. If the provisions of the MDP cannot be enforced (
by using MUST’s and SHALL’s), why bother to include these provisions? . Many of the concepts in this
draft MDP seem to have been taken from planning documents for large cities, not small mountain towns
like Canmore. We expect that in university courses about Planning, the majority of issues studied relate
to large cities, not small communities ….and it looks like the university approach has been used here. We
have many concerns about the direction that this MDP proposes to give Canmore.
We urge you not to approve the present document for second reading, unless it is dramatically changed.
We will only cite a few of our concerns:
Section 2.1: Growth Boundary
1. “that is characteristic of a city or town”. The concept of “infilling” in existing built-out
neighbourhoods may be sensible in Calgary and Edmonton for old blighted neighbourhoods that
need revitalization, but not for Canmore. In Canmore, we do not need to control urban sprawl; the
confines of our landscape will do that for us. People move to Canmore to get away from over-dense
cities. Yet this MDP’s vision is one that will build-up further the existing neighbourhoods that have
been at built-out for years, rather than properly planning growth in the new development areas of
TSMV, Silvertip and Spring Creek. Having utilities and infrastructure nearby (2.3.4) should not be
interpreted as suitable or desirable for “infill” development, as this MDP is stating. Central Park in
New York and Stanley Park in Vancouver are fully serviced, yet, we do not expect that we will see
any development in either of them in the near or in the distant future, regardless of housing needs
for these two cities, that have among the highest housing costs in North America.
2. The growth boundary includes existing, built-out neighbourhoods. The current MDP was very
specific in stating the “future growth area” to be TSMV. It is very difficult to understand why the
areas yet to be developed cannot properly plan for future affordable housing requirements, rather
than “stuffing-in” existing neighbourhoods. The number being thrown around for PAH (1,000 units)
is highly questionable. In the June 3, 2008 CHAP meeting (see notes from meeting) “R. Casey
expressed concern that numbers in the Action Plan will be taken as definitive”. The Action Plan
referred to (see page 23 April 23, 2008 Notes from CHAP meeting) “C. P. best guess is that CCHC
needs 1,000 units at 15-year built-out” and on page 25 of notes “at built-out, consensus among
stakeholders that a minimum of 250 staff housing units and 1000 PAH units need to be built” . Ron
Casey’s fears seem to have materialized: from 2008 to 2016, these “guesses” have become
definitive and the Town is basing policy on them.
Section 6: Neighbourhood Residential
1. This section is all about “infill” and “densifying” existing neighbourhoods and re-development of
existing neighbourhoods. Existing built-out neighbourhoods do not have “vacant” land to “infill”.
They have green natural areas which were conceived that way in the original ASP and development
plan. The MDP states that the MR designation will be reduced to provide for non-market affordable
housing. Why is the vision of Canmore now to re-visit these areas for “re-development” at the loss
of green space? Many of us value the green space that was planned in our neighbourhoods. The
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municipality of Vail, Colorado, is at full build-out and has very high housing costs. It prides itself as
having the most park land per capita in Colorado. I was told by town administration in Vail that they
would never contemplate using any park land to provide for housing.
2. Why will anyone feel comfortable buying any house in Canmore when the rules of the game keep
changing? There are lands that, per the Master bylaw, TSMV has to give to the Town as TS’ land is
developed. Why is the Town not enforcing its own by-laws and ensuring these lands are donated to
the Town instead of “densifying” existing neighbourhoods?
3. There are so many areas of serious concern in the draft MDP that we could go on for a long time,
but we will limit ourselves to a few more:
5.1.2 “Affordable housing should be integrated and distributed throughout Canmore’s
neighbourhoods, with preference given to locations within reasonable walking area of the Town
Centre, commercial and mixed use areas, or transit stops”. More densifying. There are areas near
the highway that are suitable for housing. Why should prime downtown land be appropriate for
Affordable housing?
5.2.1 “An action plan that targets 15% of residential growth as non-market affordable housing
developed concurrently with market residential growth will be created and maintained.” Where
will the land come from, but from reduced green space?
5.2.2 “Density bonusing” -- yet more densifying
5.2.5 “ Where non-market affordable housing units are constructed, Municipal Reserve (MR)
dedication requirements specified in 7.2.1 may be reduced provided the Town deems the open
space and/or school land dedication sufficient” . Less green space
6.1.10 “ Where significant redevelopment is being proposed throughout an existing
neighbourhood or area of town which would result in, for example, amendments to the Land Use
Bylaw to accommodate an increased density or upgrades to municipal infrastructure, an area
redevelopment plan should be prepared at the direction of Council”
18.3.4 “A municipal lands strategy should be created to identify Town owned lands that are
desirable for affordable housing opportunities and the Town should work with affordable housing
agents or other similar partner for development of those lands” . Our Town already has an
inventory of Town owned lands. The “municipal land evaluation map” was presented to Council in
April 2015 ”. This map includes mostly park land and playgrounds, for future evaluation for
development. Here is the legend that goes with the map, with designated priority level.
Parcel Legend for Municipal Land Evaluation Map Issued 4/8/2014
Parcel number in map

Development Potential per map colour

1 - Larch Avenue MR
2 - Old Daycare
3 - Lift Station No. 5
4 - Lions Park

High
High
Medium
Medium
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5 - 8 Avenue Trail
6 - Fairholme North
7 - Fairholme South
8 - Rundle Playground
9 - Boat Launch / School Reserve
10 - 1 Street W
11 - Millenium Park
12 - Three Sisters Drive
13 - Boychock Lands
14 - Bow Valley Trail / Railway Ave Intersection
15 - Palliser Lot 7
16 - Cougar Point Playground
17 - Heliport Lands
18 - Lady McDonald Playground
19 - Dyrgas Trail
20 - Hubman MR
21 - Veteran's Park
22 - Scout Hall
23 - Trans Canada Highway Right-of-Way

Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
Medium
High ( a section of it)
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Low

The existing MDP is a much more actionable document that sticks to planning issues without making
“motherhood” statements. A letter to the editor last year called the new draft MDP a “social manifesto”
not a planning document, we agree with this statement.
We urge Council not to adopt this MDP, which encourages densifying established, built-out
neighbourhoods, at the cost of green space. BOWDA no doubt will be very supportive of this MDP as
the interest of the developers will be very well served.
Respectfully,

Blanca Cervi & Pierre Lambert
Canmore, Alberta

Attachment – Municipal Land Evaluation Map
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Cote
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 3:39 PM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
MDP Comments

Good afternoon,
I am a full-time resident of Canmore and my family is concerned about certain deficiencies in the MDP as
currently drafted. For the betterment of our community and our to meet our responsibilities to protect the
wildlife that inhabits our community, my family would like to see you adopt 4 items:
1. A specific definition of "adjacency" to be a minimum distance of 200 to 250 meters from the boundary of a
corridor or habitat patch;
2. A requirement for an Environmental Impact Study ("EIS") for any new development in or adjacent to a
corridor or habitat patch;
3. A requirement for an independent 3rd party review of a developer's EIS to determine if the land uses
proposed adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on corridor functionality; and
4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act not the recommendation of an independent
3rd party review to carry out an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment of the land uses proposed by the
developer adjacent to a corridor or patch.
Thank-you for all the work you do on behalf of our community.
Yours truly
Greg Cote & family
Canmore
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March 21, 2016
Dear Mayor and Council;
Subject: Input to Public Hearing on MDP/v2, March 22, 2016
About 15 years ago I walked with a Canmore teacher along the River Trail. The
teacher was a long time resident and was engaged in shaping the future of our
community. The teacher pointed to several green spaces that exist in our town
and that contribute to our sense of community. Each and every green space was
the result of a full on battle with proponents of unrestricted development.
Yet today we still face the same battles for green space, connection with the
natural environment and wildlife. Wildlife has lived and moved through this area
for 10,000 years. Today we are occupying a critical link for wildlife movement in
North America, not just in the Bow Valley. We have a responsibility and
accountability in our MDP to ensure this link is protected and functional.
I want to thank you, Mayor and Councilors, for your initiatives to date to protect
the movement of wildlife, while other jurisdictions pursue narrow interests and
short-term money. I also want to commend you for your support of conservation
easements and working to balance recreational opportunities. Being a worldclass destination has its challenges.
To continue your good work, the Municipal Development Plan (MDP) needs to
clearly state what these challenges are and be unambiguous about how we, as a
community will deal with them. Both our community and developers require
certainty. The natural environment in which our community is situated is our most
important asset. We will protect it.
The MDP should not shrink from strong and fair policy requirements and
processes for Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), Environmental Impact
Assessments (EIA), wildlife corridors and independent reviews. These are
important tools identified through the Community Sustainability process, to be
included in the MDP.
Developments can forever compromise or block wildlife movement until wildlife
populations are isolated and eliminated. Scientific methods can be used to try to
answer our questions about wildlife. The science is good, but it is imperfect and
incomplete. We have much to learn still.
Our MDP needs to protect wildlife corridors using an abundance of caution. At
this time we need to provide the largest widths for land adjacent to wildlife
corridors and habitat patch boundaries of at least 250m and these need to be
stated in the MDP.
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By maximizing development today without the use of precaution, we may only
find later that corridors don’t function. Building developments are not reversible in
a practical sense and would involve huge costs, significant disruption and may
cause irreversible harm to wildlife and the environment. Therefore it is necessary
for the MDP to set incremental, conservative expectations.
In summary, please include in the MDP a definition of land adjacent to wildlife
corridors and habitat patches as at least 250m from their boundaries, and in this
adjacent area ensure that an EIS will be required and will be reviewed by an
independent expert. The MDP should also include the option of an EIA if
recommended by an independent 3rd party review and/or if requested by Council
if information is insufficient to make an informed decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Dave Dalman,
Canmore, AB
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22 MAR 2016 – Town of Canmore public hearing submission for proposed MDP – Steven de Keijzer

1. THE BIG PICTURE - The shape of Canmore: compact or sprawling?
The values from Mining the Future and draft MDP (e.g. fiscal stability, accessibility/walkability, affordable
housing) are strengthened by an overall compact growth form for the Town and weakened by a sprawling
growth form. The proposed plan promotes compact growth on a neighbourhood scale but does not
adequately direct Town-wide growth policies toward compact growth.
Over 90% of Canmore’s current development lies within 3 km of downtown (see attached “ring map”).
The Town will not need the “Future Growth” areas located more than 6 km from downtown during the
life of the new MDP because there are substantial undeveloped commercial, light industrial, mixed use,
and residential sites within the 3 km radius (e.g. Palliser, Bow Valley Trail, Industrial Triangle, Silvertip). At
current growth rates this 3 km area, plus the Resort Centre and Stewart Creek areas, will provide the
Town with a 20-30 year supply of land.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
(a) Revise 2.3.6, 7, & 8 to ensure that lands within the Town located west of the Stewart Creek wildlife
corridor are developed to within 5 years of build-out before rezoning occurs east of the corridor, and
(b) Add a “growth phasing” map to maintain the west-to-east phasing pattern in place since 1998.
2. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS – Mandate EIS and 3rd party review, provide flexibility.
The current (1998) MDP mandates that an EIS and 3rd party review be conducted in and adjacent to
environmentally sensitive areas. The draft 2008 CSP required wildlife corridors to be dedicated prior to
any ASP approvals. The proposed MDP substantially weakens these existing requirements.
Section 5 of the draft 2015 EIS policy refers to an EIS being required in accordance with almost nonexistent “MDP policies”. Parts of Section 4 in the MDP describe when an EIS may be required and Sections
18.2.12-15 add several criteria that do not constitute a coherent MDP policy.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
(a) Revise policies 4.2.11 and 4.2.12 to re-insert the essence of the current (1998) goals and policies
regarding environmentally sensitive areas and EISs – including the mandatory 3rd party review.
(b) Provide flexibility through the stand-alone EIS policy document by giving administration the
discretion to waive an EIS or 3rd party review in defined circumstances.
3. WIND VALLEY ZONING & CORRIDORS. Acknowledge and respect existing zoning & identified corridors
The proposed MDP ignores and contradicts existing zoning and accepted wildlife corridors in the Wind
Valley area. More than 130 acres east of Site 9 zoned Wildland Conservation (WC) and identified as
wildlife corridor is shown as “Future Growth” in the proposed MDP (yellow on attached air photo map).
The boundary of the “future growth” area pre-judges the results of the Smith Creek ASP process. The
2002 Wind Valley study (see attachment #3) is the only universally-accepted corridor study for this area.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
(a) Revise Map #2 to current (1998) “future planning area” and show the wildlife corridors east and
south of Site 9 that were agreed to by the Province, Town & TSMV in the 2002 Wind Valley study
(b) Show proposed corridors within Site 9 from 2002 Wind Valley Study. [NOTE: TSMV is not
“exempt” from this study as it was one of three developers on the Committee (see cover page,
attached). The study was subsequent to, and not part of, the 1998/99 BCEAG Guidelines.]
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22 MAR 2016 – Town of Canmore public hearing submission for proposed MDP – Steven de Keijzer

March 22, 2016
Honourable Mayor and Members of Council
Town of Canmore
902 7th Avenue
Canmore, AB T1W 3K1
Re: Proposed MDP for the Town of Canmore
Dear Mayor and Councillors,
As stated in the opening paragraph of the MDP, the document is a reflection of both the Mining
the Future and the subsequent Signposts to Sustainability document. It is nice to see the
communities dedication to the Mining the Future process is being used as the vision for the
MDP.
The community has said time and time again that functional wildlife corridors are of the highest
priority either through the MTF process or at public hearings over the years. Many of you on
Council publicly stated your commitments to this issue in your election platforms, and I believe
you were successfully voted in because of the stance you took for the wildlife.
With this in mind, there are several areas that fall short in the latest draft of the MDP in
comparison to the MTF vision-specifically relating to wildlife corridors. It is my hope you will
recognize and instruct Administration to make the needed changes to the document that will
ensure the wildlife can move through the valley and/or coexist with us in the valley if need be.
The areas that fall short are as follows:
1. We must require an independent, third party environmental impact statement for any
new development in or adjacent to any wildlife corridor or habitat patch. We should also
have the option of requiring an independent EIA of any new projects that the Town
considers necessary to the well being of the biodiversity in the area.
2. The term adjacency needs to be revamped so it has more teeth. Specifically, for all new
development proposals, “adjacency” to wildlife corridors and/or habitat patches
should be defined as 250 metres from the edge of a corridor or patch. This would
be consistent with the CSP 2009 guidelines.
3. Phase approvals for future growth areas from west to east as driven by the amount of
land needed at the time. Allow Canmore to grow “organically” rather than by what
developers feel they need for their bottom line. At this point, there is substantial amount
of undeveloped lands that are zoned for commercial, light industrial, residential and mixed
use with 3 km radius of the Town. There is no need at this time to approve areas farther
east than the Stewart Creek golf course; there is enough land with the Resort Centre and
Stewart Creek areas to allow the Town with a 20-30 year supply of land given the current
growth rate.
4. Map 2 shows Future Growth (area to be determined) which includes the 132 acre parcel
of land aka Thunderstone Quarry property that is currently zoned WC and is part of the

wildlife corridor. This map should be revised to show the wildlife corridors west and south
of Site 9 and show the corridors within Site 9 from the 2002 Wind Valley Study (which
TSMV was one of the three developers on the Committee). This area should not be
considered for future growth but rather future protection given it’s proximity to the Wind
Valley Corridor and wildlife underpass near Deadman’s Flats.
Thanks for taking the time to read through this letter, as well as the MDP. It is my hope that you
all will exercise the “precautionary principle” when making any decisions or recommendations
that relate to the MDP, wildlife corridors, and sustainable growth.
Sincerely,
Lisa Downing

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Joan Dunkley
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 7:18 PM
John Borrowman; Council Cheryl
Hyde
MDP

To Mayor John Borrowman and Councillors,
I am very concerned about the present wording of the MDP. I realize that as a Town and community we have complex
ecological challenges – all the more reason that our MDP include statutory policies and processes to protect wildlife
corridors, habitat patches, and adjacent land uses.
Please assure that the MDP
-includes a clear definition of “adjacency” which will be applied to all development proposals. This definition should
include a distance of 250 metres from a corridor or patch as set out in the 2009 CSP.
-requires developers to provide an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for all development proposed in or
adjacent to wildlife corridor or patch. EIS were included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP. Please reinstate EIS in
our new MDP. It is the only way we can be assured there is sound assessment of any negative impact by adjacent uses
upon wildlife movement and safety.
-requires a 3rd party review of all developer’s EIS to determine the impact of land uses adjacent to corridor or
patch. Independent reviews are standard professional practice for good reason.
- includes a statutory provision for Council to request an in-depth EIA if this is deemed necessary by the 3rd party
review (ie independent of the developer).
Please instate/reinstate these four policies/processes. I understand that developers, and probably our town
administrators, may tire of the requirements of such processes and the time, energy, and expense they require. But who
are we as a Town and community if we don’t maintain the means to assure protection of wildlife corridors, patches and
appropriate interface use of the adjacent lands. As it stands this version of the MDP is not consistent with some of our
core values.
I would also express concern about Clause 2.3.6. My sincere appreciation to Councillors Sandford and Russell for voting
against the Bylaw changing Municipal Reserve lands into “vacant’ and therefore soon to be developed land in Peaks of
Grassi. (Unless a certain court proceding can stop this trajectory.) I agree that there are areas of Canmore that will need
to become denser, particularly our downtown area, as so well presented by Councillor Sandford. But to consider
established green spaces in our already built-out neighborhoods as ‘vacant lands’ is a concern to me. Surely some
‘development of Future Growth area’ should come before imposing increased density on all of our communities. I know
some areas are not already as dense as Peaks of Grassi, but I’m against making this statement part of MDP. One
particular concern in our 900 block of Lawrence Grassi Ridge, is that this road is too narrow to serve as the feeder route
for the pending increase in traffic and parking. It is already more than maxed out. I hope this situation will not happen in
other communities. Traffic flow and parking must be accounted for before imposing more density.
Thank you for your consideration of my comments. To all of you I appreciate your hard work and dedication for our Town.
I sincerely hope you will consider our core values as set out in our Mining the Future process, in your decisions.
Sincerely,
Joan Dunkley
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Field, Adrian
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:36 AM
Cheryl Hyde
Nathan Grivell
FW: Planning implications of building a suite at 818 2a street

Hi Cheryl,
I’m not sure if it’s too late for MDP feedback for tonight’s meeting? I sent the text below to Nathan Grivell last October
so you may already have it anyway. If not and if it’s not too late then I’d like it to be included for Council’s
consideration.








I fully support the changes you’re proposing regarding increasing density in existing neighbourhoods and
increasing the efficiency of land use – particularly within walking distance to town.
I would suggest that increasing density should always be favoured over building on new greenfield sites and
expanding the footprint of the Town
In my view increased density should happen in places closes to downtown first (reducing development costs of
building parking and transit systems and reducing the municipal tax burden in the process)
o In order to encourage this type of development (and achieve an associated reduction in the municipal
burden on building housing)
 consider property tax reductions for properties which have secondary suites
 consider a communications plan aimed at informing residents of the many positive effects of
increasing density and promoting a collective ownership of the landscape in which we have the
great privilege to reside
 consider relaxations of parking requirements in lieu of bike parking, car share, proximity to transit
and other factors which may remove the requirement for residents to own vehicles
In the big picture the suggestion that affordable housing should annexed is economically and socially
unsustainable
Increasing density close to the downtown core can produce more municipally cost‐effective housing as parking
requirements can be reduced
Having residents themselves help to solve the issue by building their own affordable housing can both benefit
the property owners involved and reduce the municipal burden (for everyone else) of building affordable
housing

Many thanks
A
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Canmore, Alberta
, Canada
February 01, 2016
Attention: Mayor Borrowman and Canmore Town Council, Premier Notley (Government of Alberta),
Honourable Danielle Larivee (Minister of Municipal Affairs/Minister of Service Alberta) Mr. Cameron
Westhead, (MLA for Banff-Cochrane), Ms Lisa De Soto (Chief Administrative Officer, Town of
Canmore) and staff

RE: Canmore Draft Municipal Development Plan (MDP) 2015
To Whom It May Concern:
My wife and I would like to be on the “record” of opposing any change(s) to the current MDP
and the current Urban Reserve designation as outlined in the Canmore Draft Municipal
Development Plan (MDP) 2015. We are full time Canmore residents and do not believe that
our Town Administration and Council have the mandate from the residents of the Town to
make the proposed changes found therein. There has been a campaign of
miscommunication and misinformation from our Town Administration and Council that has
culminated in a climate of anger and distrust amongst some residents and their
representatives, including some residents who believe that Town Development has been
driven by the Bow Valley Builders and Developers Association (BOWDA) and not our
respective Town Administration and Council. We respectively request that any changes to
the current MDP and Urban Reserve designations be deferred until the Town Administration
and Council have sought agreement from the residents of Canmore to proceed with any
change(s) through a Town plebiscite.
Yours sincerely,
Gordon and Leslie Ford

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Graeme Ford
Wednesday, March 16, 2016 11:37 AM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
Please take note.

Hello,

I believe and support in this and strongly urge you to support returning the 4 policies to the MDP consistent with the 1998 MDP.

Thank you.
AS IT STANDS, THE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP SECTION 4 FALLS FAR SHORT OF EARLIER MDPs IN
STATUTORY POLICIES & PROCESSES TO PROTECT WILDLIFE CORRIDORS, HABITAT PATCHES & AND ADJACENT
LAND USES

Ask Council to continue to support returning the following 4policies to the MDP consistent
with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP) at
2ndreading.

WHAT IS NEEDED IN THE STATUTORY MDP:

The 2016 MDP after 1st reading remains deficient in FOUR MAJOR POLICIES to protect Canmore’s wildlife corridors
and habitat patches:

1. A specific definition of ‘adjacency’ - defined as a minimum distance in # of metres (200 – 250) from the boundary of
a corridor or habitat patch - which can be applied to ANY new development proposal adjacent to a corridor or patch. In
the CSP, ‘adjacency’ was defined as a distance of 250 metres from a corridor or patch (consistent with the 175-250 metre
‘adjacency’ defined in the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines, even though BCEAG cannot be mandated directly).

BECAUSE this definition of ‘adjacency’:

 Provides one specific minimum criterion for ‘adjacency’ in # of metres that applies to ALL development and is consistent
with provincial scientific recommendations

 Only commits the Town to carefully examine land uses within the defined adjacency area
 Provides flexibility in planning for more than the minimum ‘adjacency’ and to address minor changes in the nonstatutory EIS Policy document

 Is consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and provincial recommendations
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 Provides certainly to all parties what minimum criterion of ’adjacency’ is expected

2. A requirement for an EIS for any new development proposal IN or ADJACENT TO a corridor or habitat patch:

BECAUSE an EIS ‘adjacent’ to corridors or patches:

 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP
 Can carefully assess any negative impact of adjacent uses to wildlife movement and safety

3. A requirement of an independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine if the land uses proposed
adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on corridor functionality.

BECAUSE a 3rd party review:

 Ensures a statutory requirement for a review independent of the developer’s
 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP
 Applies to new development proposals within or adjacent to a corridor or habitat patch
 Is standard professional practice and has proven very valuable for Council decisions in the past.

4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the recommendation of the 3rd party review to
carry out an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the land uses proposed by the developer adjacent to a
corridor or patch.

BECAUSE the option of an EIA:

 Is necessary when the available information is not sufficient for an informed decision, or there is a risk for wildlife or
injurious human/wildlife interaction

 Is included in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading
 The EIS policy in the MDP was weaker than that in the December 2015 draft and still was not required for a
development proposal ADJACENT to a corridor or patch.

MORE IN INFORATION ON DEFICIENT POLICIES AND BACKGROUND ON PROCESS AND POSITIVE COUNCIL
SUPPORT IS ATTACHED

MANY THANKS for your letter/email endorsing adoption of these four critical policies. If they
are not adopted, it will be next-to-impossible to secure functional wildlife corridors.
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With kind regards,
-Mr. Graeme Ford

Grade 5 & 6Teacher
Alpenglow School - Canadian Rockies Public Schools (located at CCHS)
Email: graeme.ford@crps.ca (*preferred form of communication)

Follow my Twitter account for class pictures @Mr_Graeme

REFERENCE LINKS (Links you may be searching for that I have sent out before :)

VOLUNTEER LINK: www.Alpenglowschool.ca/volunteer

SCHOOL CALENDAR: http://crps.ca/documents/general/2015-2016%20Word.pdf

www.alpenglowschool.ca
www.crps.ca
R
m

m

CANADIAN ROCKIES PUBLIC SCHOOL BOARD
R
m

m

MOUNTAIN LEARNING
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Your Worship, Councillors,
My name is Rodney Gair, as you know I am a resident of the Peaks of Grassi, and I wanted to
talk about a very specific element of the MDP. Section 8 has a passage that speaks to
development in drainages including the natural environment, water courses and water
quality policies. Specifically;









-

-

Development within flood-ways as designated by Alberta Environmental Protection,
limits use in such areas to parks, trails and essential utilities that would not impede
water discharges.
It requires maintaining of the natural flood control properties of 1:100 year flood
fringe areas.
It requires we preserve the natural characteristics of all watercourses wherever
possible.
It requires 60 metre setbacks from waterways, and increasing that as required where
risk is higher.
It requires the designation of Environmental Reserve areas adjacent to
watercourses.
Identifying groundwater issues as a part of Area Structure Plans.
…. and Defines Wellhead Protection Zones.

The new MDP should restate these things and explicitly require that licensing
standards for development in drainages be met, and specify the same things the
Alberta Water Act does.
It should require the development of hazard assessments and emergency plans prior
to approvals being issued for rezoning or subdivision.
And the new MDP should recognise that these catastrophic flow events may be
occurring more often than once every one hundred years, and could even be
increasing in frequency with climate changes.

The current plan uses language like “Will” and “Shall” to ensure minimum safety
precautions are followed. The draft MDP is using more words like “Should” and “May”, and
that introduces additional risk unnecessarily.
The Town of Canmore website has posted on it an article called Mountain Creek Hazard
Mitigation that outlines the steps that have or are being taken to mitigate risks associated
with Steep Creeks. But there exists another document within the town called the Steep
Creek Hazard Policy. It is a little more difficult to find. The copy I have is from 2014 and is
marked draft, and I am not sure if it became policy or not. But it also says some important
things, including;

-

-

-

-

A Policy Statement that defines the objective as being; “to avoid and reduce
intolerable risk associated with steep-creeks”.
Includes definitions, specifically, that all terms included in this policy SHALL be
defined in the MDP.
Defines responsible departments within the Town.
Defines measurement criteria for Safety, sub-divided into individual and group risks,
and Economic Costs (For your information my home insurance has gone up over 30%
since 2013 and my home was entirely unaffected by the flooding that year!)
Strategic Alignments with other policies, specifically in this case the Town of
Canmores’ Strategic Plan for 2016-2018 and with the safety goal: “Canmore is a safe
community”.
Ties in Provincial Guidelines for Steep Creek Assessments for Development.
References reports that have all been written since 2014, and importantly, ignores
any work done previously, and which contained important and relevant data, and
which is still available reaching back to at least the 1990’s. I am talking about the EIA
that was done before any Three Sisters development was even begun.
And it says much more too, and does not appear to be fully incorporated into this
draft of the MDP.
I am concerned too that certain changes in the draft MDP seem to facilitate
decisions already taken by this council, in particular;

-

Section 3.5.15 regarding Development in a Steep Creek Hazard Zone. Item “c.” now
reads: “Low hazard area – Development shall be allowed.”
The previous wording (In section 8 of the current MDP) was (and I am talking about
the MDP that is actually still in effect here right now) “Development will be allowed
where adequate emergency access and egress is achieved.”

-

The current MDP stipulates conditions on development, and the draft MDP removes
the condition and adds the directive term “Shall” (replacing “Will”). It has to be
noted that this editorial change only just now allows approval for what Council has
already approved.

-

It is difficult to comprehend everything said in all of these various documents, and
the dynamic of “Draft” versions with nearly all references only increases the
frustration, and it all becomes ever more complex when you add the requirements
of the Water Act into the mix, which must be considered too.

-

There are guidelines and rules all over the place with respect to development in
drainages, and the draft MDP in its current form does not fully address all of these
requirements.

-

As the Town will be required, at a minimum, to follow its own rules in these matters,
it would make sense to consolidate all of these rules about drainages into the new
MDP for clear and concise reference in the future.

Additional notes about the draft MDP and its references to steep creeks.












Risk assessment is firstly and mainly based on threat to life, and the threshold for what is
acceptable/not acceptable over the course of 100 years has been set at 100 fatalities
(arbitrarily).
o That is unacceptably high given that not even one person has died during the last
100 years.
Economic risk tolerance will remain undefined and will vary from development to
development.
o That is also unacceptable as there should be a common value applied to all risk
assessments. i.e. It cannot be okay to lose a hundred dollars on project “A”, but then
not be okay to lose ten dollars on project “B”. The value should be relative, not
arbitrary and at the whim of the administration of the day.
3.5.5 has one accommodating condition after another. It mitigates mitigations that are
required to allow mitigations. It is an entirely absurd passage in the draft MDP.
Hazard assessment (3.5.15) attempts to quantify impact, but does not speak to frequency.
o
Conventional hazard assessments for any risk always address both, and use
a formula to quantify the total risk.
Critical facilities “should not” be located within Steep Creek hazard Zones.
o That should definitely be “Shall not”.
Several references are made to “Qualified Professionals”, but the exact discipline that is
relevant is not defined.
o In most cases certified engineers are the appropriate individuals to make these
assessments, but in each instance in the draft this needs to be defined.
The term “Erosion Zone” is redundant. Where-ever water runs there is always erosion. This
passage should just be deleted.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

don gardner
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 2:32 PM
John Borrowman
Council; Cheryl Hyde
changes to ne MDP

Dear John, et al,
As you may know I was involved in a number of recreation development projects since the late ‘70’s in the Canmore
area: These include the master plan and design of winter and summer trails in Kananaskis Country; relocation of the
1988 Winter Olympic Nordic site from Bragg Ck to Canmore; design of many of those trails and of the refurbishment
trails for the 2006 Cross Country World Cup; development of the Policeman’s Ck trail and development of the Quarry
Lake Day Use Area.
All of these projects followed established planning criteria of the time one of which was the in depth analysis of lands
adjacent to the proposed facility. For example, in planning the Nordic Centre, land well outside the proposed trails
system was studies from the perspective of wildlife needs. The recognition of the value to wildlife of the Bow River
flood plain in the old Georgetown area was high and that that portion would not be altered. At one point jumps were
proposed at this location.
To me it appears that this kind of vision is lacking in the proposed MDP in that adjacent land needs can be
ignored. There must be clear direction that if deemed necessary an EIA can be required. Council would provide this
direction with assistance from 3rd party science where required.
Thank you for your consideration of this input.
Don Gardner
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackie Gray
Saturday, March 19, 2016 9:30 AM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
Public hearing on MDP 2016

I feel very strongly that Council should continue to support returning the following 4 policies to the MDP
consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP) at 2nd reading.
Wildlife corridors are vital to ensure that the animals that were here before us continue to thrive and have
genetic diversity. I want my grandchildren to have the opportunity to see wildlife in its natural environment,
and not ask where did they all go, and why did it happen.
1. A specific definition of ‘adjacency’ - defined as a minimum distance in # of metres (200 – 250) from the
boundary of a corridor or habitat patch - which can be applied to ANY new development proposal adjacent
to a corridor or patch. In the CSP, ‘adjacency’ was defined as a distance of 250 metres from a corridor or
patch (consistent with the 175-250 metre ‘adjacency’ defined in the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines, even though BCEAG
cannot be mandated directly).
BECAUSE this definition of ‘adjacency’:
 Provides one specific minimum criterion for ‘adjacency’ in # of metres that applies to ALL development
and is consistent with provincial scientific recommendations
 Only commits the Town to carefully examine land uses within the defined adjacency area
 Provides flexibility in planning for more than the minimum ‘adjacency’ and to address minor changes in
the non-statutory EIS Policy document
 Is consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and provincial recommendations
 Provides certainly to all parties what minimum criterion of ’adjacency’ is expected
2. A requirement for an EIS for any new development proposal IN or ADJACENT TO a corridor or habitat
patch:
BECAUSE an EIS ‘adjacent’ to corridors or patches:
 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP
 Can carefully assess any negative impact of adjacent uses to wildlife movement and safety
3. A requirement of an independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine if the land uses
proposed adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on corridor functionality.
BECAUSE a 3rd party review:
 Ensures a statutory requirement for a review independent of the developer’s
 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP
 Applies to new development proposals within or adjacent to a corridor or habitat patch
 Is standard professional practice and has proven very valuable for Council decisions in the past.
4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the recommendation of the 3rd party
review to carry out an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the land uses proposed by the
developer adjacent to a corridor or patch.
BECAUSE the option of an EIA:
 Is necessary when the available information is not sufficient for an informed decision, or there is a risk for
wildlife or injurious human/wildlife interaction
 Is included in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading
 The EIS policy in the MDP was weaker than that in the December 2015 draft and still was not required for
a development proposal ADJACENT to a corridor or patch.
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Canmore Municipal Development Plan
Submission for Public Hearing, March 22, 2016
Submitted by Hans Helder

Introduction
After having conducted a detailed review of the Municipal Development Plan (MDP v2) given first
reading by Council, my conclusion is that there are serious and substantive concerns with it. A general
principle of drafting legislation is to provide clarity and certainty for those that depend upon and use it.
The new MDP does not do that. In fact, although this might not seem possible, it creates even greater
ambiguity and uncertainty than the current (1998) version of the MDP Bylaw.
To be clear, my position is that the 1998 version of the MDP is well beyond its best before date and I
strongly endorse the need to replace it. However, the document approved at first reading, MDP v2, falls
far short of improving on the status quo. In this case, the cure is worse than the disease. Accordingly, I
find myself in the unfortunate position of being against proceeding with the Bylaw.
The fatal flaws in the MDP v2 are apparent from the outset. The reference to drafting legislation in my
opening comments was not accidental. The MDP is a ‘statutory’ document and subject to all the rigors
of legislation that come with it. In fact, the MDP is the highest order planning document that a
municipality has. The fact that it is a statute, intended to provide order and certainty to planning for the
future of the town of Canmore, appears to have been lost on both Council and the drafters of the
document. Instead it creates fear, uncertainty and doubt. A meaningful MDP requires courage,
commitment and leadership from Council. Instead we have a Council that appears more concerned with
the ‘tone’ of the MDP v2, than its substance.
Incorporating Non-statutory Documents
The problems start at the beginning. Like a bad remake of an old movie, Section 1.1 states that the Town
of Canmore ‘adopted’ the remake 1.0, Mining the Future (MTF) in 2006 and its second incarnation,
Signposts to Sustainability (S2S, remake 2.0) in 2010. We know how those apocalyptic movies ended –
certainly not with a new and improved MDP, but rather with spectacular failures. It further attributes
the “creation of this MDP” to these community consultation summaries. The MDP v2 in Section 1.3
further states that the ‘foundational values’ were developed through MTF. Section 1.4 takes it even
further and states that the implementation of the ‘guiding principles’ and ‘key strategies’ in MTF drive
MDP v2, implying a higher order of priority for MTF than the MDP. It is apparent that Council is intent
on moving forward with remake 3.0 when it states in Section 1.4 of the MDP v2: “The goals and policies
developed throughout this plan are intended to implement these strategies [from MTF] in a
comprehensive manner”.

We are told in Section 1.5, that “the background information within each section is to guide policy
interpretation, but it is not meant to be interpreted as policy statements”. That begs the question of
why include it at all? Does that mean that anything in the MDP v2 that is not clearly identified as a goal
or policy is ‘background information’ and is just words without substantive weight or meaning? Are
policies and goals so poorly crafted that ‘background information’ is required to interpret it? Or do we
read background information as Council’s attempt at satisfying all special interests so each of them
interprets the MDP v2 through its own colored glasses? Is this reflective of a Council that does not have
the courage or conviction to put its own stamp on the draft MDP and that has abdicated its leadership
responsibilities? The most charitable answer to all of these questions is “yes”, but that may be too
simple.
By abdicating its leadership responsibilities, Council has started down a slippery slope by incorporating
by reference documents such as MTF, S2S, and BCEAG 1998 and 2010 into the MDP v2. These on their
own are non-statutory documents and in the case of MTF and S2S, loosely coupled results of community
consultation processes in a single document, some of which represent inputs from a decade ago. A
careful reading of these documents reveals many ambiguities and inconsistencies within them. By
incorporating them by reference in their entirety, instead of clearly indicating aspects of the
consultation documents it has used in drafting the bylaw, Council is contributing to increasing the level
of ambiguity, uncertainty and conflict in future land management decisions. This will subject the
community to a continuation of the highly conflict oriented actions related to the Peaks of Grassi, the
Day Care lands, and anything related to Three Sisters lands, to name but a few recent examples. By its
own definition, the MDP v2 does not accord MTF or S2S the status of policy, but at the same time invites
their selective inclusion in any dialogue regarding future development initiatives.
Similarly the incorporation of the BCEAG guidelines into the MDP v2 by reference is inappropriate at
best and cynical at worst. Section 4.2.5 makes reference to the guidelines, as does 4.2.13 and 4.2.18.
Interestingly, section 4.2.15 makes it clear that certain lands are exempt from the guidelines as
recognized within the guidelines themselves. The facts are that virtually all of the undeveloped lands
within the Urban Boundary are excluded from the application of the BCEAG guidelines. Leaving aside the
question of whether it is appropriate to incorporate guidelines developed by unelected, conflicted and
special interests, it begs the question of why include them at all? Is it to provide an avenue for
introducing BCEAG guidelines into the dialogue, even when they do not apply? Is it so Council avoids
having to make decisions or take positions on definition of, development in or adjacent to wildlife
corridors, or even simply to say that it is not within municipal authority? The easiest response to these
questions is a simple “yes”, but the more cynical response may be that the increased levels of fear,
uncertainty and doubt generated by introducing these guidelines are an effective barrier to future
development.
While these concerns are certainly sufficient reason to take the MDP v2 back to the drafting table for a
totally new rewrite, there are even more concerns. My initial intent was to take a clause by clause
approach to critique the MDP v2. After two or three passes it became apparent that the deficiencies in
this draft are so serious that a full reconsideration is required.

Missing and Required Expertise
It is not unusual for the town to engage outside expertise in developing key plans and policies. Recent
examples include work on a Master Recreation Plan; the Steep Creeks Policy; and the Master
Transportation Plan. With the last version of the MDP being passed in 1998 it is fair to say that almost
two decades have passed since meaningful work on a new MDP was undertaken. That means that not a
single person involved in the drafting of this plan among the town’s staff has ever taken a new MDP
from inception through to third reading and implementation. As the municipality’s most important and
highest order planning statute, it is inconceivable that an outside expert with experience in other
municipalities developing and drafting an MDP has not been engaged to lead the effort. This is far too
important to the future of the community for members of town staff to be learning on the job without
getting first class advice from one or more experts. For those that would argue that experience has been
gained in the work related to MTF and S2S and the 2008 effort to create a new MDP is sufficient, the
fact that the 2008 effort was abandoned in the face of a court challenge is compelling argument to the
contrary.
Legal Issues and Missing Expertise
Finally, there are serious internal aspects to the MDP v2 that require careful legal review by an
experienced legal draftsperson with MDP experience. The MDP v2 is replete with examples of legal
problems. A few examples include:








S. 2.3.3 creates a high level of ambiguity with the introduction of adjectives that have no
precise meaning such as ‘significant’ redevelopment, or ‘large’ area. Some attempt at providing
clarity makes it even worse when it is indicated that significant redevelopment is defined by the
Land Use Bylaw, which is a bylaw subordinate to the MDP v2;
S. 2.3.8 again refers to a subordinate bylaw as the mechanism that defines this section of the
MDP v2. Why not just state that the supply of land for development may be restricted on a 3 or
5 year basis in order to achieve controlled growth. That at least would be a clear statement of
policy;
S. 2.4 refers to a visioning process between the town and landowner. I this a policy statement?
Is it required by the NRCB decision? Is it just an idea floated in the middle of a statutory
document? The answers are anybody’s guess, which is the exact opposite of what the MDP v2
should be expected to accomplish;
S.3 in its entirety is very confusing. It is apparent that the section is attempting to introduce
mechanisms to place limitations on development on steep slopes, steep creeks, and flood
prone areas. How it attempts to do this is not at all clear. It moves randomly between making
the MDP v2 subject to guidelines for Development in Mountainous Terrain (S.3.1.1) instead of
creating the conditions for those guidelines; to setting out in great detail how development on
steep creeks will be managed, instead of just stating the expected parameters and outcomes,
and leaving the detail to other subordinate planning documents;












S. 4.1.3 appears to allow the LUB to override the MDP v2;
S.4.2.5 to 4.2.6 has a most unusual transition section which provides some background (?)
information on wildlife corridors and habitat patches – or are these actually policy statements?
For example, is the town now making municipal decisions that are driven by Y2Y policy? Is it
now, in this MDP v2, the policy that ‘permanent legal protection’ for these areas will be sought?
S.4.2.13 & 4.2.14 specifically introduce and incorporate by reference the BCEAG guidelines in
their entirety even though they have no statutory authority. It also uses deliberately vague
language to define the application of the guidelines: “ proposals….should have regard for”… and
“The Town may refer to…..the guidelines”. This does nothing but create fear, uncertainty and
doubt;
S. 5.2.2 makes the MDP v2 subordinate to the LUB. The implication is that if the Density Bonus
Regulations in the LUB are changed, it effectively changes the MDP v2. While this may not be
Council’s intent, it may well be the result at some time in the future if the language is not
clarified;
S. 14.3.1 implies that the MDP v2 is subordinate to the Integrated Transportation Plan. It
introduces the concept of “Complete Streets” which has broad planning implications, but does
not specifically indicate that this a new policy included in the MDP v2;
S. 15 in its entirety does not belong in the MDP v2. It is clearly directed at social programs which
by and large operate independently of land use planning. Why it is included in the MDP v2 is
not explained or apparent.

There are many additional examples of lack of precision or clarity in the use of language and legal
terminology included in the MDP v2 which require the sure hand of an experienced legal expert from
inception, to organization and content of the document. An investment in the necessary expertise at
this stage will undoubtedly be time and money well spent.
In summary, the MDP v2 is not anywhere near ready and should be defeated at second reading, so that
it can be restarted with the appropriate expertise and resources in hand.
Conclusion
In conclusion, there are three key reasons why the MDP v2 should be defeated at second reading and
work commenced immediately to do a full rewrite of the bylaw:
1. It inappropriately incorporates by reference non-statutory documents that serious undermine
the credibility of the MDP v2;
2. The consequence of utilizing inexperienced internal staff without engaging highly experienced
expertise is a fatally flawed bylaw;
3. Serious legal issues in the MDP v2 requires the attention of a qualified legal expert starting with
the initial drafting stages of the bylaw.

Mayor Borrowman and Town Council,
I read the Environmental Stewardship section of the 2015 draft MDP with a heavy heart. I’ve been in
the valley now for almost 30 years and, after decades of advocating for responsible development,
attending numerous public hearings, submitting input into various planning documents and
enthusiastically participating in the Mining the Future process, I can’t believe we are now looking at an
MDP that has taken such a big step backwards in the protection afforded to wildlife. It’s as if the town
administration has learned nothing after all the painful public processes that I and many other towns
people have participated in.
We all know, there has been steady and unrelenting pressure to sacrifice the integrity of our wildlife
corridors and habitat patches in the name of development and economic prosperity. Citizens and town
council have had to remain ever vigilant to protect these critical areas, and we’ve done ok thanks in part
to some of the requirements that exist in the 2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP) and 1998 MDP.
But now, we have a proposed MDP that arguably does less than ever to protect the basic needs of our
wildlife.
Why remove the description of adjacency that was in the 2009 CSP ? Not only does it help safeguard
the integrity of the corridors and habitat patches, it also brings certainty to discussions with developers
and the public. Taking it out simply gives those that would benefit from compromising the integrity of
the corridors, more wiggle room to accomplish their goals. This may be what the developers want, but
it isn’t what the townspeople want.
Similarly, WHY remove the need for an EIS and the possibility of a third party review of an EIS , on
proposals for lands adjacent to corridors and patches? Yes, these are added cost to all involved but
should we not be proudly standing behind these requirements as they are realistic and justified costs to
doing business and managing development in such an environmentally sensitive area.
One thing for certain is, if those requirements are entrenched in our MDP, developers will still be here,
building and helping make our town economically viable. They are not going to walk away if our guiding
planning document has better protection for wildlife. They will just have to be a bit more creative in
what they do and how they do it. And, we’ll have won – economic viability AND viable wildlife corridors
and populations
If we don’t manage the remaining development of our sensitive lands right, so that wildlife have the
space they need to meet their biological needs and move through and around town with minimal
conflict with people, we won’t be able to go back and fix things after the fact. That’s it - done deal there
will be no going back. Shouldn’t the precautionary principle prevail ? Yes, it may require a bit more
time and effort on everyone’s part but, isn’t that totally appropriate given the sensitive nature of our
lands?
This environmental stewardship section of the MDP, reads as if administration has been influenced
more by developers who want a smooth, easy process than they have been by the desires of current
and future generation of Canmorites.

After all the effort, consultation and decades of public engagement I just can’t believe we have such
glaring omissions in the proposed MDP. Please consider putting the clauses that define “adjacency” as
250 metres from the boundary of a corridor or habitat patch, that require an EIS for new development
in adjacent lands, that require 3rd party review of the EIS and that gives the town the option of
requesting and EIA on proposals for land adjacent to corridors and patches, back in to the MDP. They
were deemed important enough to be in the 2009 CSP and in 1998 MDP and I would argue, they are
now more important than ever.
If you haven’t sensed it already, I am clearly exasperated, but also hopeful its not too late to correct
these glaring oversights.
Sincerely,
Tracey Henderson DVM
Canmore

Section 2  Growth management
I am very concerned about this section.
Whereas, as stated in Section 2.0, the “qualitative principles of growth management” are important, equally important are the
quantitative aspects of growth management. Please include clear quantitative limits of growth, as guided by the above
definition of sustainability, particularly “
...within the carrying capacity of our natural environment
”.
When I was part of the Mining the Future process, this was discussed at length.
Section 2.1.5  Moving the Growth Boundary
Please change to:
A plebiscite is necessary to move the growth area boundary.
Section 2.1.6
Existing wording: 
The submission of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) shall be required by the Town for development
proposed outside the Growth Boundary. The EIS shall identify acceptable mitigation of any potential impacts.
New wording: T
he submission of a 
cumulative effects assessment
shall be required by the Town for any development
proposed outside the Growth Boundary.
(A cumulative effects assessment looks at the proposed development in concert with current, existing develop and activities
within Canmore. It is to avoid the “death by a thousand cuts” or the “straw that broke the camel’s back” scenario.
Section 2.3.6  Growth phasing
Please remove all exceptions (a, b and c).
Those areas closest to the existing footprint of Canmore should be developed before those areas farther away. Full stop.
There should not be any exceptions.

Section 3  Hazard lands and development constraints
3.5 Steep Creeks
Please add:
All short and longterm flood related financial risk will be the sole responsibility of the developer so as not to burden Canmore
taxpayers with any unforeseen costs.
3.7 Undermining
Please add:
All short and longterm undermining related financial risk not covered by the Province for any reason whatsoever will be the
sole responsibility of the developer so as not to burden Canmore taxpayers with any unforeseen costs.

Section 4  Environmental stewardship
This is another section I have deep concerns about.
Please include and/or strengthen:
1.

An independent, qualified, third party review of any developer’s environmental impact statement (EIS) for new
development in or adjacent to a wildlife habitat patch or wildlife corridor, as per 1998 MDP.

2.

Town’s option/ability to require a full EIA on new proposals as Council may deem necessary.

3.

Require the developer to provide an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on new proposed development either in
or adjacent to corridor or habitat patch.

4.

Define adjacency

Section 4.2.15
Please add:
For those areas exempt from BCEAG, a committee of wildlife corridor scientists, all of whom must be at arm’s length from the
developer, shall delineate wildlife corridors.

Section 5  Affordable housing
Please add:
Those who provide services essential to our community (nurses, teachers, firefighters, etc.) should be given priority with
regards to affordable housing. Affordable housing should not become a means whereby the taxpayer subsidizes the low
wages paid by the service industry (ie., market forces for labour should compel the service industry to raise their wages so
their employees can afford places to live).

Section 9  Economic development
Please strengthen the subject of economic diversity further, and paint a picture of what diversity might look like. It is too
vague.

Section 11  Resort Centre
Please add that Three Sisters Mountain Village and SilverTip were both approved largely based upon their commitments to
build five star hotels that would provide a substantial tax and employment base for Canmore, much as the Banff Springs Hotel
has done for Banff. This obligation still stands and should be fulfilled before other development proceeds (without suitable
pressure, the respective developers will always go after the lowhanging, low financial risk fruit: the sale of residential,
commercial and industrial lots). We need a clear and strong carrot and stick approach here.

Section 14  Infrastructure and services
Section 14.3 Transportation
New and emerging opportunities to reduce the volume of vehicles on roads such as ride sharing, autonomous vehicles,
publicprivate autonomous shuttle buses, etc. will be actively pursued.

Section 17  Civic Engagement and Cooperation
Easy and convenient access to information in essential for civic engagement, and a thriving community.
Please add a section regarding A
ccess to Information
.
Please add
Canmore should strive to be a leader in open government.
Open government recognizes that citizens have the right to access the documents and proceedings of the government to
allow for effective public oversight.
Our municipal government should be as accountable, transparent and democratic as possible.
Note: this is different from and in addition to The Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP).

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dawn Hunt
Monday, March 21, 2016 10:06 PM
Cheryl Hyde
Public Hearing - MDP

We concur unequivocally with the letter submitted by the President of the Peaks of Grassi Community Association with
reference to the draft of the Municipal Development Plan.
Dawn and Keith Hunt
Canmore AB
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Robert Janes
Sunday, March 20, 2016 11:17 PM
John Borrowman
Council; Cheryl Hyde; 'Joan Dunkley'; karsten@necessaryjourneys.ca; 'Rachel Gauk'
MDP

Dear John,

I have been following the recent news concerning land-based development in Canmore, and I feel compelled to convey
my dismay and concern. The Council’s approval of more housing in Peaks of Grassi was a shock to me and Priscilla, and
a clear violation of the earlier agreement with the Town and the neighbourhood residents. Your decision may or may not
be history, as I understand that it is now being challenged. Why the Town has to rely on token affordable housing from the
private sector is not clear to me. Is this not the entire community’s social responsibility?

I understand that the MDP is being reviewed, and I am writing you once again with the hope that it will best serve the
Town of Canmore’s complex ecological challenges. From talking to individuals who are knowledgeable and informed, the
Environmental Stewardship Section 4 falls far short of earlier MDPs in terms of statutory policies and processes to protect
wildlife corridors, habitat patches, and adjacent land uses. Specifically:

1.

There is no clear definition of “adjacency” which can be applied to all development proposals.

2.

There is no requirement of the developer to provide an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for development
proposed “adjacent” to a corridor or patch.

3.

rd
There is no independent 3 party review of the developer’s EIS to determine the impact of land uses adjacent to a

corridor or patch, where independent reviews are a common professional practice.
4.

There is no provision for Council to request an in-depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) if it is considered
necessary by the 3rd party review by a biologist independent of the developer.

All of these fundamemtal flaws must obvioulsy be addressed.

I am clearly not an expert on any of these matters, but I am a resident of Canmore who spent many hours contributing to
the Mining the Future process. My understanding of the outcome of that process was that the Town of Canmore was
committed to values grounded in social ecology (that social and environmental issues are intertwined and both must be
considered simultaneously) – and not be beholden to “balancing” the needs of real estate developers. The Town is
already increasingly unbalanced with its emphasis on trivial, consumer consumption and short-term economic growth. The
most recent and egregious example of this lack of vision was the promotion of Canmore as a “shopping destination” last
winter. Certainly the Town has more brain power and imagination than this. We must stop sleepwalking into the future and
realize that our real wealth lies in preserving Canmore’s natural environment from any further human disturbance - I
repeat, any further human disturbance. Surely this is only common sense; it also requires courage and commitment.
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Thank you very much for considering this and for all your efforts on our behalf.
Bob
Robert R. Janes, Ph.D.,LLD., FCMA
Editor-in-Chief Emeritus

Canmore, Alberta
, Canada
Tel.
Museum Management and Curatorship Journal
My New Book - Museums without Borders. See: https://www.routledge.com/products/9781138906372. Use discount
code DC361 to get 20% off at checkout.
Museums and Climate Change - Are We Doing Enough? See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyR8FdbvoRo
Museums in a Troubled World
Museums and Climate Change
The Mindful Museum
Western University Convocation Address
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From: linda McManaman
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2016 8:06 PM
To: Council
Subject: MDP 2016 March 22 meeting

Dear Council,
this email is in regards to the MDP 2016 hearing coming up March 22/16
This is falling short of protecting Wildlife Corridors and habitat patches in the area. We must support these
wildlife area's
as wildlife is being threatened more each year as you well know. I trust that you will make changes for the
better in
this regard.
Your truly Linda Marie Juniper
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From: Paul Kalra
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2016 10:47 PM
To: Council
Subject: Corridor length

250 meters is the minimum corridor animal need to feel safe and not be in conflict with the humans and their pets. I
have about 30 year experience being around animals watching their behavior in Bow Valley and had a documentary on
CTV National news teaching how not to disturb the animal and what animals need to live stress free life.
Speaking on behalf of the animals with no voice. Thanks

Paul Kalra
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On June 15, 2010, council approved an MDP bylaw amendment #18-2010 that enlarged the urban
growth boundary for “Future Urban Growth – Predominantly Residential”) to include portions of Mr.
Duncan Brown’s parcel as well as Crown land under lease to ‘Canmore Ranche Stables’. The draft
MDP now proposes to extend that urban growth boundary further, to south of the WWTP access road
(see proposed MDP Maps 1 and 2). Personally, I don’t have a problem with that. The Town lacks a
centrally located land base in this portion of south Canmore.



Finally, the proposed MDP Map 1 identifies the east 130 acres of the Smith Creek ASP area as being
within the urban growth boundary even though that land is already zoned Wildland Conservation (WC)
and is part of a key wildlife corridor identified in a regional wildlife corridor study signed off by 3 Sisters
Resorts, the Province, the Town of Canmore and the MD of Bighorn in 2002.

The point of all these examples is this: in the past, the Town has re-negotiated wildlife corridors and expanded
urban growth boundaries into habitat patch boundaries, especially where a significant public benefit is involved
- in this case, a significant parcel of land at no cost to the Town, within walking distance of downtown and
located at the edge of an undersized, dysfunctional local habitat patch.


Please note; the 2012 version of the BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow
Valley excludes that portion of my property from the local habitat patch located on the north side of
Spring Creek. In the interests of policy consistency, that portion of my land that is excluded from the
habitat patch really should be shown to be within the MDP urban growth boundary in proposed MDP
maps 1, 2 and 4.

After all my dealings with wildlife biologists over the years, I’ve come to believe that wildlife science is not
exact, nor is it value-free. Elk herds will not be stopped by a line on a map. They freely roam throughout
Canmore and will continue to stay close to human populations as protection from predators. In a past land use
application, I commissioned a biologist to collate and analyze tracking data from radio-collared elk showing
ungulate movements throughout the Bow valley. Results showed that elk do not cluster on my property
anymore than other places such as public parks, highway interchanges and likely your front yard. According to
the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines, the 9.3 hectare parcel in question represents about seven tenths of one percent
(0.07%) of the 12,269 hectares identified overall as “habitat patch”.
As part of the bigger picture, a revision of the south Canmore local habitat patch should also be considered by
Council to redesignate the southern end of this habitat patch to become part of an expanded Tipple wildlife
corridor. This re-designation could be implemented through intensive wildlife/human management measures
to discourage human/ wildlife interaction such as aversive conditioning and yes, fencing. The objective would
be to widen this corridor, discourage human/wildlife encounters, encourage wildlife movement and reduce
habituation.
In this regard, the questions Council should ask is;






Does conversion of this parcel endanger the survival or long term health of the regional elk population?
Will the effectiveness of the Tipple wildlife corridor benefit from a redesign of the south portion of the
South Canmore local habitat patch coupled with more intensive human/ wildlife separation
management?
With increasing population and development (including >1000 units at Spring Creek Mountain Village)
is it feasible to eliminate the use of non-designated recreational trails in the area?
Does Town ownership of a 20 acre parcel in this location offer a substantial, long-term community
benefit?

Council has recently made difficult decisions regarding provision of perpetually affordable housing. No other
parcel of such size is within walking distance of downtown and capable of achieving the MDP’s stated
objectives of a compact, walkable, sustainable community. South Canmore residents believe conversion of
2

this land in any form would create a lot of traffic and unduly impact their lifestyle - and that is understandable.
Therefore, I believe it is important to try and keep large changes in traffic patterns away from south Canmore
residences and work with the CPR and adjacent landowners to the north and east for connectivity of this and
adjacent lands. In fact, land title agreements exist between adjacent parcels to facilitate access to the east.
No doubt, there are other considerations at play. A more comprehensive planning report was delivered to the
Town planning Department on October 30, 2015 as part of the extended public consultation process for the
MDP. This report provides a more detailed assessment of opportunities and constraints associated with
converting this parcel (and adjacent Crown land) to urban and/or municipal uses. I should mention that Mr.
Frank Liszczak of Matrix Planning edited this letter and wrote that report without compensation, solicitation or
guidance from me in his belief that this offer provides a practical resolution to a long standing issue. Please
take the time to review the report.
Past land use applications on this parcel produced several environmental impact statements, engineering
reports and land-use concepts that support suitability for urban use. However, after numerous land-use
rezoning applications on this land, you can understand my reluctance to yet again apply for further applications
for any land-use amendment. Rather, if Town Council was prepared to discuss the final disposition of the land,
I would then be in a clearer position whether to move forward one more time. If Council is not interested, I
would appreciate a written understanding of why, simply as a courtesy.
I am enough of a realist to think that Town Council will not change this urban growth boundary without more
information and thought and I welcome an objective, comprehensive discussion. If the Town Council sees
there is value in investigating this matter further, I am quite prepared to work with the Town to arrive at an
agreeable long-term resolution.

Sincerely,

Jack Langdon
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Langlois, Michael
Thursday, March 17, 2016 4:47 PM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
wildlife corridors

Good Afternoon
Please read below regarding my support for further review regarding Canmore’s wildlife corridors.

THE 2016 MDP AFTER 1st READING REMAINS DEFICIENT IN FOUR MAJOR POLICIES TO
PROTECT WILDLFE CORRIDORS AND HABITAT PATCHES
SPECIFICALLY:


NO clear definition of ‘adjacency’ which can be applied to ALL development proposals.

At present the 2016 MDP breaks ‘adjacency’ down into two polices: 4.2.14,
which “may refer to”
BCEAG Guidelines, and 4.2.15, which exempts TSMV from
BCEAG or any other requirement of
‘adjacency’ beyond “an accepted EIS or an area structure plan, as amended from time to time. The Town
may require the
preparation of an EIS in accordance with the Town’s EIS policy.”


NO requirement of the developer to provide an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for
development proposed “adjacent” to a corridor or patch.



NO independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine the impact of land uses
adjacent to a corridor or patch, where independent reviews are a common professional practice.



NO provision for Council to request an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) if it is
considered necessary by the 3rd party review by a biologist independent of the developer.

BACKGROUND AND PROCESS
The 1998 MDP required all of the above protective conservation measures currently lacking in the 2016 MDP at 1st
reading, with the exception of a concrete definition of ‘adjacency’, which was left to the required independent 3rd
party review of the developer’s EIS to determine.
The process for the 2016 MPD was to be based on the CSP.
However while the CSP (Community Sustainability Plan: withdrawn in 2009 but intended to form the basis of the
2016 MDP) evolved from a two year grass roots community consultation, the 2016 MDP had a top down
consultation process, where the Planning Department drafted the MDP and then requested on-line input from the
community.
After receiving 23 pages of public input on the Environmental Stewardship (Section 4), ALL suggestions were
rejected by the Planning Department with the recommendation to Council of: “No change in policy
direction”. This failure of Planning to recognize and respond to community input is remarkable and needs to be
addressed at 2nd reading.
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NOTE: Although the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines cannot legally be mandated to define corridors, habitat patches or
adjacent uses for any project under an NRCB ruling, both corridor and adjacent uses CAN be defined by
criteria CONSISTENT with BCEAG for all new development.
This is why defining adjacency in terms of the minimum # of metres from a corridor or patch based on
Provincial scientific recommendations is necessary to apply the SAME statutory policy to ALL development in
Canmore.

SUPPORT FROM COUNCIL
Canmore Council has unanimously committed to the protection of Canmore’s wildlife corridors and habitat
patches. Council has supported the protection of the Stewart Creek section of the Along Valley Corridor under a
provincial conservation easement which was registered this year, and has taken a strong stand against
development IN a wildlife corridor at Dead Man’s Flats.
In December 2015, Council unanimously requested the Planning Department to provide the following
statutory policies in the MDP
A definition of adjacency in the MDP
321-2015
a

Moved
by
Mayor
Borrowman
that
council
direct
definition of “adjacency” to the Municipal Development Plan.

administration

to

add

A stronger EIS policy
323-2015
the
Environmental
mandatory,

Moved

by

Councillor
Krausert
that
council
direct
administration
to
review
wording
in
the
Municipal
Development
Plan
about
when
an
Impact Statement is required and move it more toward being
especially with respect to new
and adjacent uses.

A requirement for a 3rd party review
322-2015
the
the
stated
of

Moved
by
Councillor
Krausert
that
council
direct
administration
to
amend
Municipal
Development
Plan
so
that
the
third
party
review
of
Environmental Impact Statement is required except in certain
circumstances which shall be proposed by administration in the next draft
the MDP.

However when the MDP came to Council in 2016 for 1st reading, Planning had failed to amend the MDP as
directed.




There was no definition of ‘adjacency’ in terms of number of metres from a corridor or patch that applies to
ALL development like the CSP definition of 250 metres from a corridor or patch
The 3rd party review was not in the MDP but relegated to a short term EIS Policy document
The EIS policy in the MDP was weaker than that in the December 2015 draft and still was not required for a
development proposal ADJACENT to a corridor or patch.

Warm regards
Michael Langlois
Director, Food & Beverage
The Banff Centre
107 Tunnel Mountain Drive
Box 1020, Station #16
Banff, Alberta, T1L 1H5
michael langlois@banffcentre.ca <mailto:michael langlois@banffcentre.ca>
403-762-6303
403-762-6407 (Fax)
403-760-5630 (Cell)
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This message has been sent by an employee of The Banff Centre. If you have received this communication in error or do not wish to receive
electronic communications from this individual in the future please respond by simply typing ‘unsubscribe’ in the subject line and returning to the
sender. Subsequently you will not be contacted without reason.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shanne Leavitt
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 1:44 PM Cheryl
Hyde; Council
MDP 2016

March 22, 2016

Mayor Borrowman & Council,

Now more than ever we need to protect Canmore’s wildlife corridors and habitat patches. We are directly
responsible for the immediate and future health of the wild animals that inhabit and move through this valley.

You as council are jointly responsible for the future of these wild animals by the guidelines that will be
established in the current MDP.

I am asking for you to reinstate protective policies to the MDP consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009
Community Sustainability Plan (CSP) at 2nd reading.

Specifically, as follows:

1. A specific definition of ‘adjacency’ - defined as a minimum distance in # of metres (200 – 250) from
the boundary of a corridor or habitat patch - which can be applied to ANY new development proposal
adjacent to a corridor or patch. In the CSP, ‘adjacency’ was defined as a distance of 250 metres from a
corridor or patch (consistent with the 175-250 metre ‘adjacency’ defined in the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines,
even though BCEAG cannot be mandated directly).

BECAUSE this definition of ‘adjacency’:
• Provides one specific minimum criterion for ‘adjacency’ in # of metres that applies to ALL development and
is consistent with provincial scientific recommendations
• Only commits the Town to carefully examine land uses within the defined adjacency area
1

• Provides flexibility in planning for more than the minimum ‘adjacency’ and to address minor changes in the
non-statutory EIS Policy document
• Is consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and provincial recommendations
• Provides certainly to all parties what minimum criterion of ’adjacency’ is expected

2. A requirement for an EIS for any new development proposal IN or ADJACENT TO a corridor or
habitat patch:

BECAUSE an EIS ‘adjacent’ to corridors or patches:
• Is included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP
• Can carefully assess any negative impact of adjacent uses to wildlife movement and safety

3. A requirement of an independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine if the land uses
proposed adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on corridor functionality.

BECAUSE a 3rd party review:
• Ensures a statutory requirement for a review independent of the developer’s
• Is included in both the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP
• Applies to new development proposals within or adjacent to a corridor or habitat patch
• Is standard professional practice and has proven very valuable for Council decisions in the past.

4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the recommendation of the 3rd
party review to carry out an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the land uses proposed
by the developer adjacent to a corridor or patch.

BECAUSE the option of an EIA:
• Is necessary when the available information is not sufficient for an informed decision, or there is a risk for
wildlife or injurious human/wildlife interaction
• Is included in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading
2

•

The EIS policy in the MDP was weaker than that in the December 2015 draft and still was not required for a
development proposal ADJACENT to a corridor or patch.

Thank you, council for reviewing my letter and please do the right thing for the health of our wildlife corridor’s
and wild spaces.

Sincerely,

Shanne Leavitt
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Submission to March 22, 2016 Public Hearing on the MDP by Alan J. MacFadyen
I have been a fulltime Canmore resident since 1998, and part-time for 7 years prior to that.
My main concern is with Section 4, the Environmental portion of the MDP. I had understood that the
new MDP would be derived largely from the 2009 CSP which came after a lengthy community
consultation process and had been approved at second reading by the Council of the day. However, the
environmental section of the draft MDP bears little resemblance to the CSP.
To offer a few examples, there is no definition of adjacency to wildlife corridors and habitat patches;
unlike the CSP and the 1998 MDP there are no clear requirements regarding required EISs and
independent third-party reviews; the clearly defined setbacks from waterways that were present in both
the 1998 MDP and the CSP have been removed.
In brief, the very specific policies from the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP, which reflected community input
and provided citizens and developer alike with a high degree of certainty about how development would
proceed, have been replaced by rather vague generalities which must be implemented by the
Administration and Council of the day. There remains a lot of work to be done on the Environmental
section of the MDP if it is to be returned to the same level of protection as the CSP; in fact, you might
begin by simply replacing Section 4 of the MDP with that from the CSP.
In looking at the Environmental Stewardship section of the2016 MDP, one must begin by asking what it
should accomplish. With respect to wildlife habitat patches and corridors, I think there is substantial
agreement amongst Canmore residents on what should be incorporated. First, the MDP should provide
a clear and specific environmental framework which applies to all of the Town (including the TSMV
lands) to ensure that development does not compromise the functionality of wildlife corridors and
habitat patches. Second, in assessing development, up-to-date scientific criteria should be used. Third,
since once development occurs it is irreversible, if there is uncertainty about the impact of
development, preference should be given to environmental protection.
These principles could easily be incorporated into the MDP.
To begin with, the MDP should Drop Clause 4.2.15 entirely and revise Clause 4.2.13 to read something
like this: “Development proposals within or adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch shall be based
on more recent science and be consistent with the Precautionary Principle and the BCEAG Wildlife
Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012) to ensure the values and function of the
corridor or habitat patch are not compromised.”
Most importantly, the MDP should include a clause like that in the 2009 CSP setting out a clearly
defined definition, in metres, of ‘adjacency’ to corridors and habitat patches. With this in place, the MDP
should require an EIS and an independent third party review (and the possibility of an EIA) for all major
developments in and adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch.
To conclude with one other example, the 2009 CSP included the following provision under section 4.2:
2. Design of Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches Map #2 shows a substantial area west of Wind Valley where
the alignment of wildlife corridors is still under review. The Town will require the design and permanent protection
of wildlife corridors to be determined prior to the Area Structure Plan or Area Redevelopment Plan stage on the
basis of regionally-relevant and area-specific scientific studies, and current scientific knowledge.

This very important clause appears to be entirely absent from the 2016 draft MDP.
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Only with these modifications to the MDP can we be assured that the Town’s environmental objectives
with respect to wildlife will be met.
Respectfully,
Alan MacFadyen
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APPENDIX: AN EXAMPLE OF PREFERRED WORDING IN THE CSP
By way of example, I show below comparable sections of the 2009 CSP and the first draft of the MDP
where the phrasing and specifics of the CSP are preferable. This is the segment dealing with the
importance of corridors and habitat patches and the Town’s responsibilities in their protection. The CSP
is preferable because it does not single out a specific part of the Town for special treatment and because
it has a much stronger statement about the Town’s responsibilities.
The 2009 CSP reads:

4.2 Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches
Some of the corridors and habitat patches are fully protected through provincial park designation or by
conservation easements on private lands. Others are recognized through land use zoning and/or as a result of
studies by provincial wildlife agencies. Several areas of the wildlife corridor system are still under review. The Town
recognizes that in order to function in perpetuity, these critical wildlife areas require permanent legal forms of
protection which go beyond municipal land use zoning. Wildlife corridor and wildlife management issues remain
the jurisdiction of the Province of Alberta. The Town has limited ability to completely manage these matters. It is
essential that the Town and the Province continue to collaborate.
Goals:
� To create and protect (in perpetuity) locally and regionally significant wildlife movement corridors and habitat
patches for carnivores, ungulates and other wildlife.
� To establish priorities and management responsibilities when recreation or other uses occur in wildlife corridors
and habitat patches.
� To continue to collaborate with the Province of Alberta with regard to wildlife corridor and habitat protection.
Policies:
1. Protection of Functional Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches
The permanent protection of functional wildlife corridors and habitat patches for ungulates, carnivores and other
wildlife is a valid and important land use planning consideration in Canmore. Specific land use districts,
conservation easements, and other implementation tools will be used to ensure full protection of wildlife corridors
and habitat patches

The 2016 draft MDP reads:
Some of the identified corridors and habitat patches are protected through Provincial Park legislation or by
conservation easements on private lands, while others are recognized through municipal land use districts. The
Town recognizes that in order to protect these areas in perpetuity, these critical wildlife areas require permanent
legal forms of protection beyond municipal land use designation.
Pursuant to the 1992 NRCB decision, wildlife corridor identification for Three Sisters lands is under the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Province. In the remainder of the municipal boundaries, the Town has limited ability to
completely manage wildlife corridors and wildlife management issues, and it will be essential that the Town and
the Province continue to consult and collaborate on these matters where there is overlapping jurisdiction.
Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Location and Design
4.2.6 Wildlife corridors and habitat patches are established as generally shown on Map 4 - Wildlife Corridors and
Habitat Patches.
4.2.7 Within the Area Under Review identified on Map 4, the Province will approve the location and design of the
corridor. Map 4 will be updated to show the approved wildlife corridor locations in this area.

Protection of Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches
4.2.8 The protection of functional wildlife corridors and habitat patches is primarily a Provincial responsibility, in
particular for Three Sister’s lands pursuant to the 1992 NRCB Decision. However, it is also a valid and important
land use planning consideration for the Town of Canmore. Where it has jurisdiction, the Town will work with
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landowners in the protection of wildlife corridor and habitat patches through land use districts, environmental
reserve designations where appropriate, or conservation easements.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Patti Mayer
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 5:54 PM
Cheryl Hyde
Council
MDP meeting tonight~

to whom it may concern
Please re consider what the 1998 MDP states
and make your decisions according to what is below.
We have worked so hard to get it to this…don’t weaken it for a worse more updated MDP.

thank you so much
Patti Mayer
530-5th St.
Canmore, AB T1W 2G3

MDP WHAT IS NEEDED IN THE STATUTORY MDP:
The 2016 MDP after 1st reading remains deficient in FOUR MAJOR POLICIES to protect Canmore’s
wildlife corridors and habitat patches:
1. A specific definition of ‘adjacency’ - defined as a minimum distance in # of metres (200 – 250) from
the boundary of a corridor or habitat patch - which can be applied to ANY new development proposal
adjacent to a corridor or patch. In the CSP, ‘adjacency’ was defined as a distance of 250 metres from a
corridor or patch (consistent with the 175-250 metre ‘adjacency’ defined in the 2012 BCEAG
Guidelines, even though BCEAG cannot be mandated directly).
BECAUSE this definition of ‘adjacency’:
 Provides one specific minimum criterion for ‘adjacency’ in # of metres that applies to ALL development
and is consistent with provincial scientific recommendations
 Only commits the Town to carefully examine land uses within the defined adjacency area
 Provides flexibility in planning for more than the minimum ‘adjacency’ and to address minor changes in
the non-statutory EIS Policy document
 Is consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and provincial recommendations
 Provides certainly to all parties what minimum criterion of ’adjacency’ is expected
2. A requirement for an EIS for any new development proposal IN or ADJACENT TO a corridor or
habitat patch:
BECAUSE an EIS ‘adjacent’ to corridors or patches:
 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP
 Can carefully assess any negative impact of adjacent uses to wildlife movement and safety
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3. A requirement of an independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine if the land uses
proposed adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on corridor functionality.
BECAUSE a 3rd party review:
 Ensures a statutory requirement for a review independent of the developer’s
 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP
 Applies to new development proposals within or adjacent to a corridor or habitat patch
 Is standard professional practice and has proven very valuable for Council decisions in the past.
4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the recommendation of the
3rd party review to carry out an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the land uses
proposed by the developer adjacent to a corridor or patch.
BECAUSE the option of an EIA:
 Is necessary when the available information is not sufficient for an informed decision, or there is a risk
for wildlife or injurious human/wildlife interaction
 Is included in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading
 The EIS policy in the MDP was weaker than that in the December 2015 draft and still was not required
for a development proposal ADJACENT to a corridor or patch.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Diane McIvor
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 1:54 PM
Council; Cheryl Hyde
Canmore Municipal Development Plan

Dear Mayor Borrowman and Members of Council,
We have lived in Banff since the 1960s. Over the decades we participated in a great many planning processes in the Bow
Valley including for Banff National Park, the Town of Banff, the Town of Canmore, the MD of Bighorn, and provincial
public land. Obviously, we are not direct constituents of yours but we are fellow residents of the Bow Valley and many of
the crucial issues that affect this place extend well beyond the boundaries of individual jurisdictions.
We are writing to express our very serious concern about the direction implied in the most recent draft Municipal
Development Plan (MDP). Based on everything we have read about it and from discussions with people who live in
Canmore there seems to be a concerted effort to move away from properly protecting areas required by wildlife if we
are committed to sharing our valley with them. The necessary levels of landscape protection identified in studies
conducted previously were endorsed by Canmore Town Council in the past. And, it must be noted, the various
protective measures were merely providing the bare minimum in terms of wildlife habitat and movement corridors.
Those previously recognized standards and the processes for incorporating them in the decision‐making process ‐
including exemplary environmental assessment ‐ must be retained in the forthcoming MDP if Canmore wishes to excel in
thoughtful planning.
Every decision by every jurisdiction that denies the reality of limits to growth simply postpones the inevitable. Those
limits ‐ whether on the planet as a whole or in our valley ‐ must be respected if we are genuinely concerned about the
future.
We strongly encourage Canmore Town Council to step beyond the kind of piece‐meal development that encroaches on
one place after another and to stand up for values that account for the needs of future generations of humans and other
forms of life.
Yours sincerely,
Mike and Diane McIvor
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Shamir Patel
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 11:25 AM
Council
Cheryl Hyde
MDP Public Hearing

Dear Sirs
I will be unable to attend the Public Hearing tonight. Please accept this written presentation in my absence.
I do not believe the current draft of the MDP in respect of impact of proposed developments on Canmore’s
wildlife corridors and habitat patches is sufficient in respect of the following:
1. There is no adequate definition of “adjacency” in the MDP. I believe there should be a minimum
“adjacency” requirement of 250 metres from a wildlife corridor or patch for any proposed new
development. This is in line with the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP. This must be a minimum requirement in order
to fulfil our stewardship of this unique ecosystem.
2. The MDP must require an EIS for any proposed development in or adjacent to a corridor or habitat
patch. Again this must be retained as a minimum requirement if Canmore is to satisfactorily comply and
fulfil it’s stewardship responsibility for our unique ecosystem.
3. MDP should require an independent 3rd party review of a developer’s EIS, where required. As an EIS will
ultimately be a subjective opinion and potential conflict of interest may arise, we must ensure any EIS has an
independent review and opinion by a consultant carefully selected by the Town.
Furthermore I believe the current MDP draft has an inappropriate bias to promote affordable housing within the
community. Whilst this is a laudable and desirable outcome I do not believe the MDP should contain
provisions to promote this activity for the following reasons:
1. Affordable housing will always be a direct consequence of economic activity and opportunity. In a free
market economy any municipal initiatives to circumvent or supplement provincial and federal social welfare
programmes that address this matter will often be counterproductive and result in an inappropriate use of
municipal funds.
2. Promotion of affordable housing initiatives will often conflict and lower stewardship responsibilities when
controlling development in areas of environmental sensitivity such as Canmore.
3. The MDP should be seen as a long term planning document whereas housing issues will always be affected
by short term economic cycles. For this reason the MDP should not be influenced or directed towards housing
affordability issues.
4. Affordable housing can be directly linked to business sustainability within Canmore. The MDP requires
greater initiative to promote economic sustainability for small businesses in Canmore and not address housing
issues that are consequential to various economic factors.
Regards
1

Shamir Patel FCA

, Canmore,
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contribute generously to volunteer activities and the local economy. If there is a problem with
the Provincial government providing less funding to Canmore for its semi-‐permanent residents,
that is surely an issue for the Town to sort out with the Provincial government – it is certainly
not something to blame on this valuable sector of our diverse population. The deletion of this
offensive clause is clearly an improvement for a Town committed to being inclusive and diverse.
Even so, the most important measure of whether this MDP reflects community values is
whether its substance has been changed to reflect the values that Canmore residents provided
in their extensive comments in response to the first draft. An inspection of the second draft
MDP in relation to the more than 250 submissions with well over a thousand individual
comments shows that comments were recorded and summarized but they have not really
influenced the original direction of the MDP. For example: there were 21 comments about
existing neighbourhoods with 100% favouring protecting them; there were 49 comments on
intensification with only 2 in favour and 47 (96%) opposed and there were 37 comments about
growth of Canmore, 6 (16%) essentially neutral and 31 (84%) favouring a cap or limits to growth
for Canmore. Densification and intensification, concepts that were prominent in the original,
are now more subtle, but the overwhelming rejection of this direction by respondents has still
been ignored in this draft MDP. I am reminded of a conversation I had in 2015 with the author
of this draft MDP in which I was trying to explain why residents care deeply about their
properties into which most of us have invested our life savings. The MDP author replied to me
in front of some neighbours: “that she heard everything I said but did not understand any of it!”
Canmore taxpayers are left to trust that a democratically-‐elected Council will not behave as our
planners have done and will not condone dismissing the authentic feedback about the draft
MDP that was provided by their electorate.
Yes, the tone of the second draft of the MDP has been changed but only somewhat from a
mantra of academic urban planning theory dedicated to maximizing population density to reign
in the evils of urban sprawl. That focus might be warranted if Canmore was typical of most
Canadian cities that have increasingly grown outwards with large suburban home sites and
fringe acreage developments. Yet, the only case of fringe acreage development in Canmore is
Cairns Landing that was built by Three Sisters Mountain Village, providing a population density
that is 0.1% of Peaks of Grassi. Perhaps Cairns Landing should be a prime target site for some
intensification if urban sprawl is truly such a compelling problem for Canmore.
The reality is that the high land costs in Canmore over the past 25 years have largely prevented
conventional urban sprawl from dominating our landscape. The fact that our residential
districts are spread out from the Town center is mainly a reflection of our geography with a
variety of environmental constraints to contiguous development. It is blindly misguided to
apply to Canmore urban planning concepts developed by academic planners for improving
centers like Toronto, Calgary and Edmonton that are experiencing conventional urban sprawl.
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An example of the Town Administration’s theoretical vs. practical approach to planning was
that the analysis of on-‐street parking in Peaks for the recently approved development was
woefully inaccurate. The Town’s planner did it from an aerial photograph rather coming to
Peaks and recognizing all of the no parking zones that he erroneously counted as available on-‐
street parking for his report to Council.
Surely, our MDP must reflect the reality on the ground and the valid concerns and aspirations
of the residents who pay the taxes that allow Canmore to function as a municipality. These
taxpayers must not be viewed by our planners as the uneducated masses who must learn to
live within the constraints imposed by their academic urban planning theories. We have chosen
to make Canmore our home for the many distinct qualities that it currently offers. Many of us
have done so by paying much more for less in housing than we could buy in other locations in
Alberta. Many have had to adopt challenging life styles, such as commuting to Calgary, to earn
sufficient income to pay a Canmore housing premium. Our residents do not need to be lectured
about issues of housing affordability.
In particular, residents of Peaks of Grassi, Canmore’s first experiment in market affordable
housing, know much more about affordability of housing than planners who are determined to
apply urban design theories straight out of their planning textbooks. Many residents asked
several times for some meaningful two-‐way dialogue about the MDP such that our planners
might have to engage and listen to taxpayers. Instead the Town’s planners hosted open houses
where they provided coffee and donuts and displayed posters to try to educate our taxpayers
on what they should believe for our future. Authentic engagement where questions could be
asked and answers heard by all was not done with this MDP development process. We have to
wonder why answering questions in front of a group of citizens, perhaps even some interested
Councillors, should be avoided if the proposed direction for the MDP was to truly reflect what
the taxpayers want for Canmore. We can understand such avoidance if the agenda is really to
ignore what taxpayers want in favour of what our planners fervently believe that we must have.
Actions speak louder than words when residents look at what will happen to their
neighbourhoods under this MDP. The current draft states:
“Priority areas for infill and redevelopment within existing neighbourhoods include areas:
a. with adequate infrastructure and services that can accommodate growth and minimize
costs,
b. in need of infrastructure upgrades,
c. within walking distance to the Town Centre or commercial services,
d. with access to existing or planned transit services, and
e. with aging housing stock”
In the case of the recent densification approved in Peaks with another 40 residential units “b, c,
d and e” did not apply. Only “a” may have applied and we cannot be certain of even that
because Administration refused repeated requests for the engineering reports that might have
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established “a” to be true. The Town’s Chief Administrative Officer responded to requests for
these analyses and reports by advising us that we would have to use the Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP) to obtain any such documents.
We also must question the change to Section 3.5.15, in the current draft version, regarding
Development in a Steep Creek Hazard Zone. Hazard Zone “c.” now reads: “Low hazard area –
Development shall be allowed.” The original wording was “Development will be allowed where
adequate emergency access and egress is achieved.” [emphasis of added and deleted words
provided]. Given that the site for the Perpetually Affordable Housing (PAH) in the recently
approved development in Peaks is fully within at least Hazard Zone C2 and Peaks is outside the
10 minute emergency response zone for Canmore, this editorial change to the draft MDP now
dictates future approval “shall” be granted for Hazard Zone C sites like the PAH site that Council
approved for Peaks in January. This change stands in stark contrast to the previous draft MDP
version, written before the release of the steep creeks risk assessment that ultimately showed
the Peaks site for PAH was in Hazard Zone C. Under the previous draft MDP policy, what Council
has now approved for Peaks would not be allowed. We also note that the current draft MDP in
Section 3.5.16 would not allow a school to be built within any class of Steep Creek Hazard Zone,
yet Council was encouraged by Administration to approve location of PAH residential units in
what is at least a Hazard Zone C. A school is normally only occupied during daytime, whereas
PAH residential units will be occupied at any time of day and would face potential overland flow
flooding at night. What are citizens of Peaks and of Canmore supposed to make of this change
in policy that reduces public safety in flood emergencies?
We also note that Section 2.4 of the existing (18 year old) MDP includes a number of clauses
providing some balancing protection for existing residential areas that has not been provided in
the proposed draft MDP.
“2.4 (a) Existing residential areas not specifically identified as future planning areas in
this MDP should be protected from premature land use changes that could have a
disruptive impact on existing community fabric.
(d) Land use amendment proposals in existing residential areas will be reviewed by the
Town to ensure that development is compatible with existing adjacent and nearby
dwellings with respect to:
• traffic volumes on local roads;
• provision of adequate parking;
• potential overshadowing and / or overviewing of adjacent private yard areas;
• provision of outdoor amenity space;
2

Administration has chosen to ignore the reality that the Zone C is based only on flood risk from Stone Canyon
Creek and it ignores the additive flood risk from Creeks Y and Z that must flow through the engineered storm
drainage system for western Peaks of Grassi to end up at the same location that has been rated as a Zone C.
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• adequacy of infrastructure and community facilities;
• reasonable translation in height, massing and design that complements the
existing streetscape;
• building design that complements the character of existing nearby dwellings.
(f) The Town will promote consultation and facilitate the involvement of citizens in land
use and development issues that affect local communities. The Town will encourage the
formation of representative community associations and consider the input from these
groups, as well as residents throughout the Town, in decisions that affect community
development.” [emphasis added]
Instead this draft MDP proposes in Clause 2.3.6 “Development of the Future Urban Growth area
should occur after the development of other vacant lands adjacent to existing built up areas. “
Why does the proposed MDP abandon the original balanced clauses for protecting existing
neighbourhoods? Certainly when engagement with Canmore citizens showed that 100% of 21
comments received on this topic in the draft MDP supported protecting existing
neighbourhoods, proposing Clause 2.3.6 in the current draft MDP appears to be stubborn
pursuit of planning theory by the Town’s planners and total disregard for citizens. If planners
are not hired to serve current taxpayers, who are they serving?
Peaks is bounded on its south and east side by an official wildlife corridor, on its west side by an
official wildlife habitat patch and on its north side by the power line right-‐of-‐way which, wildlife
that cannot read signs or planning documents, use as a de facto wildlife corridor. There is a
valid argument to be made that the Peaks footprint should have actually become the wildlife
corridor, but because the NRCB authorized this location for residential development, the Town
of Canmore was obliged to approve Peaks for development. This was essentially a compromise
between strong development interests and well-‐recognized wildlife needs. It is very clear that
development interests will keep demanding more compromises of such compromises. There
clearly have to be limits to that process if we hope to sustain any viable wildlife populations in
this region. For those reasons, we fully support the criticisms that have been directed at this
draft MDP for its further weakening of environmental and specifically wildlife protection
measures in Canmore.
The elephant in this room is: what do we truly want Canmore to look like in the future? The
terms “sustainable” and “growth” have been used extensively in the MDP as inherently “good”
features that should be pursued. The inevitable conflict between these two terms is simply
glossed over. What do these terms really mean?
According to the Merriam Webster Dictionary, “sustainable” means: “able to be used without
being completely used up or destroyed; and/or; “able to last or continue for a long time.”
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This definition allows for considerable compromise if the end game is merely to avoid complete
destruction. There is also a harsh reality that we must face if we believe in being sustainable
because “growth” means “to increase” or “to expand”. Honesty demands that Canmore must
face the reality that growth really means increased population with all of the attendant
negative impacts this will impose on wildlife. This reality is not comfortable to confront because
we must all recognize that the population of this region cannot grow without limits and still
accommodate wildlife. Council would do well to be honest with itself and with Canmore’s
residents to have a meaningful discussion about how much population can be accommodated
in this remarkable Bow Valley location without destroying the features that have attracted
most of us to live here.
Mining the Future describes Sustainability as requiring: “as a community we integrate our
social, economic and environmental activities in ways that will enable us to meet the needs to
the current generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs.” Can we deliver true sustainability without recognizing that there are practical
limits to population growth in Canmore that need to be respected if future generations are to
have any opportunity to experience the benefits of Canmore that most of us value now?
Canmore Council needs to serve its citizens by approving a MDP that is honest and is aimed at
delivering an outcome that is truly in line with what Canmore’s citizens value for the future. A
dense urban landscape is surely not what we want and yet recent experience shows that this
fate is what Administration planners have advocated and Council has accepted to have
Canmore pursue.
Canmore Council surely recognizes that a growing number of citizens in Peaks and across
Canmore are losing trust in Council’s commitment to serving Canmore’s citizens. POGA
respectfully asks Council to step back from this draft MDP and commit to a process of
meaningful engagement with your citizens. Engagement where we can discuss and debate
concepts with a sense that we are being heard and understood.
BOWDA has told you that the MDP is a municipal “development” plan, not an “anti-‐
development” plan. Of course, BOWDA neglects to recognize that the MDP must also be a
“plan”. Planning for Canmore’s future surely does not mean filling every conceivable open
space with buildings, which only serves the interests of those who build those buildings, not the
interests of Canmore’s citizens who live here and pay the bulk of the taxes that allow this
community to function. We must hope that by allowing the Town of Canmore to be a member
of BOWDA, an organization dedicated to promoting the development agenda, Council can truly
separate itself from that agenda. An MDP that will serve only the self-‐interests of specific
groups like BOWDA while ignoring the interests of most of Canmore’s engaged citizens is not a
viable plan for Canmore’s future!
We all must do better!
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pat Petley
Sunday, March 20, 2016 4:33 PM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
RE: Environmental Stewardship Section of MDP

Could Council please continue to support returning the following 4 policies to the
MDP consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 Community Sustainability Plan
(CSP) at 2nd reading.
WHAT IS NEEDED IN THE STATUTORY MDP:
The 2016 MDP after 1st reading remains deficient in FOUR MAJOR POLICIES to
protect Canmore’s wildlife corridors and habitat patches:
1. A specific definition of ‘adjacency’ - defined as a minimum distance in # of
metres (200 – 250) from the boundary of a corridor or habitat patch - which can be
applied to ANY new development proposal adjacent to a corridor or patch. In the CSP,
‘adjacency’ was defined as a distance of 250 metres from a corridor or patch (consistent
with the 175-250 metre ‘adjacency’ defined in the 2012 BCEAG Guidelines, even though
BCEAG cannot be mandated directly).
BECAUSE this definition of ‘adjacency’:
 Provides one specific minimum criterion for ‘adjacency’ in # of metres that applies to ALL
development and is consistent with provincial scientific recommendations
 Only commits the Town to carefully examine land uses within the defined adjacency
area
 Provides flexibility in planning for more than the minimum ‘adjacency’ and to address
minor changes in the non-statutory EIS Policy document
 Is consistent with the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP and provincial recommendations
 Provides certainly to all parties what minimum criterion of ’adjacency’ is expected
2. A requirement for an EIS for any new development proposal IN or ADJACENT TO a
corridor or habitat patch:
BECAUSE an EIS ‘adjacent’ to corridors or patches:
 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP
 Can carefully assess any negative impact of adjacent uses to wildlife movement and
safety
3. A requirement of an independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine if
the land uses proposed adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on
corridor functionality.
BECAUSE a 3rd party review:
 Ensures a statutory requirement for a review independent of the developer’s
 Is included in both the 1998 MDP and 2009 CSP
 Applies to new development proposals within or adjacent to a corridor or habitat patch
 Is standard professional practice and has proven very valuable for Council decisions in
the past.
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4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the
recommendation of the 3rd party review to carry out an in depth Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) of the land uses proposed by the developer adjacent to a corridor or
patch.
BECAUSE the option of an EIA:
 Is necessary when the available information is not sufficient for an informed decision, or
there is a risk for wildlife or injurious human/wildlife interaction
 Is included in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading
 The EIS policy in the MDP was weaker than that in the December 2015 draft and still
was not required for a development proposal ADJACENT to a corridor or patch.
Thanks
Pat Petley
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March 18, 2016

Mayor Borrowman, Council & Administration
Town of Canmore
902 7th Avenue
Canmore, AB
T1W 3K1
RE:

Town of Canmore Municipal Development Plan,

On behalf of TSMV, we would like to thank the Town of Canmore for its consideration
of our previous comments and reiterate our appreciation of several improvements to
the content and organization of this MDP versus past versions.
We recognize that a lot of effort has been invested in developing a Municipal
Development Plan for Canmore. However, after reviewing the Town of Canmore's
latest update to the Municipal Development Plan (MDP), on behalf of our client, Three
Sisters Mountain Village Properties Ltd., we would like to provide the following
comments which outline items of concern that remain for TSMV, the largest holder of
undeveloped land within the Town of Canmore.
1. Vision does not reflect tourism as a key economic driver nor the Resort
Centers as a major component of Canmore’s future.
For a community that prides itself on its Downtown and has an economy driven by
visitors and its surrounding natural environmental, we find that the vision described
within the current draft (and previous drafts) could benefit from further work that
recognizes those specific opportunities. Tourism and the many spin-offs that it creates
via specialty merchandise sales or manufacturing is a major driver of the Canmore
economy, and an opportunity for continued economic benefit.
The recognition of tourism and tourism spin-off opportunities appears to be absent
from the vision described for Canmore, and the vision appears to be somewhat
generic. Canmore is a resilient, and vibrant community but its strength is derived from
much more than just resourceful and engaged citizens. Canmore’s citizens (present
and future) are a key part of Canmore’s multi-faceted economy, and Council has
clearly noted that they are looking for opportunities to grow local employment and local
businesses in many of their business plans and planning documents. Furthermore, the

Municipal Development Plan must be a document that looks to the future and should
identify how the Town can integrate both SilverTip and TSMV’s resorts, which are both
major plans within its Town boundaries. As a result, having the resort centers play a
role in that vision is critical to how the Town functions and grows, and would recognize
the approvals that both SilverTip and TSMV already have.
2. Recognition of the NRCB Decision within the document
We would like to thank Canmore for including direct acknowledgement of the NRCB
decision in Section 1.7 & Section 4.2.8. However a specific statement that TSMV
developments within Canmore are exempted from the BCEAG guidelines in Section
4.2.15 is missing. TSMV believes a specific statement will add clarity for Canmore
citizens with respect to the status of TSMV, as BCEAG has been erroneously stated
as applying to TSMV by some citizens in error and would help ensure greater
awareness of the exemption. A simple amendment could rectify the oversight by
adding the following words in green to the existing wording within the section:
“4.2.15 - For development proposals within or adjacent to a wildlife
habitat patch or corridor which have been exempted from the BCEAG
Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley
(2012),” as outlined within the document, “development shall be in
accordance with an accepted EIS or an Area Structure Plan as
amended from time to time. The Town may require the preparation of
an EIS in accordance with the Town’s EIS policy.”
3. Steep Creek Policy
On Steep Creeks, TSMV is concerned that the Town appears to be attempting to
achieve “zero risk” and unnecessary land sterilization in some circumstances versus
considering reasonable engineering or infrastructure approaches that have been well
proven in other jurisdictions. While TSMV agrees that safeguarding residents is very
important, not taking into account the loss of developable land in a limited land supply
can ultimately be detrimental to the Town's long term fiscal viability and go against
long term municipal objectives like housing affordability. In general, it seems the
municipality is not considering that sometimes an engineered solution that is not land
intensive may be the better way to go for Canmore due to a number of other
considerations.
TSMV would like Council to request Administration to consider the municipal impact to
the assessment base and long term municipal finances on the opportunity cost of

taking such land out of assessment inventory vs engineering solutions that may
take up less land but could have fairly low/reasonable maintenance costs.
We also would like to note that Steep Creek policy specifically references the
Provincial Guidelines for Steep Creeks and is likely inappropriate, given that the
Province has not issued a draft province wide steep creek guideline, nor has it been
publicly considered and reviewed. The Province’s forthcoming guidelines should be
reviewed and referenced as “future provincial policy” as opposed to the current
wording, as the guidelines may change in future as well. We acknowledge the Town
has been a municipal leader in this initiative, but the financial impact on long term on
municipal sustainability and affordability of housing seems to have been placed on the
back burner.
4. Municipal Reserve (MR) Dedication
The MDP identifies a fair and equitable approach to Municipal Reserve dedication that
would apply to all lands developed within Canmore. Currently, Council has a policy
entitled “Three Sisters Resort Core and Stewart Creek Commercial Village Municipal
Reserves Policy" which has set a different standard on how Municipal Reserves are
taken within TSMV, and in the opinion of TSMV is not fair nor reasonable, and has led
to current problems around the Cairn's on the Bow or undesignated, uncredited and
no legal public access considerations like the bridge over Three Sisters Creek that has
no legal public access standing. This policy has led to TSMV is not being fairly
recognized/compensated for past MR contributions, and putting public access for such
trails at risk of legal private landowner's rights of trespass and peaceful enjoyment of
private property. It has also led to TSMV often feeling like a different, excessive and
onerous standard of expectations applies to TSMV in Canmore. TSMV would like to
formally request a rescission of this policy and request that Council have one policy
that is fairly and equitably applied to all developers within Canmore in alignment with
the requirements of the MGA.
5. Conflicting policies at the sacrifice of economic diversification and
development diversity of the Resort Center (Section 11.1)
The MDP appears to elevate Canmore’s Town Center and other existing commercial
elements to a level that is unreasonably restrictive to commercial land use in other
commercial areas, most notably the Resort Centers. While TSMV acknowledges the
importance of the Town Centre as the heart of Canmore and the benefit a strong
downtown provides any community, it should not be the policy of the MDP to protect

this area to a degree that is detrimental to the success of the Towns’ overall
commercial tax base. Downtown commercial real estate operates much like an
oligopoly that and drives rental rates even higher for the local businesses located
there.
TSMV agrees with policy 11.1.2 that supports a range of commercial uses are
provided within the Resort Centers. However we are highly cautious as to how
interpretation and regulation of conflicting policy within Section 11.1.4 will be
interpreted and implemented. How can both 11.1.2 and 11.1.4 work together when the
Town Center is also focused on tourist-centered goods and services?
The success of the Resort Centers hinge on being able to create a commercial
environmental that will be successful in attracting the right uses to all of the
commercial areas of Canmore, and this will also help to share the burden of
transportation and traffic throughout the Town versus the problems already present
with traffic and parking downtown. Council’s direction to expand transit within
Canmore will also significantly benefit from a variety of commercial areas to the benefit
of transit ridership.
Balance must be struck between the protection of the Town Center and Council’s
expressed desire for expanding the commercial tax assessment base within the Town
overall. Language pertaining to the need for the Resort Center’s to compliment the
Town Centre in Section 11.1.4 should be removed as TSMV believes this term is very
subjective and may result in confusion with respect to land use planning in the Resort
Center. Commercial areas are inherently competitive to some extent, and artificial
protections while occasionally politically appealing, generally have been found to only
increase the costs of business and cost of living in municipalities.
6. No residential in Resort Centers
Section 11.1.7 states that Resort Centers are not intended for residential uses save for
PAH and employee housing. This policy does not align with the current Resort Centre
ASP document which allows permanent residential uses. In addition, this is outdated
planning theory and it is well accepted today that a key to creating vibrant, year round
streets requires a mixture of visitor accommodation, PAH, employee housing and
housing for permanent residents in order to achieve vibrancy and for commercial area
to be successful. The MDP should not be absolute in the exclusion of residential from
Resort Center areas. A balanced amount, in strategic areas should be given the
opportunity for construction to support local services and businesses, and to reduce

the impact of seasonal or part-time occupancies stressing infrastructure and local
businesses unnecessarily to the detriment of the municipality and community at large.
7. Conceptual Schemes required prior to consideration of land use
In our experience, a conceptual scheme, sometimes referred to as an outline plan, is a
tool whereby more detail is provided at the land use application stage in order to
understand how land use, subdivision and the installation of utilities will function
comprehensively. Items like preliminary grading, utility servicing, stormwater planning
and land use are examined to generate the best outcomes for the Town and the
developer. Sections 18.2.7, 18.2.8 and 18.2.9 state that Council approval of
Conceptual Schemes may be required by The Town prior to consideration of land use
amendment or subdivision applications.
It is the position of TSMV that the desire for a conceptual scheme prior to
consideration of a land use or subdivision applications is contrary to the Municipal
Government Act (MGA).
TSMV acknowledges that an understanding of a preliminary subdivision plan in
alignment with a land use application can be beneficial. However, asking for a detailed
conceptual scheme as an intermediate plan between the statutory planning phase and
a land use amendment or subdivision application is not in line with the MGA. Council
should amend the language of section 18.2.7 to specify that the potential requirement
of a conceptual scheme/outline plan is made concurrent with land use amendment or
subdivision applications. TSMV would also like the Town to outline criteria for when
a conceptual scheme would be required and to work out the submission requirements
and level of detail that would be anticipated at this stage in partnership with the
development industry in Canmore.
8. Third Party Review of an Environmental Impact Study (EIS)
Third Party Reviews unnecessarily increase the upfront risk to the developer (and
accordingly housing costs) by adding a high amount of uncertainty to the application
put forward for approval. Prior to preparing an EIS the developer must prepare a land
use plan, subdivision plan or other portion of an application as well as all supporting
documents required for the approval of that application in Canmore. Preparation of an
application can be an upfront cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars. In the case of
Smith Creek and the Resort Centre ASPs, it is in the millions. In past applications,
third party reviews have turned into little more than “he-said, she-said” that carry on for
multiple revisions and resubmissions, making understanding the commentary or

recommendations within EIS much more difficult for even experienced personnel to
follow.
Putting the development of the concepts and policies in question after months and
sometimes years of work, is detrimental to the upfront investment required for
development to proceed within Canmore, creating a huge amount of uncertainty and
risk for the developer and increasing housing costs to the end home owners with little
history of proven material benefit. A better approach which is already working within
the Smith Creek process, would be for the developer / applicant to work collaboratively
with the Town on an EIS. This would ensure that concerns and questions are being
asked up front and addressed as part of an EIS submitted to the Town.
TSMV would be in support of a collaborative process whereby the EIS consultant is
selected by the developer and works collaboratively with the Town to ensure all
aspects of the EIS preparation are being discussed upfront, early in the process and
incorporated into applications with objective discussion and collaboration between the
Town and the developer. TSMV would be happy to work with the Town on the details
of how such a collaboration could be formalized.

9. Label of “Private Recreation and Open Space” on Map 2, Golf Courses
In regards to classifying privately owned lands as "Private Recreation", TSMV is in
agreement with including an operating golf course like Stewart Creek Golf Course, the
former Resort Centre Golf Course or similar facilities in this category. However, a
Private Recreational facility is not Open Space. Open Space implies it is allowed for
the public to enter the lands and enjoy for their own recreational purposes even
though they are private. We believe this also tends to lead people to believe that
unauthorized trespassing onto private lands is "ok" if such lands are labelled as private
recreation. We would suggest a label of “Private Recreation” be applied to help the
public understand the difference between public park spaces and privately owned
commercial recreational areas, such as golf courses.
TSMV will be submitting an application for an amendment to the Resort Centre ASP to
the Town of Canmore. Subject to the outcome of a decision on that amendment
further, changes to the MDP Map 2 may be required.

10. Label of Private Recreation and Open Space on Map 2, Staircase Lands
TSMV has serious concerns with this category being applied to areas such as the
"staircase lands" near Grassi Lakes. These lands are zoned Urban Reserve (UR) and
portions may still have future development potential subject to further study. The ability
to develop these lands should be determined through a land use application process
and not require a MDP amendment. It would still be under Council's purview to decide
if development could proceed if and when a land use application is made. The
staircase lands should be classified as "Future Urban Growth".
Current designation as Urban Reserve is not justification to classify these lands as
private recreation and open space lands, especially if they may not be intended for
any sort of recreation. We believe this also tends to lead people to believe that
unauthorized trespassing onto private lands is "ok" if such lands are labelled as private
recreation.
We would be pleased to meet with you to discuss any of these items in further detail.
Thank you for the opportunity to review the current draft of the MDP and for
considering the comments outlined in this letter.

Respectfully,

Jessica Karpat,
Principal - Planning
QuantumPlace Developments on behalf of
Three Sisters Mountain Village Properties Ltd.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sara Renner
Wednesday, March 16, 2016 2:24 PM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
wildlife

Hello Canmore,
THE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP SECTION 4 FALLS FAR SHORT OF EARLIER MDPs IN STATUTORY POLICIES &
PROCESSES TO PROTECT WILDLIFE CORRIDORS, HABITAT PATCHES & AND ADJACENT LAND USES. Please protect our
wildlife corridors.
Sincerely,
Sara Renner
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March 22, 2016
Hal Retzer
Canmore, AB,
Town of Canmore
902 7 Ave
Canmore, AB T1W 3K1
Via Email
chyde@canmore.ca
council@canmore.ca
Dear Town Planners and Town Council,
Re: Muncipal Development Plan Comments
I am writing to you to offer my comments to the MDP. All of my comments pertain to the Blackline Markup file:
MDP-2016 v2-Track Changes Master First Reading Copy.pdf.
I’ve been a resident of Canmore for almost 20 years and am currently living in South Canmore.
My comments are as follows:
1. Vision – I feel that the character of a small town should be left in the vision statement. I still feel that
Canmore is a small mountain town, but perhaps the thinking is that it will grow to outlive this
description? If that’s the case, that’s too bad.
2. The need for affordable housing needs to stay in the vision if we’re going to maintain a town that has
diversity of people.
3. Section 2.1 Last paragraph – development opportunities also need to be limited by wildlife corridors and
other environmental factors.
4. Map 1 - Why is the “Area to be Determined” such a huge area? The area shown seems to be about 20
to 25% of the current footprint of the developed area of Canmore. It seems like this document is very
much focused on growing, growing, growing. Pretty soon Canmore is going to “squeeze out” of the
Rocky Mountains and sprawl into the foothills! Do we really need to promote all this growth? Shouldn’t
the MDP also promote making this place “ better” not just bigger. Also, the “Area to be Determined”
seems to be smack in the middle of a wildlife corridor. Maybe this area should just be excluded from
the Future Growth area to be developed for now. I know it’s owned by a developer, but this MDP
shouldn’t be influenced by one developer.
5. Section 2.1.6 - An EIS should be (or “may be”) required for INSIDE the growth boundary, especially
where there could be impacts on adjacent wildlife corridors or habitat patches.
6. Section 2.3 - Growth Phasing - The vast majority (perhaps all?) new houses in Canmore, including infills,
seem to be completely contrary to the proposed Foundational Values in Section 1.3. They are not
Sustainable (what’s sustainable about a 4500 sq. ft house that is only occupied for a few days per year),

they don’t provide “Diversity” (because the people are seldom here) and I certainly don’t feel
“Connected” to those folks (because they are seldom here and many of the new homes are sprawled far
away from the downtown core). These new houses are often large second homes that (1) do not met
the existing character of the neighbourhood, (2) do not help to provide affordable housing because they
are too expensive for most people and they often displace a lower income families if an existing house
has been demolished and (3) do not add much to the fabric of the community because they are mostly
second homes that sit vacant for most of the year. I’m sorry, but if we’re serious about living up to
Guiding Principal 1, 2 3 and 4, then the proliferation of massive second homes needs to be reversed.
This really needs to be fixed in this MDP.
7. Section 2.3.5 - “Development of lands adjacent to ….schools will be encouraged” Why near ‘schools’
since most new development isn’t for people that have a family with kids attending schools! New
development almost always involves large multi-million dollar homes that are only occupied for a short
time of the year and that a young family with children can’t possibly afford. I’m sorry, I know I’m being a
bit harsh and repetitive, but it’s what our town is (or has already) turned into. This really must be
addressed in the MDP.
8. Section 2.4.1 – The words, “habitat patches” should stay in.
9. Section 2.4.2 - The words “and an EIS, if required” should be added to the list of requirements prior to
Future Growth being allowed, especially in or near wildlife corridors and habitat patches. I feel that
Section 2.3.2 should generally indicate that an EIS is required in all Future Growth areas unless
otherwise exempted in Section 4 of the MDP.
10. Section 4.1.3 - Existing development in Conservation areas should be restricted only to that
development that has been already approved. Add the words, “already approved” in front of the word
“development” in line one.
11. Section 4.2.6 - Map 1, 2 and 4 need to have the wildlife corridor better defined than “Area Under
Review”. That’s much too vague for such a large area designated as “Future Growth”.
12. Section 4.2.9 - Existing development in wildlife corridors and habitat patches should be restricted only to
development that has been already approved. Add the words, “already approved” in front of the word
“development” in line one.
13. Section 4.2.9 - Expansion to existing development in a wildlife corridor or habitat patch should not be
allowed. I respectively ask that you replace the word “discouraged” with “not be allowed”.
14. Section 4.2.10 - An expansion or intensification in a Wildlife Corridor or Habitat Patch is no different
than a new development and should therefore not be allowed. If it’s not allowed, then there is no need
for this paragraph.
15. Section 4 (somewhere around 4.2.9 or 4.2.10) – It’s not clear how a close development can occur to a
wildlife corridor or habitat patch. Or what the requirements are for an EIS, i.e. “within YY meters of a
wildlife corridor, an EIS must be done”. This needs to be made clearer in the MDP. Or perhaps, the
default should be that all development in the Future Growth areas must have an EIS. That seems like a
reasonable approach, given that all of the Future Growth is surrounded by Conservation Area, Wildlife
Corridor or Habitat patches anyways.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Na Ro
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 4:30 PM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
Draft MDP, and deficiencies contained within

Hello:

I am a full time resident of Canmore, and have previously written an email about my concerns as to what is
happening in the Peaks of Grassi wrt zoning and potential construction there, and I am now writing this email
given my concerns regarding the deficiencies in the MDP as currently drafted.
We have a wonderful community, but we need to protect the wildlife that inhabits our community [remember, they were here first],
and accordingly, I believe that four items should be incorporated into the MDP:
1. A specific definition of "adjacency" to be a minimum distance of 200 to 250 meters from the boundary of a corridor or habitat
patch;
2. A requirement for an Environmental Impact Study ("EIS") for any new development in or adjacent to a corridor or habitat patch;
3. A requirement for an independent 3rd party review of a developer's EIS to determine if the land uses proposed adjacent to the
corridor or patch would impact negatively on corridor functionality; and
4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the recommendation of an independent 3rd party review to
carry out an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment of the land uses proposed by the developer adjacent to a corridor or patch.
I spent over 40 years in the real estate industry, and during my career, I was a senior credit officer at one of Canada's largest
banks. We always required 3rd party reviews - it really is most prudent given real estate developers will usually do what is best for
them [yes - I have become jaded, given my experience] - so best to ask someone other than them !
Yours truly
Nancy Rourke
Canmore
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Is necessary when the available information is not sufficient for an informed decision,
or there is a risk for wildlife or injurious human/wildlife interaction



Is included in the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at 2nd reading
The EIS policy in the MDP was weaker than that in the December 2015 draft and still was not
required for a development proposal ADJACENT to a corridor or patch.

Thank you,
Claudia Rustenburg
Canmore, AB
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ON Saturday March 05, and there was a made in China ‐OUT OF TOWN VENDOR
SELLING Compression stockings in the CIVIC CENTRE!
This is just one example of the travesty of the Market Vendor program.
The Public Market should be open to local “HANDMADE OR PRODUCED”
Vendors only as per the Guidelines of the Alberta Approved Farmers’ Market
Program!
The Town of Canmore makes NO effort to protect local business.
The number of Christmas fairs in 2015 was ridiculous…this is a small town
And local stores depend on those Christmas sales … there was a significant
difference in the Holiday sales on Bow Valley Trail.
Then allowing ALL those OUT of TOWN artists to sell their wares in the RCMP
Barracks museum is also ridiculous…They should rent a space like others have
And make a commitment to the community.
It is about time this town Council make a commitment to protecting local business
….
Closing street and eliminating parking for these Vendors is another ridiculous
policy that has taken over the Downtown in high season
Dates.
Valentina Sanghakorn
Medic Comforts
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Thank you
Christine Scotland
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maureen Shaw
Wednesday, March 16, 2016 8:37 PM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
MDP: protection for wild areas

Hello,
I am a Town of Canmore resident and property tax payer.
It is important to include in the MDP specific protective measures for wild areas when it come to development. This
could be achieved in part by:
‐
defining the minimum size of required buffer zones between wild areas and potential development
Requiring an environmental impact study conducted by a un‐related third party for all proposed development
‐
adjacent to or on wild areas
Thank you,
Maureen Fraser
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Larry Stanier
Wednesday, March 16, 2016 9:11 AM
Cheryl Hyde
Council
Wildlife corridors

I am ashamed to hear that Canmore council is willing to weaken protection of wildlife corridors for a developer. I have
always been(mostly) proud of how successive councils have managed to maintain functioning wildlife corridors in the
face of development pressures. Do you really want to be known as the council that spoiled the integrity of the town’s
wildlife corridors and threatened the existence of Y2Y.
I assume that you know the key issues. Adjacency, an EIS for any new proposal, 3rd party review and a strengthened EIA
capability.
Do the right thing, do not be the lame council that started the breakup of functioning corridors!
Larry Stanier
Home Owner and Canmore resident since 1986.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Stelfox
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 7:01 PM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
2016 MDP on 2nd reading, regarding wildlife corridors and habitat patches

Dear Town of Canmore Council,
I am writing in support of returning the following four policies to the MDP consistent with the 1998
MDP and the 2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP) at 2nd reading. As it currently stands, the
environmental stewardship section 4 falls far short of earlier MDPs in statutory policies and processes
to protect wildlife corridors, habitat patches, and adjacent land uses.
The 2016 MDP after 1st reading remains deficient in four major policies to protect Canmore’s wildlife
corridors and habitat patches:
1. A specific definition of ‘adjacency’, defined as a minimum distance in number of meters from the
boundary of a corridor or habitat patch, which can be applied to any new development proposal
adjacent to a corridor or patch. In the CSP, ‘adjacency’ was defined as a distance of 250 meters from
a corridor or patch, which was consistent with the 175-250 metre ‘adjacency’ defined in the 2012 Bow
Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group guidelines.
2. A requirement for an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for any new development proposal IN
or ADJACENT TO a corridor or habitat patch.
3. A requirement of an independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine if the land
uses proposed adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on corridor functionality.
4. A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the recommendation of the 3rd
party review to carry out an in-depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the land uses
proposed by the developer adjacent to a corridor or patch.
These four critical policies will help to secure functional wildlife corridors around the town of Canmore.
Thank you for your time.
Regards,
Jennifer Stelfox
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gerry Stephenson
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 4:44 PM
Cheryl Hyde
Alaric Fish; Andy Esarte; Tracy Woitenko; Michael Fark
Comments on the MDP

Hi Cheryl,
Am enclosing some comments on Section 3.7 , Undermining (Pages 24‐25) of version 2 of the MDP.
I have taken the liberty of sending copies of my comments to other members of Administration as the comments relate
to the meaning and application of the Undermining Review regulation 114/1997. Briefly, I feel that the portion of the
MDP relating to Undermining needs to be strengthened to ensure the Town receives the highest level of protection
achievable under the above regulation and under Regulations 112/1997 and 113/ 1997, both of which describe the
exemption of the Town from liability for development on mined land. For reasons explained below Section 3.7 of the
present MDP draft does not fully protect the Town.
3.7 UNDERMINING.
3.7.1 As now written. “Development on undermined lands within the Three Sisters Resort NRCB decision area as
shown on Map 3 – Undermining Regulation Area is covered by etc”
Note. The regulation only applies to the “designated land” which is shown on Map 3 and is only part of NRCB
Decision area.
3.7.1. Suggested. Development on undermined lands within the Three Sisters Resort NRCB decision
area and lying within the boundaries of the designated area shown on Map 3 is covered by etc etc.

3.7.2. is OK.
3.7.3 As now written. Municipal infrastructure or municipal reserve dedication may be permitted on
undermined lands, where the developer provides an undermining report prepared by a qualified
professional and any recommended mitigation is undertaken, to the satisfaction of the Town.
Note. This is a very important clause and must be explicit if we are to avoid future problems when
infrastructure of any kind is built or land is reserved which subsequently becomes the Town’s
responsibility, most particularly if the Province continues to claim that they will not cover problems on
municipal land. Clearly the best solution is not to allow infrastructure to be located on undermined
areas which will become municipal land. If that is not possible the Town will need the full protection
envisaged by the 3 regulations 112/1997, 113/1997 and 114 /1997 and exemplified by this clause 7.1,3.
I suggest the clause be improved by referring to the requirements in the regulation 114/1997 described
in clause 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. and in clause 7.
Clause 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. require the undermining report prepared by the Developers engineer to be
reviewed by an independent professional engineer who did not assist in the preparation of the
Undermining report.
Clause 7 requires the developer who develops on land affected by mining to carry insurance for a period
and for an amount decided by the Minister to insure against claims for damages arising from
undermining and related issues. If the Minister of the day had done this in 2003‐ 2006 provincial and
1

municipal taxpayers would not have been funding the mitigation work on the Dyrgas gate sinkhole.
Hopefully the new Minister will not make this same mistake.
My suggestion for a n improved clause 3.7.3 is given below.
3.7.3. Municipal infrastructure or municipal reserve dedication may be permitted on undermined lands,
where the developer provides an undermining report prepared by a qualified professional engineer and
where, as required by sections 5(1) and 5(2) of regulation 114/1997, this report is reviewed by an
independent professional engineer who did not take part in the preparation of the report and is not
associated with the firm who prepared the report. Mitigation required by the undermining report and
the independent reviewer must then be completed. Such development will also require that, as
described in section 7 of regulation 114/1997, insurance is taken out by the developer in the amount
and for the time satisfactory to the minister to insure against claims for damages arising from
undermining and related conditions.
Should the town require any assistance in modifying these clauses I would be happy to assist.
I also believe that a map showing the undermining risk zones should have been included for
development within the designated area. This map exists. If there is concern about liability to the town
by including this map in the section 3.7 of the MDP this could be dealt with by a simple clause noting
that the map was prepared by others and is not the towns responsibility.
I hope these comments are useful. I will not be presenting them myself at the meeting tonight (22nd
March) as they are too complex .

Sincerely,
Gerry Stephenson.
Canmore,
Alberta,

.
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March 21, 2016
Mayor and Council
Town of Canmore
907 – 7th Ave
Canmore, AB, T1W 3K1
Dear Mayor and Council,
Re: Town of Canmore MDP v2, Public Hearing, March 22, 2016
Due to the change of the date of Public Hearing from March 8th to 22nd 2016, we are unable to
attend in person. Please accept this document as a written submission to the March 22, 2016
public hearing on the January 2016 draft version (Version 2) of MDP currently being reviewed.
We acknowledge the revisions made from Version 1, and have the additional concerns to be
addressed:

3.5.1 Safety Risk Tolerances
The Town may be erring too far down the side of “risk averse” and not taking into account the
loss of developable land in a limited land supply. Developable land lost due to the Risk and
Hazard Assessments should be permitted to transfer the densities to other developable lands,
as is the case at Silvertip.
3.5.3 Hazard and Risk Assessment
The “Provincial Guidelines for Steep Creek Risk Assessments for Developments” are in draft
form only, and have not been adopted by the Province. This clause should be changed to read:
“in accordance with Provincial policy guidelines.”
3.5.5 Steep Creek Risk Reduction
Under Section 3.5.5 at the end of the paragraph we believe should be changed from “and the
capital cost of mitigation is borne by the developer”, to “and the capital of mitigation may be
partly borne by the developer.”. There are likely numerous examples in Canmore that exist
where only the developer pays does not fit the circumstance but one such case is at Silvertip
on Palliser lands where there are affected lands with ownership by several parties (Town of
Canmore, CCHC and Stone Creek) and numerous other beneficiary parties (other Palliser
development, Canmore Hospital). There may be other sources of funding available such as
provincial or federal or the Town of Canmore funding that may makes sense in many
circumstances.
st

Stone Creek Resorts Inc., 1100 – 1 Street SE, Suite 201, Calgary, AB CANADA T2G 1B1
Phone +1.403.802.3600: Fax +1.403.209.3926 Toll Free: 1.866.837.7097 www.stonecreekresorts.com

11.1.4 Resort Centre Commercial
We are not in agreement with the latter part of Section 11.1.4, "... and should complement
the Town Centre’s role as the commercial and cultural heart of Canmore" and suggest it be
removed. It is very subjective and may even be questionable for the size of the Town of
Canmore’s population base.
This clause should be amended as follows: “Resort Centres will be focused on tourist-oriented
goods and other commercial services that may be required in the Town of Canmore”. As
Canmore grows, it seems inconceivable and illogical that all services should be all mainly
provided in the Town Centre. This will cause further traffic issues and means everyone has to
drive to the town centre to obtain most commercial services. This does not seem like an
acceptable metric of future sustainability.
Stone Creek's development plans for Silvertip Village have undergone a contextual feasibility
investigation to ensure it will be a viable and vibrant resort centre. Its sustainability comes from
the careful planning that has gone into the areas it can directly influence while being cognizant
of the Town Centre. This notion is challenged when describing a need for the Town Centre to be
the focal metric in determining the scale of residential and commercial areas for other tourist
destinations in the vicinity.
11.1.7 Residential in the Resort Centre
We recommend changing:
"Resort Centres are generally intended to be commercial tourist centres but may contain
residential development including employee housing, perpetually affordable housing and other
residential if it can be shown that this could make resort centres more commercially successful,
vibrant and there is overall a net benefit to the community”.
This change is supported by the introductory paragraph to section 11 which states (emphasis
added): These large-scale resort developments, which are geographically separated from the
main area of town, will provide short-term accommodation for visitors, recreational properties for
semi-permanent residents and housing for permanent residents in a resort setting. We have had
many of our Silvertip residents express interest in living in the resort centre in the future.

Attachment 3- Environmental Impact Statement Policy
Part 6.1 EIS Terms of Reference
st
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The requirement for third party review is unnecessary, costly, and will create uncertainty that will
be a significant impediment to development.
1) Where the developer has engaged Professional services, a third party review can also
contribute to the following complication:
• By requesting third-party reviews, the Town of Canmore is positioning themselves in a
role of evaluating the work of Professional consultants.

• Professional Associations discourage this type of 'peer review' as it opens up a
competitive and potentially adversarial environment; leading to infractions on the 'code of
conduct' and 'code of ethics' each association will have.
• Professionals are bound to a fundamental ethical code which requires them to maintain
the dignity of their profession and the protection of the public interest. There is a fiduciary
duty to the public.
• Each association is required to have measures in place for enforcement and complaints.
Should the Town have concerns about the validity of the work presented by a
Professional, they are to take their concerns directly to the association.
2) The cost and uncertainty created by this requirement will be another impediment to
development and the attraction of investment not dissimilar to the uncertainty created by the
SSR process.
We suggest the Town and developer set the Terms of Reference and then work collaboratively
with a Professional consultant throughout the EIS process to ensure a satisfactory result.
Thank you for allowing us to provide input to the development of a new MDP for Canmore.
Please feel free to contact us should you require further clarification on the above points we
have made.

Respectfully submitted,

Guy J. Turcotte
President & CEO
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Paul Turner
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 5:00 PM
Cheryl Hyde
John Borrowman; Joanna McCallum; Sean Krausert; Vi Sandford; Esme Comfort; Ed
Russell; Rob Seeley
Canmore MDP Feedback

Good afternoon,
As a citizen of Canmore for the last 21 years, I have witnessed a great deal of the growth, discussion and public
concerns over the direction the Town is proceeding in with its growth.
As a new resident to the Three Sister’s area of town, I have also become aware of issues with the previous
developments of those lands that if not corrected in the MDP now will forever harm our resident’s ability to
protect the natural environment of this valley – Principle #1 in section 18.
A general comment about the MDP is this: although it uses all the ‘right’ general ideas to express what we, the
people, want versus the development of the Town, it falls short in the leadership required to have a definitive
protections of the environment in place. In a paper littered with ‘may’ or ‘should’, these allow variation and
changes to the good ideas put forward, thereby reducing their effectiveness now, and in the future.
One of the biggest concerns is the wildlife corridors, however the MDP as drafted is contradictory when in 2.1.1
it says “All new development . . . will be limited to those areas within the urban growth boundary as shown in
Map 1” and yet Map 1 has an ‘Undetermined” area. This is makes 2.1.1 useless. There are guidelines for the
design of corridor widths, the Town should mark on the map the limits of those designed corridors and move
on, not have extended talks with developers whose sole mission is to compress those corridors for profit. The
contradiction comes in 2.1.4 where the growth boundary “should” not be expanded becomes expansion when
some dreamy thought comes to Council. IF the boundary were to ever be considered to be moved, 2.1.6 should
have the word “MUST” in the provision of an Environmental Impact Statement. In my opinion, the boundary
should never move, and developers should be put on notice that encroaching on Conservation lands.
Further in the MDP, section 4 should be rewritten to protect the Conservation areas, not allow intensification or
expansion (as they ‘may’ be allowed in 2.1.2), and New Development should not just be discouraged, it should
be forbidden. The Town seems to have forgotten what the word “Conservation” means, paved land is not
conserved.
4.2.1 in the Environmentally Sensitive section again is watered down with the “Town may” require
identification on area structure plans – it should be mandatory. Lands shown as ESAs MUST be conserved –
not ‘should be’ as in 4.2.3.
I feel that if the Town is intent on redevelopment with denser accommodation levels, we should never give up
green space in town. What was a park for 200 may have to be a park for 800 if the town keeps allowing fourplexes where single family homes once stood. We cannot afford to lose more green space.
I could go on, but the point is made that the MDP lacks enforceability to protect the very lands that many of us
moved here to enjoy. The Town has already abdicated any rights to enforceability to the existing developments
in Three Sisters and I would hate to see this mistake repeated.
The Town worked with Three Sisters to develop the Design Guidelines for the neighbourhood. The Town then
required the developer to have a Restrictive Covenant on all homes in the development so that the guidelines
1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fred Vermeuleun
Saturday, March 19, 2016 10:45 AM
Cheryl Hyde
Draft MDP and the Environment

Mayor Borrowman and Councillors Comfort, Krausert, McCallum, Russell, Sandford and Seeley:
We all know that preservation of the natural environment is essential to the Canmore community, the
most important value for most town residents and the single most significant key to drawing in the
visitors who form the basis of local economic activities. Moreover we are all aware of the fragility of
natural environment, and the long-lasting, often permanent, effects of the harm we do to it. Of
particular importance to most residents is the assurance that our activities do not infringe on the
ability of wildlife to move through and survive in the Bow Valley.
For this reason it is a matter of utmost importance that the Town’s MDP provide firm and clear
protection for the environment. Such protection should, at a minimum, include the following features:
clear definitions of environmentally sensitive areas and prohibition, except in exceptional
circumstances, of development within or immediately bordering them; the requirement that any
development which might possibly impact negatively on the environment must be subject to
compulsory environmental review; assurance that the environmental review process must include
provision for independent assessment of the environmental statements provided by the developer.
It is disturbing, then that the draft MDP is so much weaker in this regard than the old 1998 MDP or the
proposed 2009 Community Sustainability Plan (CSP). To provide just one of many possible examples,
both the 1998 MDP and the CSP provided clearly defined minimum distances for setbacks from
waterways. These are missing from the proposed MDP, replaced by the vague clause that setbacks
will be considered by the Town. As a result neither citizens nor developers have any clear idea about
what is required, nor is there any assurance that requirements will be consistent amongst
developments or over time.
Throughout the proposed MDP there has been a shift away from clearly defined statutory processes
which are protective of the environment, and provide some degree of certainty to developers and
residents, to loosely defined possibilities left to the discretion of Town administration.
I strongly urge Council to refuse to give second reading to the MDP until the environmental section
has been extensively revised to provide strong protection for the natural environment, at least as
protective as that of the 2009 CSP.
Fred Vermeulen
Canmore
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Catharine Warren
Saturday, March 19, 2016 9:35 PM
Council
Cheryl Hyde
Proposed Municipal Plan

To: Canmore Mayor John Borrowman and Members of Council
Re: Proposed Municipal Development Plan
I remember with appreciation the long process of community consultation which went in to the 2008/2009
review of the MDP leading to the Community Sustainability Plan (CSP). I thought that it resulted in an excellent
document, particularly in the section dealing with Environmental Stewardship, and I looked forward to seeing
these provisions in the new MDP.
Unfortunately, the strong compulsory environmental regulations, which reflected community input in 2008
and 2009, have been largely removed from the proposed MDP, including specific definitions of adjacency to
environmentally sensitive areas, requirements for compulsory Environmental Impact Statements and the
assurance that the developer’s submissions will be subject to independent third party review. It also appears
that there are no real provisions governing the impact on wildlife corridors and habitat patches from
developments on the Three Sisters lands. This is not acceptable.
Before passing the new MDP I trust that Council will modify the environmental section to ensure that it is as
protective of the environment as was the 2009 proposal.
Thank you for your attention.
Catharine Warren
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WildCanada Conservation Alliance
155 Benchlands Terrace
Canmore, AB T1W 1G2
403-609-9958

March 19, 2016
Honourable Mayor and Members of Council
Town of Canmore
902 7th Avenue
Canmore, AB T1W 3K1
re: Canmore Municipal Development Plan, 2016, v.2
Dear Mayor Borrowman and Councillors:
Thank you for the opportunity to help shape Canmore’s next Municipal Development Plan (MDP).
We look forward to a guiding document that will reflect our community’s previous commitments
and progress as well as new information and articulated aspirations. Please include these comments
in the official record. We trust the process will summarize the substance and numbers of comments
received, and the Town’s response to them.
Our MDP, of course, is the general blueprint for Canmore’s future. It promises newcomers and
residents alike what they can expect in the coming years. The MDP creates opportunities, and
defines expectations and limitations, for developers and investors in Canmore’s future. Perhaps
most critically, it establishes a compact among Town Council, Administration, and Canmore
residents regarding partnership and process as our community progresses and our values, treasures,
promises and opportunities are passed to future generations.
For these reasons, Canmore’s Municipal Development Plan should be the very best document
possible. Canmore’s “future” will begin the day the ink dries on our 2016 MDP.
While each section of the MDP is critical to Canmore’s future, we will focus in this submission on
Town policies that have made Canmore a recognized international leader – striving for wildlife
conservation and connectivity in and around a dynamic and prosperous community.
Ironically, the Environmental Stewardship provisions that have been central to previous MDPs, and
have made Canmore a leader in wildlife corridors and connectivity, have been weakened or deleted
from version 2 of the draft under consideration. With respect, these provisions must be reinstated,
strengthened, and retained as priorities in Canmore’s identity and planning process.
1. The MDP must require an independent, qualified, third party bio-physical evaluation
of any developer’s environmental impact statement (EIS) for new development in or
adjacent to a wildlife habitat patch or wildlife corridor. The Town should pay for and

consider this evaluation and should retain the option to request additional information from
the independent evaluator.
2. Furthermore, the Town should have the option of requesting/requiring a thorough, in-depth
and detailed independent environmental impact assessment (EIA) of new projects as
Council may determine necessary.
3. The MDP should be amended to require the developer to provide a full Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS), by a qualified independent entity, to assess any negative
impacts of any new development proposed either in or adjacent to a wildlife corridor
or habitat patch.
4. For all new development proposals, “adjacency” to wildlife corridors and/or habitat
patches should be defined as 250 metres from the edge of a corridor or patch.
Proposed developments determined to be adjacent to corridors and/or patches should be
carefully assessed to ensure they do not compromise corridor or habitat patch functionality.
This requirement would be consistent with Canmore’s 2009 Community Sustainability Plan
and other research and recommendations.
5. When applied appropriately, the policies above should provide useful and necessary tools
when incorporated into the EIS Policy document.
These necessary amendments are supported by Canmore’s own experience with shaping
development proposals, historic and ongoing scientific research, provisions in previous MDPs,
residents’ comments on the current MDP draft and steadfast support of wildlife conservation, and
Council’s repeated commitment to functional wildlife corridors. In fact, in your meeting in
December of last year, Council explicitly directed Administration to amend the draft MDP
consistent with these policy principles. We are at a loss to explain why Administration failed to
respond to these requests. We rely on Council, as our elected representatives, to ensure that these
protective statutory policies are included in our MDP. Canmore’s MDP should provide clarity for
Council and Administration, easily understood direction and limitations for businesses and
prospective developers, and reassurances for Canmore residents.
Let me elaborate on the MDP policy recommendations above.
1) Third party evaluation.
a) This review was included in the 1998 MDP and in the 2009 Community Sustainability
Plan.
b) We must ensure, through statutory requirement, a review independent of the developer’s
own environmental assessments.
c) Third party evaluation should apply to new development proposals within or adjacent to
a corridor or habitat patch.
d) The Town of Canmore and the MD of Bighorn have found third party review helpful in
assessing new developments. These reviews are standard professional practice
e) Assessments by, for example, Golder Associates on behalf of their paying clients in the
Bow Valley have been criticized by independent third-party professionals. Regarding
Golder’s work for PWC on Three Sisters, MSES found data “missing,” predictions
“unconvincing ... uncertain and difficult to verify” and “low” confidence in the Golder’s

assessment. The Town and residents would be at a serious dis-advantage if forced
to rely solely on assessments paid for by developers.
2) Providing the Town’s option/ability to require a full EIA on new proposals as Council may
deem necessary.
a) This option has been available to the Town under the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP at
2nd reading.
b) Should be required, and would be essential, if there is not sufficient information available
to support an informed decision, or if there is a public safety or conservation risk.
c) The current MDP draft contains this requirement for proposed new development
adjacent to a wildlife corridor or patch.
3) Require the developer to provide an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on new
proposed development either in or adjacent to corridor or habitat patch.
a) This provision was included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP; why would it be
removed now?
b) A full EIS can assess any negative impact of proposed land uses to wildlife conservation
and movement.
4) Define adjacency.
a) This provision was included in both the 1998 MDP and the 2009 CSP; why would it be
removed now?
b) A clear definition removes ambiguity and debate by providing one specific minimum
criterion for “adjacency” (250 metres) to apply to all new development and would be
consistent with provincial scientific recommendations.
c) The only requirement is that the Town carefully examine land uses within the defined
adjacent area.
Third-party evaluations have been most helpful to ensure objective assessment and consideration of
development proposals. Third party reviews, especially a more rigorous independent EIA, provide
essential information. Unambiguous parameters—like a clear definition of “adjacency”—provide
developers, Town government, and citizens alike with a certainty that serves us all well.
The challenges and opportunities we face in Canmore may change from year to year, but our
fundamental values and expectations remain more consistent. The MDP aspires to reflect both of
these forces. The MDP’s Environmental Stewardship policies should reflect progress and the best
we have to offer. Without the amendments we request above, the current MDP represents
disappointing steps backward.
We join members of Council who supported these policies in your meeting of December 2015. We
trust the next reading will include them.
Best regards,
Jim Pissot, Director

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevan Wilson
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:06 AM
John Borrowman; Joanna McCallum; Sean Krausert; Vi Sandford; Esme Comfort; Ed
Russell; Rob Seeley; Cheryl Hyde
MDP Hearing

We are writing this email as we are unable to attend the hearing in person. We are owners of a property on
Silvertip. We have owned this property for 12 years and truly love the nature and facilities that Canmore has to
offer. The balance of development and nature is what is so appealing and, to date, has been better in Canmore
than in many other areas.However, we believe that the proposed MDP has the potential to ruin that.
We have concerns over how developers are managed within the town (and yes, we realize that we bought our
place from one such developer). Many others have already expressed detailed concerns and parsed the proposed
MDP line by line. While we agree with those proposed changes we will limit ourselves to the following:
There are three key areas we wish to point out for Council:
1. Council's purpose is to support the development (or non-development) of the town as representatives of the
people, not representatives of developers or other outside interests. Your responsibility is not only to listen to
the dissenting arguments for the proposed MDP, but to give those arguments their proper weight.
2. We feel that the proposed MDP needs to be strengthened to support the wishes of the citizenry of Canmore.
Clearly there is significant opposition to the current plan. This opposition is not onerous but simply calls for
safeguards to be put in place to protect those who call Canmore "home" whether permanently or as a vacation
destination. These safeguards are in the best interest of Canmore as a town not any specific individual or
corporation.
3. Any future agreements arranged with contractors should reflect the strengthened MDP and contractors should
be held accountable to abide by the strengthened MDP and any other commitments made during the contracting
process (and here we reference the Silvertip developer as a example. As in that case, many representations were
made to potential landowners and few have been kept. It has been through the efforts of the residents that future
changes have been halted).
In short, we ask, as the officials representing the citizens of the town, that you truly represent those citizens.
Further development should be a secondary consideration to the wishes of existing residents.
Sincerely,
Kevan Wilson and Esther Lem
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

KATHRYN WOOD
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 7:14 PM
Cheryl Hyde; Council
Wildlife corridor - Town council meeting

Hello,
I am writing in regards to the statutory MDP that is being discussed in the town council meeting this evening.
I wish to urge you to increase the protection of wild spaces around Canmore. I am 23 years old and an outdoor educator
based out of Canmore. I do not want to see wildlife corridors and green spaces around my home disappear throughout
my lifetime. It is these green spaces and amazing animals that make Canmore so special. It is also what brings tourism to
the town, creating jobs for locals. I implore you, as a young person concerned about the future of the town, and of our
planet, to set an example of environmental mindfulness and preservation. Please, make choices and changes that will
make this land more beautiful, safer and more accessible for wildlife, and more sustainable for future generations then
it is today.
Please, consider the following in the MDP:
1) A specific definition of ‘adjacency’ of 200‐250 meters from the boundary of a corridor or habitat patch, in regards to
ALL development.
2) A requirement for an EIS for any new development proposal IN or ADJACENT TO a corridor or habitat patch.
3) A requirement of an independent 3rd party review of the developer’s EIS to determine if the land uses proposed
adjacent to the corridor or patch would impact negatively on corridor functionality.
4) A statutory policy which provides Council with the option to act on the recommendation of the 3rd party review to
carry out an in depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the land uses proposed by the developer adjacent to a
corridor or patch.
Thank you for your consideration.
Kat Wood
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March 21, 2016
Honourable Mayor and Members of Council
Town of Canmore
902 7th Avenue
Canmore, AB T1W 3K1
re: Canmore Municipal Development Plan, 2016, v.2
Dear Mayor Borrowman and Councillors:
Thank you for the opportunity to engage on Canmore’s next Municipal Development Plan (MDP).
We look forward to a guiding document that will reflect our community commitments to coexistence with wildlife. We believe that Canmore and the broader Bow Valley are and should remain
a global model for community/wildlife co-existence.
As the blueprint for Canmore’s future. The MDP is essential in defining development into the
future. As such it is a critical document for today and for the future. As a group that understands the
importance of connectivity and co-existence for wildlife in the Bow Valley for wildlife in the region
and in the broader Yellowstone to Yukon region, we will focus our comments on these matters.
It appears that some of the Environmental Stewardship provisions have been weakened or deleted
from version 2 of the draft under consideration. With respect, these provisions must be reinstated,
strengthened, and retained as priorities in Canmore’s identity and planning process. We respectfully
request the following be part of the MDP
1. The MDP must require an independent, qualified, third party bio-physical evaluation of any
developer’s environmental impact statement (EIS) for new development in or adjacent to a
wildlife habitat patch or wildlife corridor. The Town should pay for and consider this
evaluation and should retain the option to request additional information from the
independent evaluator.
2. Furthermore, the Town should have the option of requesting/requiring a thorough, in-depth
and detailed independent environmental impact assessment (EIA) of new projects as
Council may determine necessary.

3. The MDP should be amended to require the developer to provide a full Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS), by a qualified independent entity, to assess any negative impacts of
any new development proposed either in or adjacent to a wildlife corridor or habitat patch.
4. For all new development proposals, “adjacency” to wildlife corridors and/or habitat patches
should be defined as 250 metres from the edge of a corridor or patch. Proposed
developments determined to be adjacent to corridors and/or patches should be carefully
assessed to ensure they do not compromise corridor or habitat patch functionality. This
requirement would be consistent with Canmore’s 2009 Community Sustainability Plan and
other research and recommendations.
5. When applied appropriately, the policies above should provide useful and necessary tools
when incorporated into the EIS Policy document.
These amendments are supported by Canmore’s own experience and history and we respectfully
request that you ensure that these are amended into the MDP to ensure that the community
maintains its commitment to functional wildlife corridors. If you have any questions or concerns,
please to not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

Stephen Legault
Program Director

